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harry S truman with chaim weizmann truman officially received
weizmann on may 25 1948 the first time the head of the new jewish
state was received by a US president on that occasion weizmann
acknowledged trumanstromansTrumans role inin the recognition of israel by presenting
him with a set ofoftorahtorah scrolls abba eban recalled that truman was not
fully briefed by his staff not understanding what was within the purple
velvet covering truman responded ive always wanted a set of these
courtesy of the bettmann archive



harry S truman
as a modern cyrus

despite concerted opposition from his advisors who saw the
move as strategically unwise truman ignored strategy and
recognized israelforisrael forbof humanitarian and religious reasons

michael T benson

without question the puzzle of palestine as secretary of
state dean acheson referred to it posed singular difficulty for
the administration of president harry S truman in terms of
humaneness conscience diplomacy strategy intrigue oiloff domes-
tic politics prejudice and personal pressure 1 notwithstanding
many mitigating factors the historical record reveals that trumanstromansTrumans
decision to grant recognition to the nascent jewish state was based
primarily on humanitarian moral and sentimental reasons many
of which were an outgrowth of trumanstromansTrumans religious upbringing and
his familiarity with the bible his controversial action to grant
recognition was subsequently sanctified by foreign policy offi-
cials at the state department for strategic reasons given the
similar strategic motivations of both the united states and great
britain in the middle east parallels are readily evident in adopting
the balfour declaration which restored to the jews their ancient
homeland the british were compelled by dual considerations
first a debt of conscience owed to the people of the bible and
second a strategy of empire which required that the british estab-
lish a presence in palestine 2

in conversing with me about the above conclusions john
lewis gaddis the visiting harmsorthharmsworthHarmsorth professor of modern history
at queens college oxford remarked that such a thesis is on the
right track nevertheless he noted one must emphasize the reli-
gious nature of trumanstromansTrumans decision and the ways his actions diverged
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from typical policy making otherwise there is no way to explain
why truman did what he did because his decision to grant recog-
nition is an aberration when viewed within the historical context
examining the presidents actions through the prism of politics
strategy or common sense renders the decision inexplicable 3

at the time I1 did not mention a mormon elder by the name
of orson hyde his mission to palestine and the way harry S

trumanstromansTrumans recognition of the nation of israel in may 1948 might be
viewed as a partial fulfillment of hydes 1841 dedicatory prayer

elder hydes mission to palestine

sometime after orson hydes baptism the prophet joseph
smith gave elder hyde an extraordinary blessing

in due time thou shalt go to jerusalem the land of thy fathers and
be a watchman unto the house of israel and by thy hands shall the
most high do a great work which shall prepare the way and greatly
facilitate the gathering together of that people 4

As a literal realization of that blessing elder hyde set out nearly a
decade later on what may be one of the most arduous missions
ever undertaken by a member of the quorum of the twelve his
harrowing voyage to palestine via london rotterdam constant-
inople and beirut is a matter of record on arriving in jerusalem
on october 21 1841 after nearly nineteen months of travel
elder hyde recorded his first impressions of the holy city my
natural eyes for the first time beheld jerusalem and as I1 gazed
upon it and its environs a storm of commingled emotions
suddenly arose in my breast the force of which was only spent in
a profuse shower of tears 5

early on sunday morning october 24 1841 elder hyde
crossed the kidron valley and ascended the mount of olives
there he built an altar and in solemn silence with pen ink and
paper offered a dedicatory prayer 6 his prayer contained the
following petition

thou 0 lord did once move upon the heart of cyrus to show favor
unto jerusalem and her children do thou now also be pleased to
inspire the hearts of kings and the powers of the earth to look with
a friendly eye towards this place and with a desire to see thy right-
eous purposes executed in relation thereto let them know that it is
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thy good pleasure to restore the kingdom unto israel raise up
jerusalem as its capital and constitute her people a distinct nation
and government with david thy servant even a descendant from
the loins of ancient david to be their king 7

orson hyde thereby enunciated a vision of the return of the jews
to their ancestral homeland fifty six years before theodor herzl
the founder of modern zionism convened the first zionist con-
gress in basel switzerland

I1 should mention that I1 do not intend to discuss the policies
of the modern state of israel members of the church have been
counseled repeatedly to avoid taking sides in the apparently
intractable middle eastern conflict for example president
howard W hunter observed we do not need to apologize nor
mitigate any of the prophecies concerning the holy land we
believe them and declare them to be true but this does not give
us justification to dogmatically pronounce that others of our
fathers children are not children of promise 1188 church leaders
have continued to plead for peace and for coexistence with allanailali

the peoples who lay claim to old jerusalem and the holy land
jewish christian islamic and others 9

nonetheless given the eventual unfolding of the lords
purposes in the near east the jewish return to palestine is an
astonishing phenomenon which cannot be divorced from the
events that prophecy has foretold will transpire there professor
daniel peterson concludes we need only think for a moment
about the sheer improbability of the whole thing to begin to see
its miraculous character 10

some however are quick to note that a jewish return to
palestine should not necessarily be seen as a fulfillment of the
spiritual promises made through the ancient and modern
prophets 11 1 I have occasionally heard western christians
including latter day saints records peterson talk as if we must
support every action and every policy of the government of israel
because that government is the leadership of gods chosen people
this is false worse I1 believe it is idolatrous 12 elder bruce R

mcconkie has been even more explicit

let there be no misunderstanding in any discerning mind on this
point this gathering of the jews to their homeland and their
organization into a nation and a kingdom is not the gathering
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promised by the prophets it does not fulfill the ancient
promises this gathering of the unconverted to palestine shall
we not call it a political gathering based on such understanding of
the ancient word as those without the guidance of the holy spirit
can attain or shall we not call it a preliminary gathering brought to
pass in the wisdom of him who once was their god this gath-
ering of those whose eyes are yet dimmed by scales of darkness and
who have not yet become the delightsome people it is their destiny
to be is nonetheless part of the divine plan it is elias going before
messias it is a preparatory work it is the setting of the stage for the
grand drama soon to be played on olivet 13

notwithstanding the disparate perspectives uisvis iia uisvis the role of the
establishment of israel in the eternal scheme of things one would
certainly be hard pressed to disagree with this caveat the estab-
lishmentlishment of the state of israel represents a modem political miracle

in this article I1 will focus on the consummation of a specific
plea in elder hydes petition to the almighty do thou now also
be pleased to inspire the hearts of kings and the powers of the
earth to look mithwith a friendly eye towards this place and with a
desire to see thy righteous purposes executed in relation
thereto 14 neither time nor space will allow for the treatment of
great britainsbritainaBritains role in restoring the jewish people to palestine and
the subsequent fulfillment of elder hydes prophecy that
england is destined in the wisdom and economy of heaven to

stretch forth the arm of political power and advance in the front
ranks of this glorious enterprise 71151115721515 rather I1 will focus on what
might be considered a very unlikely means of fulfilling elder
hydes dedicatory prayer the thirty third president of the united
states harry S truman

I1 hasten to add that I1 am not the first to emphasize the signif-
icance to the latter day saints of president trumanstromansTrumans role in restor-
ing the jews to their zion eliahu elath former israeli ambassador
to the united states and president of the hebrew university made
this interesting observation in 1977

when harry was sixteen the truman family moved to indepen-
dence a small town in the western part of missouri during the
1850s 1830s it had been one of the centers of activity of the mor
mons joseph smith founder of the sect insisted that it had been
revealed to him in a dream that independence was the site of the
garden of eden he changed its name to zion mystics may discover
a hint here of the historic role a son of independence zion was to
play in the restoration of israel to its ancient homeland in zion 16
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chief executives and the question of palestine

the first chief executive to express a desire to see the jewish
people restored to their ancient homeland was john adams in an
1818 letter to major mordechai noah adams wrote for I1 really
wish the jews in judea an independent nation for as I1 believe the
most enlightened men of it have participated in the amelioration
of the philosophy of the age 111717 A century later jewish nationalists
would stir their faithful by recalling adamssadamas message discreetly
omitting the concluding phrase once restored to an indepen-
dent government and no longer persecuted they would soon wear
away some of the asperitiesasperities and peculiarities of their character
possibly in time becoming liberal unitarian christians 18

while every american president beginning with woodrow
wilson has gone on the record in favor of a jewish national home
US involvement in the palestinian conundrum would begin in
earnest with the administration of harry S truman in the mid
1940s truman recalled in 1961 that the palestine question was an
exceptional kind of a problem of a unique people and of a unique
country which he contended could not be dealt with in the
routine customary manner in which subjects of a political char-
acter were generally treated 19 ambassador elath observed

trumanstromansTrumans actions regarding palestine his support of the zionist
cause and the jewish desire for statehood were motivated by
deeper more noble considerations than mere political and
personal gain 020O white house counsel clark clifford noted

the ethical and moral humanitarian and sentimental reactions
that the president felt toward israel were very very important to
him I1 know why he fought for israel I1 know that for instance
he believed that in the old testament there were references to the
fact that ultimately there would be a jewish homeland he felt
a desire to see that these people who had been so mistreated all
through their lives and all through their history would be given
a chance 21

trumanstromansTrumans religious upbringing and studies of history

As a young boy harry who was neither as athletic nor social
as his fellow classmates or his younger brother vivian spent
most of his time reading books he especially liked a red backed
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four volume set of biographies by charles francis homehorne the
lives of great men and famous women recalled truman
when I1 was a boy I1 was something of a bookworm in part

because my eyesight kept me out of a good many games and
sports by the time I1 was twelve or fourteen years old I1

had read every book in the independence library including the
31211232222 trumanstromansTr child recordedencyclopedias margaret umans only my

fathers second preference after homeshornes biographies was the
bible by the time he was twelve he had read it end to end twice
and was frequently summoned to settle religious disputes 1523112323

young harrys regular bible study instilled in him a seriousness
quite marked for a boy his age he could quote many verses at
random and in a childlike way he knew their beauty and could
understand the allegorical significance 112124

though he was a regular church attender before assuming
the presidency he retained his membership in the baptist church
of grandviewGrandview missouri truman very rarely attended church
during his seven years in the oval office explaining that he
attracted too much attention and distracted other worshippersworshippers 2521

despite such irregular church attendance truman was a deeply
religious man the Cbchristianristian century called him one of our
more religious presidents26presidents26 and his biblical upbringing was
clearly manifested in correspondence speeches and public state-
ments many of these communications exhibited distinct theo-
logical attitudes reverence for the holy scriptures belief in a
supreme being support for a spirit of toleration among the various
religious faiths and support for the ecumenical movement 31271127212727

shortly after announcing his candidacy for the senate in 1934
truman wrote in his diary and now I1 am a candidate for the
united states senate if the almightyAhnighty god decides that I1 go there I1

am going to pray as king solomon did for wisdom to do the job 11281121012128

trumanstromansTrumans later public addresses and papers are studded
with biblical references 71291129732929 his final address to the nation as pres-
ident in january of 1953 is evidence of his deep seated attach-
ment to the bible and his penchant for historical analogies

think what can be done once our capital our skillsskiffs our science
and most of all atomic energy can be released from the tasks of
defense and turned wholly to peaceful purposes all around the
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world there is no end to what can be done I1 cant help but dream
out loud just a little here the tigris and the euphrates valley can
be made to bloom as it did in the times of babylon and nineveh
israel can be made the country of milk and honey as it was in the
time of joshua 30

in a 1959 interview truman observed As a student of the bible I1

have been impressed by the remarkable achievements of the jews
in palestine in making the land of the holy book blossom again 5131113131

when asked about the numerous references to god and the
bible in trumanstromansTrumans addresses white house aide and speech writ-
er george elsey answered that in this regard truman led and his
staff followed

the staff certainly did not deliberately compose phrases or para-
graphs of this sort and inject them this was very much a part of
president trumanstromansTrumans own personal belief and feeling many of these
phrases and sentences were added by him in longhand very near the
final draft of a speech one could find long before he had ever
had a staff helping him in matters references of this sort back in his
early campaign speeches in his senatorial days in the 30s and 40s
so this a reflection of mr trumanstromansTrumans own beliefs 3231

A providential president

initially humble insecure and overwhelmed truman com-
mented to reporters upon hearing of president franklin roose
veits death boys if you ever pray pray for me now I1 dont know
whether you fellows ever had a load of hay fall on you but when
they told me yesterday what had happened I1 felt like the moon
the stars and all the planets had fallen on me 2133113333 the unlikely chief
executive from independence expressed humility and self depre
cation so frequently that his own vice president alben barkley of
kentucky finally took him aside and told him to cut it out the
people of the united states according to barkley would lose all
confidence in him if he did not show confidence in himself god
raises up leaders barkley told truman we do not know the
process but in the wisdom of almighty god you have been
made presidentpresident3434

vice president barkley was not the only one to believe that
trumanstromansTrumans assumption of office came about by providential inter-
ventionvention zionist leaders saw the failed midwestern haberdasher as
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the instrument whereby the jews would attain their state in a
particularly terse letter to the president just weeks before ben
gurionsGurions historic announcement of may 1948 chaim weizmann
the first president of israel exhorted the choice for our people
mr president is between statehood and extermination history
and providence have placed this issue in your hands and I1 am con-
fident that you will yet decide it in the spirit of the moral law 35

one of the most revealing comments relative to trumanstromansTrumans
providential role came from david niles a whiteawhiteawhile house aide who
worked for presidents roosevelt and truman on more than one
occasion niles expressed doubts that israel would have come
into being if roosevelt had lived 113136 indeed rooseveltsRoosevelts mercurial
record on the palestine issue has left more questions than answers
As a former state department official summarized in many ways
president rooseveltsRoosevelts handling of the palestine question remains
an enigma he left no coherent policy for his successor and some
of his statements and actions are difficult to understand 21371137513737

conversely trumanstromansTrumans continued support of partition and of the
establishment of a jewish state elicited some of the bitterest
the most venomous opposition he was to face during his time
in the white house 3831

opponents to trumanstromansTrumans palestine policy

trumanstromansTrumans support for a jewish homeland is all the more
astounding given the political climate of washington in the late
1940s despite the unremitting pressure he endured from nearly
every side truman held firm to the conviction that the palestine
issue was unique and would ultimately be decided by a different
standard when his secretary of defense james forrestal re-
minded him of the critical need for saudi arabian oil in the event
of war truman said he would handle the situation in the lightfighthight of
justice not oiloff 39 forrestal continued to register his concerns about
the accessibility of oil as late as the winter of 1948 arguing that
without middle eastern oil the european recovery program
known as the marshall plan had a very slim chance of success

hiin his opinion as well as that of many others at foggy bottom the
united states simply could not supply the european continent
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while meeting the demands for its own consumption 40 max ballbanbail
director of the oil and gas division at the department of the
interior insisted that middle eastern oil resources had to be devel-
oped as quickly as possible for the supply of europe to prevent
european industry from collapsing and falling to communism or to
the dogs 41 notwithstanding such dire prognostications oil meant
less to truman recalled ambassador elath where human suffer-
ing and the future of a people depended upon the results of their
desperate struggle for physical and national survival 42

white house counsel clark clifford recalled a conversation
he had with forrestal early in 1948

we were talking together one time I1 had breakfast with him every
week he said clark I1 dont understand why you fellas at the white
house view the jewish problem the way you do I1 replied what
do you mean he said well its very clear to us that there are 35
million arabs and there are 400000 jews and the 35 million arabs
are going to push the 400000 jews into the mediterranean its
just a question of numbers and I1 said well jim with president
truman it is not a question of numbers it is a question of the ethics
and morality of the problem forrestal just kind of shook his head 4313

truman adhered to the belief that the palestine issue should be
decided on moral grounds

however state department officials and military leaders
thought in purely strategic terms for which they cannot be
faulted nonetheless they tended to ignore humanitarian and
moral considerations their assessment of the situation as
outlined by george kennan the director of the state departments
policy planning staff included strategic and economic politics and
an interest in the world of realpolitik the assessment was sepa-
rate kennan argued from the altruistic moralistic or humani-
tarian motives existing in american foreign relations 44

all of trumanstromansTrumans most trusted foreign policy advisers were
absolutely opposed to the establishment of a jewish state in
palestine truman faced the formidable front of general george
marshall undersecretary of state robert lovett secretary of the
navy and later secretary of defense james forrestal policy plan-
ning staffs george kennan state department counsel charles boh-
len and dean acheson who was marshallsmarchallsMarshalls successor As acheson
stated 1I had learned to understand but not to share the mystical
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emotion of the jews to return to palestine and end the diaspora
in urging zionism as an american governmental policy they had
allowed so I1 thought their emotion to obscure the totality of
american interests 21151115214545

these men argued that however humanitarian a jewish
homeland might seem it posed a real risk to united states
national security although some might sense more than a whiff
of prejudice among these arch WASPs it is probably more accu-
rate to describe the attitude of lovett and others as intellectually
unsympathetic not viscerally antisemiticanti semitic pragmatists all these
men were really quite bloodless about an issue that aroused such
passion in others 46 former israeli ambassador to the united states
abba eban observed you would have expected with a president
normally for something so controversial that the wise men
would be divided some for and some against but there was
nobody for this issue in what I1 would call the influential group 47

the may 12 oval office showdown

several months after the united nations vote to partition
palestine truman met with the chemist from pinsk chaimchalm
weizmann on march 18 1948 while the truman and weizmann
accounts differ slightly on various points both agree truman
attempted to emphasize that his primary concern was to see
justice done without bloodshed 4841 furthermore as best as can be
determined truman gave his pledge that if the jewish state were
declared the united states would recognize the new state imme-
diatelydiately As truman recalled and when weizmann left my office
I1 felt that he had reached a full understanding of my policy and
that I1 knew what it was he wanted 49 weizmann confided to inti-
mate associates that he had received a specific commitment from
the president truman would work for the establishment and
recognition of the jewish state 50 indeed

the move was typical of truman a statement of personal integrity
and intent uncluttered by bureaucratic options and provisosprovisorprovisos it
was the word of one amiable citizen to another one from
independence the other from pinsk yet it was as binding as an
act of state truman never notified the state department of
his promise 51
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according to clarkdarkoark clifford truman told weizmann you can
bank on us I1 am for partition 31521152335252 trumanstromansTrumans promise to weizmann is
all the more important when one considers the events that tran-
spired shortly thereafter

due to a myriad of factors and events among them
trumanstromansTrumans reticence to discuss with anyone his promise made to
weizmann the political picture in washington became more con-
voluted in subsequent weeks the apex of the state departments
opposition to trumanstromansTrumans stated position and his support for zion-
ist aims occurred on may 12 1948 in what clarkdarkoark clifford has
called the showdown in the oval office 115353 in attendance were
president truman secretary of state george marshall under-
secretary of state robert lovett white house staff members clark
clifford david niles and matthew connelly fraser wilkins of
the near east agency and robert mcclintock of the united na-
tions office 5414

before the meeting truman issued this ominous warning to
clifford general marshall is opposed to our recognizing israel
hell bring his assistants with him I1 think that between the two
of us maybe we can convince marshall of the rightness of our
cause 55 the president began the proceedings by saying that he
was seriously concerned as to what might happen in palestine
after the scheduled departure of the british in two days
undersecretary lovett was then called on to present the state
departments position of opposing any hasty recognition of the
new jewish state counsel clifford was called upon next his state-
ment mentioned explicitly and for the first time recognition of
the new jewish state by the united states 5616

As I1 talked remembered clifford 1 I noticed the thunder
clouds gathering marshallsmarchallsMarshalls face getting redder and redder by the
time clifford finished general marshallsmarchallsMarshalls face was absolutely beet
red I1 think he had grave difficulty containing himself during the
presentation 22171117225757 clifford concluded by explaining the balfour
declaration and quoting the following lines from deuteronomy 18
verifying the jewish claim to a homeland in palestine behold
I1 have set the land before you go in and possess the land which
the lord sware unto your fathers abraham isaac and jacob to
give unto them and to their seed after them
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lovett then offered a rebuttal to cliffords presentation
arguing inter alia that premature recognition would be a blow to
the prestige of the president and would signify a very transparent
attempt to win the jewish vote 58 to recognize the jewish state
prematurely would be the equivalent of recognizing a pig in a
poke lovett then pulled out a file of reports suggesting again
that large numbers of the jewish immigrants were communists or
soviet agents 315115599 how did the united states know what kind of
jewish state would be established the undersecretary concluded
by reading excerpts from a file of intelligence telegrams and
reports regarding soviet activity in sending jews and communist
agents from black sea areas to palestine ygo36160161 1 I felt that this was
preposterous recalled clifford jewish refugees from eastern
europe in fact were specifically fleeing the communists 36116161

lovetts rejection of cliffords proposal for recognition was
merely a precursor to the blow yet to come from the greatest
living american 1 as truman called general george C marshall 6261

immediately after the meeting secretary marshall dictated from
memory what he had said he concluded

the counsel offered by mr clifford was based on domestic polit-
ical considerations while the problem which confronted us was
international I1 said bluntly that if the president were to follow
mr cliffords advice and if in the elections I1 were to vote I1 would
vote against the president 62169163

marshallsmarchallsMarshalls rejoinder recalled clifford was so shocking that it just
kind of lay there for 15 or 20 seconds and nobody moved 64

needless to say it brought the meeting to a grinding halt in try-
ing to evoke the feeling in the room at the time clifford would
recall years later there was really a state of shock the pres-

ident I1 think was struck dumb by it there was this awful total
silence 36565165 this rebuke marshall hadwas as strong a personal as
ever tendered given the tremendous respect both men had for
each other and was certainly not what the underdog from
missouri needed to hear in may 1948 just two months before a

democratic convention he did not yet control and six months
before a presidential election which he appeared sure to lose

nevertheless truman showed little emotion he simply
raised his hand and said that he was fully aware of the difficulties
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and dangers in the situation to say nothing of the political risks
involved which he himself would run 66 seeing that his secretary
of state was still quite agitated truman turned toward marshall
and remarked 1I think I1 understand the question involved and I1

think we need no furtherfarther discussion of it I1 think we must follow
the position general marshall has advocated 111767 clifford recalled
lovett who felt as I1 did that this awful meeting should be ending

as quickly as possible said well thank you very much mr pres-
ident I1 think weve pretty well covered it they got up and left 68

truman turned to clifford and said that was rough as a cob 69

the president told his counsel not to feel badly As a trial lawyer
who had lost cases before clifford confessed well I1 didnt ever
think I1 was going to win every case but im little afraid that I1 may
have lost this one 13711770I1 to this truman replied lets not agree that
its lost yet 21711771I1 the president continued 1I never saw the general
so furious suppose we let the dust settle a little then you can get
into it again and see if we can get this thing turned around I1 still
want to do it but be careful I1 cant afford to lose general
marshall 15711772I1 any leak particularly in the midst of the most difficult
months of the cold war of the astonishing events of that after-
noon would have been catastrophic 7371

according to fraser wilkins the state department represen-
tatives came away from the meeting with the distinct impres-
sion that recognition of the new jewish state would be put off
indefinitely1174117174 however trumanstromansTrumans endorsement of the state de-
partmentspartments position was according to clark clifford merely an
attempt not to embarrass general marshall in front of the others 117575

because president truman was often annoyed by the tone and
fierceness of the pressure exerted on him by american zionists
recalled clifford on another occasion he left some people with
the impression he was ambivalent about the events of may 1948
this is not true he never wavered in his belief that he had taken
the right action 13761176337676

years after leaving the white house and in typical truman
esque fashion the former commander in chief recalled

id recognized israel immediately as a sovereign nation when the
british left palestine in 1948 and I1 did so against the advice of my own
secretary of state george marshall who was afraid that the arabs
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wouldnt like it this was one of the few errors of judgment made by
that great and wonderful man but I1 felt that israel deserved to be
recognized and didnt give a damn whether the arabs liked it or not 777

As one can see truman had already made up his mind long before
the now famous may 12 oval office meeting

conclusion

two days later unbeknownst even to the american delega-
tion at the united nations truman had the united states be the
first country to recognize the jewish nation reborn after two
millennia in speaking of his decision to recognize israel immedi-
ately truman stated matter of factly in his memoirs 1 I was told
that to some of the career men of the state department this
announcement came as a surprise it should not have been if these
men had faithfully supported my policy 117178 the president from
independence had kept his word to the chemist from pinsk the
old doctor will believe me now quipped truman 79

harry S truman according to one of his closest associates
was the one american who had more to do with assisting in the
creation of israel than any other individual 81080110 for trygve lie first
secretary general of the united nations trumanstromansTrumans influence in the
establishment of the jewish state could not be overemphasized
1 I think we can safely say that if there had been no harry S

truman there would be no israel today 81 to be sure truman has
been eulogized by jews around the globe for his instrumental role
in recognizing the nascent state he himself expressed some
discomfort with the extent to which his name and actions were
extolled in a letter to a former staff assistant max lowenthal
truman in his familiar deferential and self effacing style wrote
you know how those israelites have placed me on a pedestal

alongside of moses and that is the reason I1 wrote you as I1 did
because I1 wanted you to have the credit 8281 stillstiffstinn trying to downplay
his role truman told a large jewish organization in 1952 1 I1 take
no special credit for having recognized the state of israel I1 did
what the people of america wanted me to do 31383113383

notwithstanding such attempts to discount the monumental
role he might have played an experience related by israels first
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prime minister david ben gurion highlights the sheer historical
significance of trumanstromansTrumans courageous decision A few years after
retiring from public service ben gurion recalled

at our last meeting after a very interesting talk just before the pres-
ident left me it was in a new york hotel suite I1 told him that as
a foreigner I1 could not judge what would be his place in american
history but his helpfulness to us his constant sympathy with our
aims in israel his courageous decision to recognize our new state so
quickly and his steadfast support since then had given him an
immortal place in jewish history As I1 said that tears suddenly sprang
to his eyes and his eyes were still wet when he bade me goodbyegood bye
I1 had rarely seen anyone so moved I1 tried to hold him for a few
minutes until he had become more composed for I1 recalled that the
hotel corridors were fullfuli of waiting journalists and photographers
he left A little while later I1 too had to go out and a correspondent
came up to me to ask why was president truman in tears when he
left yOUyou84you118417841184

clifford believed he knew the answer

I1 believe I1 know these were the tears of a man who had been
subjected to calumny and vilification who had persisted against
powerful forces determined to defeat him who had contended with
opposition even from within his own administration these were the
tears of a man who had fought ably and honorably for a humanitarian
goal to which he was deeply dedicated these were tears of thanks-
giving that his god had seen fit to bless his labourslaboure with success 81585115

did truman act out of fundamentally in the long run moral
ethical historical principles asked david mccullough rhetori-
cally yes absolutely 86

when israels chief rabbi paid president truman a visit in
early 1949 and told him god put you in your mothers womb so
you would be the instrument to bring about the rebirth of israel
after two thousand years tears rose to the presidents eyes 8717 the
rabbi then opened the bible he was carrying with him and read
the words of king cyrus from the book of ezra the lord god of
heaven hath given me all the kindness of the earth and he hath
charged me to build him an house at jerusalem which is injudahjudahin
ezra 12 one of trumanstromansTrumans aides present at the meeting david

niles thought the chief rabbi was overdoing things but when
I1 looked over at the president tears were running down his
cheeks 788588 when I1 asked david mccullough about this incident
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and the presidents propensity for such public displays of emotion
he responded truman was not a cry on the spot kind of fellow I1

have about three instances where truman cried in public they
are very few and they are always real 89

shortly after leaving the white house in 1953 harry S

truman paid a visit to the jewish theological seminary in new
york city accompanied by his former haberdashery partner eddie
jacobson during a conversation with professor alexander marx
and seminary president professor finkelstein jacobson waving
his hand toward harry S truman proclaimed this is the man
who helped create the state of israel without so much as a

moment of hesitation truman retorted what do you mean
helped create I1 am cyrus I1 am cyrus thus evoking the biblical
imagery of cyrus the greatagreatjgreat who made possible the return of the
jews to jerusalem 90 subsequently some within the jewish intelli-
gentsia have not been able to resist the historical parallels

harry S trumanstromansTrumans name will go down in history as the man who
knew the arrival of an historic moment and he linked it promptly
with american history he saw the emergence of an oppressed
people as a free sovereign state and he used his great office to
extend to that people a friendly hand for that reason we say that he
is the modem cyrus cyruss deeds are recorded in four biblical
books ezra isaiah daniel and second chronicles trumanstromansTrumans name
is indelibly written in modem jewish history to be remembered by
all generations to come 91

the jews who wish for a state shall have it wrote theodor herzl
in the summer of 1895 over a half century after orson hydes
prophetic prayer offered from the mount of olives on october 21

1841 9291 and while elder hyde would probably never have thought
that someone like the irascible man from missouri would
someday help realize the petition that god inspire the hearts of
kings and the powers of the earth history has confirmed that
harry S truman truly was a modern cyrus

michael T benson a third year doctoral student at st antonysanthonysAntonys college oxford
recently completed a visiting research fellowship at the hebrew university of
jerusalem this article was cowinner of the 1993 BYU studies writing contest
article division
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harry truman was a very modest man even to a certain extent a humble
man the presidency certainly did not change him but I1 think every now and
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tant accomplishments so this would be one of those rare instances in which
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him and to agree with it clifford interview
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alexandria bay bibliophile

As a boy I1 used to marvel that the letters in a closed book did not get
mixed up and lost in the course of a night

jorge luis borges the aleph

alexandria bay is bibliophile but
anyone whoschos anythingphile is out of date
even if the passions timeless as it is

latinate greekateGreekate philatelists philologists
bibliophiles alas theyre as quaint
as my saying quaint or alas anyhow

alexandria bay loves books in a guts sort of way
but her brother ben teaches her love for flow aesthetics
curling quotations ligatures pages without widows
or orphans words taken down in gorgeous fonts
and she worries tries to outread acid death
nightmares libraries of ashes from internal fires

alexandria bay turns to stacks senses herself
among temple columns etched with heiroglyphheiroglyph
gets this sort of reverent rush careful not to spit
she blows bona fide dust off books gentles them open
checks copyright dates brain stumbling on spikes
of roman numerals checks for Ss that look like Fs

as in ciritspiritjppiritjpiritpiritirit



alexandria bays heart beats in her fingers
as she touches a 1777 paradise lost safe inside leather
lost in the stacks like any other book but elder james E

talmagesbalmagesTalmages signature diagonals the flyleaf and for the names
sake she escorts it to special collections wonders
if its rare enough but anything old is rare she says

alexandria bay buys inherits gathers remnant books
old grammars readers a book with blakes milton

bring me my bow of burning gold
bring me my arrows of desire
bring me my spear 0 clouds unfold
bring me my chariot offirelof fifefire

she buys a herbert its 1856 dust scenting her finger
as she runs it over the altar over A bay 1859
quill scratched on a flyleaf she wonders if its a relative
if the book has come home her grandparents books have anyhow

including three volumes of the history of utah
with wrinkled skin gold tattoos on their backs and chests their leather
flaking like dry blood on her shelf they smell faintly

of maple sugar remind her how they scented afternoons when sun
focused shafts through window panes warming her grandparents
books and she loves them alexandria bay bibliophile

casualenecassaleneCasualene meyer

alexandria bay bibliophile won third place in the 1993 BYU studies writing
contest poetry division



processional

why do we let school out for the deer hunt repeated
the principal when I1 asked him if he thought it was a good idea
so youre a troublemaker he said as he got up

and came round the desk its true I1 thought
I1 care about my childrens education
As I1 turned I1 wondered about that albatross
coleridgesColeridges old mariner killed and had to wear for a collar
and I1 remembered the buddhist story I1 read in japanese
about a man who saved a spider and later it saved him
from hell by spinning a thread down for him to climb out
what if everybody had to wear what they killed
im not talking about butchers of course
or men like my father who killed a steer in the fall

and a pig at christmas in order to feed the family

im talking about killing just to be killing

for the funfan of it I1 can see old ernest hemingway
toting a menagerie with a cape buffalo on top
and most of the autumn hunters carrying the meat out
not the way they planned but staggering sideways



one bunch was a special case these were the guys
who didnt go after wounded deer or who left them
if it was uphill or any trouble now they were stuck
not only carrying their deer but along with each
A black brother from africa who starved in somalia
the same day as the deer hunt and all the safari
dudes were there several with lions on their necks
and a gorilla like guy smashed flat under his elephant
women were there too a passel of fashion
models with whole carcasses of leopards on them
and a bevy of beauties with egrets slung
from their shoulders as they wailed together like a greek
chorus but I1 didnt kill them you cant say I1 did it
how long does it last I1 wondered the old sailor
had to come down a few pegs and admit his relation
to an ugly sea worm before he was purged enough
to see the value of all life so whens the hunt
I1 asked the principal gloomily as I1 walked out

edward L hart



Richardrichard0 burde spiritual reflections
richard G oman and doris R dant

when many mormonscormons think of modern religious painters they
think of illustrators arnold friberg and harry anderson others
might name artists minerva teichert or wulf barsch relatively few
have heard of richard burde a shy introverted man who does his
painting quietly and without fanfare in his home born in frankfurt
germany in 1912 he has over the years produced numerous reli-
gious paintings but has exhibited his works in utah only twice

the paintings reproduced here and on the cover of this issue
are typical of burdes shifting style which variously draws on the
sharply contrasted lights and darks of the dutch baroque the moons
and skies of american romantics and the bold brightly colored
shapes of postimpressionism linking allarailali his works however is

humility and compassion strikingly mixed with emotional intensity
and spiritual courage

burde studied four years at the academy of fine arts in dres-
den after being drafted into the german army he fought on the
russian front where he was severely wounded in 1941 he was
converted to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints through
the missionary efforts of a neighbor in dresden later he and his
family escaped from east germany and in 1952 made their way to the
united states burde brought just a few paintings with him

in america the artist was isolated from many of those around
him by the unfamiliar language and culture by his shyness and
sometimes by economics however he has maintained a regular
study of the scriptures and of european and classical thought and
cultural arts the resulting introspection enhances the process of
likening the scriptures to himself thus the good samaritan takes
the traveler to a german inn mary and joseph are a german pea-
sant couple sharing an intimate moment with their new baby and
in a painting not shown here joseph smith is a german scholar
studying the scriptures we are invited to likewise reflect upon our
relationships with the lord and our fellow humans

richard G oman is senior curator at the museum of church history and art
doris R dant is executive editor of BYU studies

BYU studies 34 no 1 1994



richard burde selyselfseiyseefseer portrait oil on canvas 29 x 24 vz2 1971 courtesy
of the artist

burde is dressed in the traditional costume of european artists



richard burde judith oil on canvas 29 x 24 vav22 1972 photograph is
slightly cropped courtesy of the artist

to save her besieged city the beautiful widow judith put her
self in the hands of the lord and made her way to the enemy camp
Bedecked in her finest she gained entreentr6entry to the tent of the general
holofernes here she is shown calmly holding holofernes weapon just
prior to cutting off his head when the generals death was discovered
the army was so demoralized it fled and israel was saved along with
esther judith is a hero of the jewish people

burde used his granddaughter as a model for judith



richard burde the prophet elijah and the priests of baal oil on
canvas 15 x 171117 1946 courtesy of the artist

burde captures the climax of the contest between elijah and the
priests of baal to prove whose god is the true god in answer to elijasselijahsElijahs
prayer jehovah sends lightning to consume the thrice soaked sacri
ficialfacial offering the wood and even the altar stones

this painting is one of the few that the artist brought with him to
the united states when he immigrated



richard burde tbtthy sins are forgiven oil on board 11 12 x 161116

1969 courtesy of the artist

simon the pharisee has accused christ of allowing a known
sinnersinner to touch him for she has washed christs feet with her tears and
dried them with her hair christ responds 1I say unto thee her sinssins
which are many are forgiven for she loved much just as much of
the world disregards christs message of salvation the serving woman
has turned her back to this drama



richard burde christ lamentingjerusalemlamenting jerusalem that kills the prophets oil
on canvas 35 x 48 1993 courtesy of the artist

this painting is based on matthew 233723 37 38 where christ prophet
icallyicalla laments 0 jerusalem jerusalem thou that killestgillest the prophets
and stonestsoonest them which are sent unto thee how often would I1 have
gathered thy children together even as a hen gatherethgathereth her chickens
under her wings and ye would not behold your house is left unto
you desolate

rather than depicting the jerusalem of christchrists s time the artist has
painted a later jerusalem where other buildings are erected but the
destroyed temple isis left desolate the physical resemblance between
christ and the man with the stone christchrists s spiritual brother under
scores the contrast inin their earthly actions



richard burde christ in gethsemane oil on canvas 10 x 15 1959

location unknown

the only one who could atone for human sins jesus christ is
shown isolated with the universe weighing upon him the photograph
reproduced here is apparently the only surviving image of burdes
conception of the lords agony in gethsemane



richard burde christ in majesty oil on canvas 41 la12l22 x 37 34 1967
courtesy of museum of church history and art

through the dramatic use of light shadow and composition
burde masterfully focuses on the heroic quality of christ in chains on
calvary the artist has placed the forces for evil in the dark and the
forces for good in the light with christ at the boundary between light
and darkness

this work of art expresses the artists profound religious faith and
his european cultural heritage showing an excellent understanding of
seventeenth century dutch baroque art in the style of rembrandt this
is perhaps burdes finest painting



richard burde the nativity oil on canvas 10 x 141114 1968 photograph
is cropped courtesy of pamela oman

mary and joseph are painted as a german peasant couple in a
german barn burde is following a tradition in german art of localizing
a scriptural story to help people personally relate to it



nursing jehovah

humble handmaiden
how does it feel to nurse
the god of abraham isaac and jacob
at your breast

he who fed your fathers
for forty years in the wilderness
tugs at your nipple you center it on his tongue
so he doesnt bite the lion of judah
nurses like a lamb

sweet milk drips
from the corners of his puckered mouth
he eagerly drains this cup

trenton L hickman



advent

tonight the moon
hangs like a censer
sifting clouds of prayer
the stars swarm
as if to a fire
outshinningshinningout themselves
hold this night
to your ear
like a shell
you can hear
cherubs
strumming the pastures
to fresh tunes
blowing the seas
to praise

the day will soon follow
barns will unlatch
the inn will empty
like a tomb
but tonight angels
dishevel the dark
scouring the air
with music
whose chamber is
the universe
where it is
always
night

michael hicks



die mauer
scott R parkin

though he is only forty dieter looks much older he is thin
almost emaciated and his stomach growls from lack of food but
he doesnt eat because he doesnt feel hungry instead he takes a
draw on the fat hand rolled cigarette he holds pinched between
his thumb and forefinger he inhales the smoke and holds it for a
long moment then lets it hiss out through tightly pressed lips
when his lungs are empty he savors the oily sweet aftertaste of the
tobacco and waits until his head goes light before letting himself
take another breath

he finishes the cigarette and stares out the window at the
wall die mauer it has been months since the reunification and
the end of east germany but this part of the wall still stands
light glints through a fist sized hole about halfway up the result
of some berliners joy at the news it would be torn down dieter
watched the three of them beat on it with sledgehammerssledgehammers and a
chisel for a half hour before they finally made that tiny hole then
they gave up happy with their little victory they took pictures
and grabbed some bits of broken concrete from the wall and
went away

now the whole thing looks old and dingy even the graffiti
is faded and dull its meaningless to write new slogans on the
relic of an old complaint in better parts of the city the wall has
already been torn down the east side of the wall came down
within a week but the tourists somehow forgot that the wall
went all the way around berlin so out here on the west edge
the part of the city tourists rarely visit the wall remains whole
dieter frowns now that the Gergermanicsmaniesmanles have reunited maybe
this part of the wall will be torn down as well

pain flares in the stump of his right leg and dieter rubs it
soon the pain subsides to its regular dull itch and he flexesalexes the
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short stub that remains below the knee the doctors worked
hard to save that stub they told him that as long as his natural
joint was functional he would be able to walk normally with
rehabilitation and a prosthetic so they took exactly as much of it
as they could and still leave a working knee resulting in a painful
infection that required six months of regular visits to the doctor
to have the wound lanced and the infection drained away

dieter makes a new cigarette piling the tobacco in the
middle of the paper so that when he rolls it it looks like a joint or
a piece of hard candy twisted in cellophane he would rather buy
normal cigarettes but he cannot afford them on the small check
he gets from the government so he buys cut tobacco in a big bag
and rolls his own he sighs and examines his stub checks to see
that there is no new irritation or rash when he is satisfied he
leans back and lights his cigarette drawing the strong turkish
tobacco deep into his lungs

he is annoyed that the doctors never asked him what he
wanted he would have told them to take as much of the leg as
they needed to ensure a quick and painless recovery it wouldnt
have mattered if he had a limp he would have preferred it he is

not embarrassed by his injury and doesnt especially want to walk
normally he doesnt want to pretend that nothing has happened
he doesnt want to pretend he hasnt lost his leg

dieter smokes the cigarette down until his fingers burn from
the heat he is one of the last to escape over the wall from east
germany only months before the border was opened but no one
is interested any more in those like him who risked their liveshivesilves to
escape the east where he would once have been a hero dieter is

now only a disfigured reminder of a time his new countrymen
wish to forget now the talk is of healing and reunification victims
of the past are tolerated but they are no longer extolled the new
germany doesnt want to be reminded of the years of tension and
hate that once separated east and west history is to be ignored
and the past forgotten

but dieter doesnt want to forget
he stands up and grabs his crutches then hobbles to the

front door his apartment is on the second floor so he has to
thump his way down to the first floor to check his mail he opens
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the rustedboxrusted box and curses the kozialsozial amt the welfare office
has sent him another complaint he tears the envelope open and
stares at the short letter inside slowly closes the box and starts
back up the stairs

when he makes it back to his apartment he drops into his
chair and rolls another cigarette with shaking hands when he has
smoked it and rolled another he picks up the short letter and reads
it again then lets it fall through his fingers to the floor the welfare
office has cut off his support they claim he has been employable
for six months but has made no serious attempt to find work so
they are cutting off his weekly check until he can show proof that
he has either found a job or has been repeatedly turned down

dieter stares out the window at the wall has it been that
long since the escape he tries to remember the passing of time
the progression of days to weeks to months but all he can remem-
ber is the hospital then the apartment he tries to recall going to
the store and buying food but all he remembers is his living room
window and its view of the steadily decaying wall

the wall die mauer twelve feet high and rounded on top
to keep escapees from getting a good grip to pull themselves over
surrounded by a dead zone of raked dirt that covered antiper-
sonnel mines and hid trip wires that fired fragmentation grenades
guard towers every two hundred meters dogs every four hun-
dred meters an electric fence around all of it with stalingrassStalingrass
large steel grates with two inch nails sticking up hidden in
the underbrush

the wall the object of his scrutiny for months before the
escape the focus of his life for the past two years A barrier that
cost him his leg his homeland and his wife

and then east germany opened the barrier the Gergermanicsmaniesmanles
reunited and his sacrifice was made meaningless

he picks up the letter from the sozialamtkozialsozial amt and stares at it he
had a good job in potsdam before the escape he was the foreman
of an assembly line in an electrical appliance factory it was good
work and had good benefits his superiors had been willing to
look the other way when a finished refrigerator or washing machine
was found to have a serious and previously undetected manufac-
turing defect and he took it home as salvage his workers were
good and life was satisfactory if not overly full
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then his wife started asking questions about the west
he humored her at first tried to answer her questions as well
as he could but the questions became more insistent and more
probing and he had taken her aside and talked with her

what are you trying to do to me do you want to escape to
the west why

she blinked at him abashed at his vehemence I11 I yes
I1 think I1 do

why what is so bad about our homeland that you think we
need to leave it

she stared at him for a moment and dieter was surprised at
the coldness in her eyes we have no life here they wont let us
live like human beings

dieter snorted we have a fine house and good jobs what
else is there

fine jobs youre a factory worker for heavens sake you are
no more than a common laborer we could be so much more in
the west

dieter winced I11 I have nothing to be ashamed of my position
as foreman is an honor I1 worked hard to earn it

she put her hand on his arm you work hard I1 know that
but you could have done so much more if you had been allowed
to go your own way you could have been an engineer had they
let you

dieter shook his head no I1 am not smart enough I1 took the
same tests as the others and did poorly they put me where
I1 belonged

they chose your life when you were nine years old
dieter pulled away that is the way of it I1 had the same

chance as the others I1 just didnt do as well
you were a child how can you tell me that you believe they

were right I1 see the things you make in your spare time theyre
wonderful things useful things you could do so much more if
only theyd let you

dieter shook his head no this is the life I1 have and that is

the way of it As they say order is the half of life

that is pure nonsense in the west you could go to school
you could learn more and become an engineer
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leave me alone do you think I1 havent wondered about
that do you think I1 am so stupid that I1 havent thought about what
we could have there yes I1 wish we lived in the west too but we
dont and unless we want to go there so bad that we are willing
to suffer we cant even think about it unless youre prepared to
try and fail unless youre willing to lose everything we have
there is no way we can even try he looked down at his hands
1 I have thought about the west until I1 thought I1 would go crazy
from frustration our country is divided and I1 cant change that
please dont make me think about things I1 cannot change

it was the one thing dieter had never been able to answer
satisfactorily he could not explain why germany should have two
parts that excluded each other he could not understand why his
government was so jealous of the accomplishments of that other
germany and he could not understand why he was not allowed
to visit that place that claimed the same name as his own country

dieter couldnt remember when they had started making
plans he never made the conscious decision but there didnt
seem anything else to do they surveyed the wall looked for
weaknesses they drew plans and discarded them and dieter
hoped that that would be enough to satisfy his wife and himself
but the days and months passed and they refined the plans and
checked them over and eventually he and his wife had prepared
themselves as much as they could there was nothing left to do
but go dieter could think of no more reasons not to

they chose the west edge of berlin south of the border
crossing at heer strasse near gatow the wall ran through a
marshland at that point there would be no dogs and the electric
fence would be turned off where it ran through the water west
berliners had complained that the fence was killing the marshland
so the east had turned it off to avoid meaningless argument they
would be able to make it under the outer fence there then move
along it until they reached more solid ground if they sloggedclogged
through the muck at the edge of the marsh they figured to avoid
the mines found in drier parts of the dead zone if all went well
they would make it all the way to the barrier wall before a guard
could even see them
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they left early in the morning on dieters day off taking some
of his tools from the factory and arrived at the wall at daybreak
dieter waded through the chest high marsh and approached the
fence he felt what must have been stalingrassStalingrass a few feet from
the fence but time had blunted the sharp nails and mud had
worked up through the grate so that it felt like nothing but a corru-
gated floor when he stepped on it still he was careful to stand flat
on his feet and use the buoyancy the water gave him to put as little
weight on the stalingrassStalingrass as he could

the fence rose high over the water there was no way they
could go over it without exposing themselves so dieter probed
the surface of the fence below the water the fence went all the
way to the bottom of the marsh and beyond he went under
the water and probed the soft muck at the base of the fence but
he could not dig his way under

he waded back to shore and got the bolt cutters he had
brought from the factory he felt vaguely guilty for taking them it
was the only pair the factory had and it was notoriously hard to
get good hand tools it would take them months and reams of
paperwork to replace it the fence was little more than a thin steel
grate and he was able to cut an opening in it in only an hour
he slipped through it then motioned for his wife to follow

they worked their way along the inside of the fence until the
brush along the bank began to thin dieter motioned for his wife
to stop and waded carefully out to survey the area A guard tower
stood fifty meters from the edge of the marsh about two hundred
meters from where dieter watched the guards looked north
toward heer strasse most of the escapes in this sector came from
the direction of the road the guards turned only occasionally to
look south and then only for a moment

he returned to where his wife stood neck deep in the water
he looked at her and nodded but said nothing they had decided
beforehand that no words would be spoken until they were in free
west berlin though there was little chance that the guards would
hear them there was no reason to take that chance if they were
to be caught it would be for a better reason than because they
couldnt keep their mouths shut
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the day wore on and the sun rose high it was august the
hottest time of the year and there was no cloud cover mosqui-
toes and water skeeters buzzed around them and nameless crea-
tures bit at them under the water but dieter and his wife did
nothing at one point dieter barely stopped himself from yelling
out when a thumb sized leech latched onto his arm he pulled it
free worrying for only a moment about whatever infection he
might get from the acrid water around him he turned to his wife
and she smiled at him reassuringly and shrugged

time passed slowly until the sun began to fall from the sky
they watched it dip toward the horizon when it finally winked
out they started to move

the whole area faded into the shades of twilight lights
snapped on but did nothing to penetrate the monochrome gray of
falling night dieter and his wife moved quickly toward the barrier
wall and solid ground they would have only ten minutes before
the cover of twilight would be gone but that should be enough

they stayed low in the water as the marsh solidified under
their feet finally crawling out of the water on hands and knees
they held their breath as the guards now only a scant fifty meters
away turned to look in their direction A searchlight beam
touched the ground nearby but came no closer and after a moment
the searchlight swung away back to the north

they forced themselves to wait for a ten count before they
got to their feet and ran the barrier wall was only twenty meters
away it gleamed a shining white invitation to them as they ran
across the newly raked dirt they were almost free

dieter pushed his wife out in front placing himself between
her and the guard tower he was eight or nine meters away from
the barrier wall when he felt the gentle tug of the tripwiretripwire on his
foot he barely had time to push his wife down before the concus-
sion hit

he felt his body lift and move through the air toward the
barrier wall he landed with a hard thud and scrambled to his feet
as soon as he could he was only five meters away from freedom
he stepped toward the barrier wall but his right leg refused to
take his weight and dieter fell facedownfacedown in the dirt he heard
a bullet ricochet off the wall as he struggled to his feet again
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he looked up and saw his wife stumble and fall then rise
again he stood and ran toward the wall ignoring the pain that
shot through his right calf trying not to think of the damage
that made him stagger drunkenly his right leg inexplicably
shorter than his left when he finally did look he saw only a
ragged stump where his right foot should have been he stared
at it as he ran tried to decide what it meant but he did not stop

the wall loomed high in front of him and he planted his
left foot and leaped he caught the rounded top of the wall with
his fingertips and felt himself slip panic surged through him
and he pulled himself up with a strength that he had not known
he possessed

As he rolled up onto the top of the wall he looked down and
saw his wife silhouetted in the glow of the spotlight she was only
three meters away and he reached his hand down to her she
smiled at him as she reached out then her forehead blossomed in
a fountain of crimson spray and she flopped to the ground

dieter heard his own screams as if from a distance and let
himself fall over the wall he never felt himself hit the ground

dieter looks away from the wall his heart thundering in his
chest sweat dripping from his face in the stifling august heat
he feels the ache in his chest and his eyes burn but no tears
come it was her fault if he had not let her talk him into that
insane escape attempt they would both be alive today they
would have lived in berlin just as he did now they would have
walked freely through the border crossing at heer strasse they
would have been happy

he straps his prosthesis on and gets dressed everything
would have been perfect if they had waited only a few more
months he would have gone to school to learn to be an engineer
they would have had a fine house and fine friends they would
have had children who grew up knowing limitless opportunity

if only they had waited only a few more months
he picks up the letter from the sozialamt and reads it again

and this time the words seem angry accusatory As he reads he
feels his own anger build they think I1 am a bumhum they think I1
have no pride and no ability they are laughing at me
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dieter sees his reflection in the mirror and stops he doesnt
recognize the face he sees there instead of his own face dieter sees
the visage of an old man a downtrodden bum a victim he stares
at the face for a long time tries to find a hint of himself in the
features but dieter sees only dead eyes that stare back at him

he turns away looks out the window at the wall sunlight
glints through the fist sized hole about halfway up vines have
begun to work their way up its face and the whole thing looks old
and dingy he hears the sound of heavy equipment they are finally
going to tear it down

east and west are gone there is only germany
dieter stares at the wall for a long moment and the tears

finally come when they pass he turns his back on the wall and
picks up the letter from the kozialsozialsozialamtamt he reads it one more time
before he wads it up and throws it in the trash I1 am not a bum
he thinks they will not dictate what I1I1 can do who I1I1 can be
I1I1 will make a living on my own terms in my own way

I1I1 am free



douglas thayer 1929 in 1987
author of mr wahlquistmabiWablkabiquist in yellowstone



douglas Ththayersthayer9trayersayerss mr wahlquistmablWablquist
in yellowstone A mormonscormonsMormons

christian response to wilderness
thadersthayersThayers stories reveal the perils of seeking a secular salvation in
the wilderness and explore how humans might relate to nature
without destroyingdesroyingdesroying it or being pulled into a nonhuman existence

eugene england

much of the tragic in american experience comes from what
we and the wilderness have done to each other and douglas
thayer conveys that tragedy as well as any contemporary western
writer his second collection of stories mr wahlquist in
yellowstone gives us a remarkable range of insight into the partic-
ular history of that destructive relationship in the west from the
arrogant self defeating mountain men of the 1830s intruding into
lands and cultures they could not comprehend to modernmodem men and
boys who try at great cost to themselves and others to recapture
the wilderness and merge with the primitive this book places
thayer in the top rank of western fiction with levi peterson
whose canyons of grace explores the values as well as the dangers
of wilderness as a place for modem people to seek salvation

from the first the puritans saw the wilderness west of them
as the dark abode of witches and indians literally the devils terri-
tory which they must subdue even slash and bum and killkinkiil in
order to expand their little plantations of light with the opening up
in the early 1800s of the west by lewis and clark and the fur traders
who followed them religious myth and national purpose became
fused in our manifest destiny to conquer all for american civi-
lizationlization from sea to shining sea but both puritans and mountain
men were aware that they had a mighty and mysterious as wellwenweliweil as
strangely and terribly attractive adversary the early ministers and
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missionaries called into the wilderness gave the devil his due
and often loved unto despair both the noble savages and the
edenic wilderness they found themselves destroying

americans are stillstiffstinn living out in life and literature the con-
sequences in guilt and fear and yearning of this paradoxical
attraction and destruction we continue to sentimentalize native
americans while we marginalize their descendants we spend
enormous resources to preserve wilderness on the one hand and
wantonly destroy it on the other many americans still seek to find
some central meaning to their lives even some ultimate healing in
a return to nature to the primitive that is best encountered they
naively believe in wilderness in the simple clean life of the desert
survival trek or the fall hunt

douglas thayersthadersThayers collection ridicules much of this view both
directly and with fine subtlety his stories demonstrate the conse-
quences of our continuing destructive relations to wilderness and
gently point to some alternatives in mature family and commucomma
nityanity centered living thayer grew up in the rockies like some of
his protagonists killing whatever wildlife he could running wild
and swimming naked along the margins of mormon villages his
conversion came through education and writing the maturing of
his own mormon faith and marriage and family late in life

thayer did his graduate work at stanford under yvor winters
perhaps the most powerful modern voice against romantic opti-
mism and blindness about nature thayersthadersThayers early stories reveal
a constant and increasingly successful effort as bruce jorgensen
showed in an excellent study published in western american
literature to adopt the major romantic lyric form a self educative
meditation in or upon a wilderness setting to western mormon
experience and consciousness but in ways that also question and
undercut this form 3731130733 thayersthadersThayers mature work also reflects a similar
undermining of the typical secularized romantic lyrical content
thayer makes it christian by turning it from the naturalized super-
naturalism of a merely self imagined interior education or whole-
ness back towards the sacred narrative sequence of fallfanfailfali and
redemption that it once derived from 4

thayer has now produced a whole collection of stories with
the qualities jorgensen most praises beginning with what I1 believe
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is his masterpiece to date the red tailed hawk since it
appeared in dialogue in 1969 5 this story has seemed to me one of
the finest stories I1 have ever read and has continued to live in my
mind with the constancy and power of genuinely great works of
art seeing it in connection with four other stories of similar
theme I1 find its power enriched as I1 realize more fully how effec-
tively it deals as most fine literature does with some central
human paradox in this case the one that informs the best
work of the high romantics particularly coleridge and keats
how can we respond adequately to the pull of nature the
nonhuman and still remain human specifically how can we
relate to the wilderness and not destroy or be destroyed by it

the red tailed hawk provides an even more decisive and
moving critique of romanticism and of secular modes of salvation
it seems to me than the stories from thayersthadersThayers first collection that
jorgensen analyzed while it uses a similar meditative mode the
story is more fully and effectively plotted perhaps more impor-
tant while many thayer stories use some form of limited omni
scient central consciousness within the present action for gaining
sympathy and revealing complexity of feeling this one uses an
older first person narrator looking back in clear eyed judgment on
his unredeemed self and on the infusion of grace and the subse-
quent action that led to his salvation this device demands of the
reader a better more moral balance of sympathy and judgment

but before I1 discuss this remarkable story in detail comparing
it in theme and quality to one of the greatest romantic poems
keatsskeates ode to a nightingale I1 will briefly review all the stories
in thayersthadersThayers second collection indicating how their central
concerns are connected to this story and give it a worthy setting

the gold mine explores the paradoxical question what is
it that attracts civilized people to the wilderness edges of life
where we are likely to get killed but this story only hints at a
possible solution like the red tailed hawk it uses an effective
formal device to support its theme the story is about the preser-
vation and transportation through decomposing heat of the body
of a young teenage hellion who has been killed while exploring a
mine in the nevada desert where his parents have sent him to be
rid of him but also where they hope he might possibly be saved
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but this narrative actually derives its moral and spiritual life from
maude miller the central consciousness whose humanely garru-
lous and community building words make up most of the story
she uses the fortuitous object lesson of the death to try to save
from isolation and silence another young man carl the discoverer
of the body who has chosen to live alone in the desert and faces
maude tells him a similar fate to the boys

youll die and wont even know it that sun will bloat you up just
like a dead sheep how do you expect to live on canned beans and
stay healthy mae and me invited you to our thanksgiving
and christmas dinners both years you didnt come though if I1

could drive id have been up that canyon after you youve never
come to any of our parties or to church at the junction mel says
you never get any letters and nobody ever comes to visit 28

the sheriff like the one in red tailed hawk a symbol of
imperfect but real and redeeming human community adds
some straight talk of his own

this desert aint no place to try to live without friends and
family why ive seen men go completely nuts after a year or two
of living alone up one of these canyons they stop eatinbatin any decent
food and then they stop talking they start hugging trees and
listening to rocks they talk to squirrels and magpies but its when
they start making pets out of gila monsters and rattlesnakes they
find out this desert aint the garden of eden there was only one of
those and it didnt last long 333433 34

carl says only a few words in the story words like hes dead and
no As maude talks to him and takes him to his cabin where she

prepares the body for transport we learn that he has steadily
resisted her efforts to include him in her little desert community
that he has steadily withdrawn into a world without church holi-
days even language or consciousness of time and that he tries to
hold to that alienation but we see him gradually brought into the
necessity of helping finally even to the point of enjoying eating
with another human and to some small hope he may return to a
human world

the rooster is thayersthadersThayers slightest story here but it is per-
haps his most devastating translation of the brute mountain man
into the brute modern suburban american his protagonist is still
trying to live out a fantasized wilderness connection on weekend
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hunts but is so enslaved to habits of drink and self gratifying
eroticism that he not only fails as husband and father but also
turns the necessary even perhaps heroic hunting rituals of primi-
tive humans into failure and squalor thayer confronts us not only
with the sad joke perpetuated in the great fall hunts of men and
boys throughout america especially his own mormon utah but
also with the degrading horror of misplaced sexuality and related
violence after a morning hunting pheasants without luck the
protagonist revisits the swimming hole of his youth considers
swimming naked in it again but first builds a fire and roasts a
rabbit he has killed he reflects on his forced marriage and
decaying body steps back from the too cold water and is turned
by thayer into a grotesque parody of his primitive ancestors

he took the rabbit off the spit and began to eat breaking the parts
off with his fingers tasting the burned outside flesh the grease
and juice smeared his hands and small drops fell on his paunchy
stomach catching in the body hair naked crouched there he ate
the whole rabbit throwing the white bones into the fire where they
smoked and turned brown 66

in contrast mr wahlquist of the title story turns his hunt in
modern yellowstone into the tragic rather than the trivial the
narrator a young unconverted version of thayer who like him
worked one summer as a park ranger gives a sympathetic even
seductive view of old mr wahlquist who has spent most of his
life wishing he could have been a mountain man or better a crow
indian As a boy in kansas he began collecting artifacts and
visiting the sites of battles and buffalo slaughters he has read all he
could on the early west and the native americans and even
learned to speak crow he believes and the narrator agrees they
should never have let lewis and clarkdarkoark go up the missouri the
land was sacred 85 now he comes to yellowstone each year to
be as close as possible to wilderness as it was and makes the
narrator a disciple

mr wahlquist saw and heard things I1 didnt he took me to see rock
graves old fishing camps and black ledges of basalt from which the
indians had made weapons and tools it was as if what he looked for
and the only thing that could make him happy was finding a band
of crows still living in the park and he would see them across a
meadow or on a hill and they would signal him to come and he
would leave me vanish into the surrounding mountains 86
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though quite taken in with this sentimental vision of his mentor
the narrator allows us to hear occasionally the cynically humorous
and sensible voice of an older ranger that is much like thayersthadersThayers
present post romantic ironic one barney said if the park service
closed the dump the grizzliesgrizzliergrizzlies would move into the campground
to forage that ought to add to the general merriment around
here he shook his head wonderful 90 9911

the story is the narrators daylongday long reverie as the rangers
search for the missing mr wahlquist when they find him
inevitably destroyed by his quest killed by a grizzly he had
attacked with a crow lance from his collection the narrator is
quite sobered still yearning for the vision but conscious of how it
is vanishing into the approaching winter storm

an approaching storm hangs over the last story dolf as
well but here in the 1830s the mountain men and crows are real
enough as well as the fiercely destructive blackfeet dolf and his
cousin gib leave providence rhode island to travel up the
missouri with one of the early fur trading companies just twenty
years after lewis and clark gib especially senses a last chance
to be part of the incredible raw westering that they have heard
about and that is already vanishing toward civilization and he
indeed goes native he kills animals wantonly and an indian
savagely scalping and mutilating the body he fathers children
upon crow women he pushes for an opportunity to trap beavers
over the winter in an untouched valley untouched because it is

too close to dangerous blackfoot country and he refuses to leave
immediately when a blackfoot hunting party comes into the valley

gib pays for his arrogance with his life and the story is about
dolfsadolfs heart pounding run for his own life his ingenious trapping
and killing of most of the blackfeet and his ultimate destruction
in the wilderness through his own tragic mixture of arrogant
strengths and blind weaknesses

dolfsadolfs mistakes include leaving providence clearly a symbol
of the family and of civilized even sanctified human community
that for thayer is the only salvation and eventually succumbing to
gibs temptations ofofprimitivismprimitivism violence and irresponsible sexual
behavior but his more intellectual pretensions of learning the
crow language like mr wahlquist and thinking his way through
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the adventure with his supposedly superior white mans rationality
are also mistakes which combine to tempt him to extreme and
violent actions cutting his arm to leave a blood trail to bait his trap
and with screamed insults goading the last blackfoot to unneces-
sary hand to hand combat actions that at first seem to save even
exalt but finally undo him

the knife struck him in the stomach again falling he hit on his side
so that he saw the high grey mountains for that moment when he
still had vision through the dark he heard the man scream words
the scream becoming a chant he felt his long hair being twisted
tightened his head lifting from the ground

he did not understand the words 15354153 54

in these last words of the book thayer shows himself fullyfolly
sensitive to the romantic poets fearful awareness of a tragic
paradox about experience and words that the very unity with
nature they so much yearned for the very merging into wilderness
and the primitive that so attracted them inevitably meant enor-
mous loss not only of the higher consciousness that they found
so alienating from nature and wished to leave behind but also as
an inevitable result of language of poetry itself of the very means
for exploring and expressing their yearning language understood
and well used is essential for understanding the values as well as

the dangers of wilderness and it is what succumbing to wilder-
ness as dolf does will inevitably destroy we literally lose under-
standing of the words

the storms that darken three of these stories and close in
upon dolf at the end of the book to obscure life as well as vision
are of course supreme symbols of the destructive life ending
force of wilderness this symbolism is clearest in the red tailed
hawk where the protagonist much like that of keatsskeates ode to a
nightingale is tempted toward a kind of suicide a literal
merging of body and mind into unconscious unity with nature
and nearly succeeds in a terrible storm

the red tailed hawk deserves close analysis it not only
follows the strategy of what M H abrams calls the greater
romantic lyrics it also conforms to abramssabramesAbramss description in
natural supernaturalism of the characteristic romantic effort
to find salvation wordsworth coleridge and keats hoped to
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bridge the fundamental void between ego and nonegonon ego through a
self educative circuitous journey out from perplexity and alien-
ation into a meditation on the natural scene and then back to a
higher form of unity with the primal essence from which we have
emanated the young protagonist of thayersthadersThayers story powerfully
experiences the romantic temptations to deify nature and
attempt to lose ones alienating self consciousness by merging
with nature even if necessary in death the mature narrator
clearly a voice for thayer himself is able in looking back to give
us sympathetically the boys meditations to still feel deeply the
temptation but he is also able first in imagery and then in
described action to give us the profound tragic awareness of the
high romantics that the human mind is finally entirely separate
from nature and can cross the void only in death or oblivion and
thus by the loss of the very ability to perceive and be tempted by
nature to feel or express anything

in his ode to a nightingale 6 keats speaking to the bird in
the first person present creates in language and rhythm the same
feeling of painful ease that the birds song induces ease because
the poet is pulled for a time away from mans fever and fret

what thou among the leaves hast never known but increas-
ingly painful through an implicit sense of the cost of such a
journey the first four stanzas continue this typical romantic
nostalgia using the poetic devices of fantasy witty comparison
and consciously hypnotic imagery and rhythm to evoke that alien
realm and the desire to enter it but there is the latent irony that
both the language capable of such invention and the very feeling
of nostalgia itself are possible only to the conscious human mind
that irony emerges into a direct facing of the pain as the fantasy
reaches a crescendo of awareness of the consequences of actually
joining the nightingale still wouldst thou sing and I1 have ears in
vain to thy high requiem become a sod the bird would go on
singing but the poet reduced to mere dirt in the decay of death
would hear nothing

the mind draws back from merging because it sees that
means the minds dissolution the remainder of the poem is a
gradual withdrawal from the perilous realms keats has voyaged
upon realms that include an imagined extending of the birds song
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back into prehistory and toward the primitive in man where the
unity with nature might have been possible the poet realizes that
those realms faery lands forlorn are like death no longer real
alternatives to man forlorn the very word is like a bell to toll
me back from thee to my sole self thus keats explicitly recog-
nizes he must remain alone sole he must be inescapably alien-
ated in the self consciousness of rational thought and language if
he is to be able even to yearn for the nightingales song and seduc-
tive nonhuman ease including its release from moral responsibility

no hungry generations tread thee down
however the nostalgia remains the yearning to know the

nonrational and subhuman the fascination with loss of painful
identity the desire to leave behind the grief and despair and
responsibility and to merge fully with nature all are fully felt
and continue but the poet makes a deliberate choice to refuse
the temptation even insists that he has been only half in love
with easeful death that it had only seemed rich to die nature is
fascinatingly beautiful and temptingly mysterious and death and
the primitive which are part of nature constantly encroach upon
us unless consciously resisted to yield to them in the hope of
perfect understanding and unity in the desire to escape our
painful self awareness and experience of loss and change is a
delusion the merging will cost everything including the yearning
and the hoped for understanding

this remarkable poem recognizes that the basic romantic
impulse to integrate the self with nature is a false and dangerous
hope any paradise thus regained is merely death no matter what
form the romantic myth of salvation took at its end lay some form
of identity destroying unity that doomed the very values and
meaning and means of the journey growth education higher
consciousness language poetry all were lost

the greatest romantics like coleridge and keats understood
the dilemma and accepted the tragedy affirming as primary the
journey itself the process not the end they accepted self
consciousness and language despite the pains and limitations of
both as necessary accoutrements of the journey and as possible
sources of joy and growth and meaning keats achieves his best
liberation from human mortality and alienation not when in the
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first part of the ode he seeks to leave the world of actual
process but when in the last part of the ode he accepts that
world however regretfully his perception is made perfectly
explicit in a letter written a year later 1I wish for death every day
and night and then I1 wish death away for death would destroy
even those pains which are better than nothing land and sea
weakness and decline are great separators but death is the great
divorcer for ever 177

thayersthadersThayers protagonist in the red tailed hawk makes his sim-
ilar discovery in almost the same language which is the language
of course of the grown man thinking back to his moment of grace
and resurrection when he was a boy at the point of near death
from freezing

snow filled the wrinkles of my coat I1 was turning white

all summer the dead cows had been vanishing the wire
hung birds 1I had killed too the carp the little buck and I1 had no
name for it only vanishing knew only that it was not swimming not
running naked in the moonlight not embracing trees not soaring
it was not feeling I1 grew whiter saw myself vanishing into the
snow I1 watched and then slowly like beginning pain the terror
seeped into me the knowing I1 struggled up fled 16

the story opens with images of cold the icy alarm clock the
boy grabs and keeps under the covers so as not to wake his disap-
proving mother the winter chill on his clothes thoughts of the icy
river and a connection in his thoughts to the mystical chill of
nature that draws this young romantic 1 I was going after
geese the great grey canada birds were fantastic huge almost
wild and free with a clamorous gabblingbabblinggabbling that made me shiver yet
I1 had never killed one 1 italics added the irony here which we
can see is working both consciously and unconsciously in the
older reflecting protagonist is of course apparent most on a
second reading it is then that we with him know a different
connection between cold and geese and death than the boy now
can imagine

however the boy does have an imaginary life 1 I wanted to
be left alone wanted that fiercely didnt want anybody around me
touching me I1 wanted to be alone like the birds birds were alone
2 he cuts himself off from the human the touch and company
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of his younger brother the discipline of his father 1 I hated him
for kicking me in the butt hard for always shouting that I1 was a
fool but I1 never cried he couldnt make me 2 the solicitous
love of his mother she might wake up and because of the
storm change her mind about me going or make me take glade
4 instead he kills and stuffs birds hangs them on wires in the

barn suspended as if in flight the prize a large red tailed hawk
wings spread soaring 2 hanging from the ceiling over his bed
birds could fly wherever they wanted could be alone nothing

touched them but the air 2

the boy not only wants with his stuffed birds to isolate to
fix and preserve the flux of random particulars that makes up the
nonhuman realm but he wants to merge into that realm himself

I1 would sneak off my pajamas and curl tight under the blankets but
not really feel them in the darkness because they were warm like my
skin like air and that summer often I1 lay on top of the covers spread
out stared up at the hawk lifted my naked arms 2

but these fantasies are not merely erotic mostly I1 dreamed other
dreams dreams of flying soaring lifting away from the earth being
an eagle or a hawk vanishing into the yellow sun 3 he lets
kites go to escape into the wind sails his model glider off a cliff into
the thermals until it disappears into the sun stands with arms
raised as if he too would glide away he dreams of having a room
alone putting all his birds there as if they were flying with a breeze
through the open window to stir them 1 I would be in a flock of
birds 3 he livesfivesilvesbives in the river bottom swimming fishing hunting
soaring on the great rope swing running naked through the green
willows lying spread eagledeagleb under the sun 1I was always hiding
from glade and the others the sheriff when he came down to see
if we wore swimsuits always driven I1 reached out for something
infinite not knowing what it was but feeling myself drawn to it
some final feeling beyond the earth in the yellow sun 5

this imaginative quest finally becomes terribly real it is three
days before christmas at the winter solstice when the sun is at its
lowest southern arc but when from ancient times humans have
detected the turning point of its journey back its resurrection and
have made celebration even transposing the birthday of the son of
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god to that season at the beginning the boy is still in decline
determined to make his ultimate quest though he knows a storm
is coming alienated from his father resenting the music and
people and gift giving of christmas reaching away from family
and human community toward the clean chill of the nonhuman
through my cotton gloves I1 felt the cold metal of my shotgun a

double barrel I1 didnt care if they all woke up to a cold house
my father was on graveyard shift at the dairy 4

the developing plot is interspersed with reflections placed in
the boys mind but as we are sufficiently reminded these are
actually the words and understanding of the older narrator the
future man who developed from this boy and who begins to
include images of death in the boys paradise that were in his
earlier fallen state incomprehensible to him

I1 would see only the few starved out horses left in the fields to
winter sometimes the horses died froze icy the legs sticking
straight out when the snow melted the magpies flocked out of the
willows to feed on them 5

A magpie flew over me and dropped into a field with a
dozen others and some crows near the partially covered skeletons of
three cows killed by lightning that summer 6

the depths of the boys moral confusion in his surrender to
the seductions of imagined existence in free and irresponsible
nature are revealed in his own words but again selected by the
older more fully understanding and more selfseifseiv revealing self
condemning narrator As he comes to a creek intending to jump
shoot ducks on his way down to the river he finds that two men
have already gone ahead in a boat spoiling the shooting and soli-
tude for him I11 I cursed the words steady and half silent like a hiss
6 he follows the men vainly hoping to get a straggler from one

of the flocks they raise then sneaks up close as they rest before
returning and hears one bragging about his shooting I11I aimed
first at him centering the bead on his head A little closer I1 could
have blown big holes in the boat the same way I1 blew holes in
sheds and wooden fences I1 clicked my safety back on turned
and started down the river 7

thayer works constantly with plot as well as theme and imagery

the journey proceeds with specific details about vistas and landmarks
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to establish precise locales and distance and to prepare us for the
long desperate agonized return journey in the storm meanwhile
the interspersed reflections flesh out fully the boys world of daring
isolated almost desperate immersion in nature

I1 had been first across the swimming hole that april glade shouting
for me to come back not to try it that it was too cold too swift
theyd had to lift me out build a fire for me I1 vomited blacked out
but I1 had been first across 7 8

then again

in the summer alone my swimming suit hung in a tree wearing
only my keds I1 liked to stand in the willows and let the fluttering
green leaves touch me rifle in hand I1 hunted unseen alone some-
times naked except for my feet shouts drifting to me from the swim-
ming hole when a thunderstorm came over the west mountains
and the farmers afraid of being hit by lightning left the fields
I1 sneaked out to stand in the belly high green wheat watch the great
flashes of light hear the roar and rumble of thunder feel the wind
the wheat waving against me or I1 climbed high in the bending trees
wrapped my arms and legs around the limbs squeezed until the
rough bark hurt rode the trees 8

the narrator constantly intrudes upon his own ambivalent
nostalgia with his present sense of what for the boy should have
been a warning he reports it as mere observation but we increas-
ingly especially on a second reading feel it with the proper force
of premonition

if I1 tired of hunting birds I1 shot the surfacing carp watched them
fade into the deep grey water followed them walked slowly into
the river until the water was over my head and the slow summer
current carried me I1 spread my arms and legs to touch the flesh
warm water became nodnothingnenging only part of the water thenthienthlen JLI1 laylay
in the yellow sun looked at it through the cracks between my
fingers tried to see what it was 8 9

in his further reflections part of the mystery of the suns meaning
is revealed naively it would seem except that the narrators
adult awareness is implicit in the selection of detail and color
days later I1 saw the carp near the edge of the water bleached

yellow white and pecked by magpies 9 the image of the yellow
sun center of the attractive mystery of life in nature is transmuted
into the yellow carp corrupted in death by that same sun and the
boys unholy quest for its mystery
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the theme of human alienation and the paradoxical quest
for perfect life and freedom through killing and pretending is

continued right to the denouement of the story the boy remem-
bers that is the narrating man recreates remembering that he had
pretended not to know where the young sprucesspruced in the river
bottoms were and so refused to get one for christmas at his fathers
request I11I didnt want to cut a tree drag it up to the house hang
it with tinsel didnt want to watch it turn brown 10 but
juxtaposed to that memory is this one of another form of his
dishonesty his trying not to look clearly at the death he causes

A hundred yards back from the sprucesspruced under the snow were the
bones of a little spike buck I1 had killed a year earlier in august I1

shot him through the eye with my 22.2222 watched him until he was
quiet and then turned him over so he didnt look hurt I1 went back
three times that day squatted down by him brushed off the ants
the second day the magpies were on him loiiioliloliloll10- 111011

late in the day later than he has ever stayed and than his
parents would allow he has his final fantasy remembering the
huge cottonwood the rope tree where he had climbed higher
than anyone then had intentionally tipped out and barely caught
himself 1 I liked the feeling the shiver 111illlil11 he remembers
swinging then letting go

and for that one moment I1 flew saw everything below me soared
hovered then I1 dropped felt the tingling in my crotch felt the air
the rushing heavier water and I1 stayed under until they all
thought I1 had drowned I1 was both bird and fish if anybody
climbed as high as I1 had I1 would climb higher swinging again and
again fallingfailing until my nose bled so that I1 looked wounded the
letting go the soaring was the very best part I1 wanted to feel like
that forever 11

seeking the limits of that sensation the boy had gone out at
night run naked down the sandy path then ventured into the
swimming hole

the dark air over me I1 floated tried not to move the water fusing
with the darkness the second night in a wind I1 rode the trees
the high limbs heard a million leaves screamed into the sound and
when I1 swung on the rope it was fantastic because I1 couldnt see
where the water started the tingling went from my crotch clear to
my skull and I1 reached out to a world I1 had never known something
inviting me as in my dreams G133
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this passage is fully believable in context as the protagonists
personal memory and it is also a precise and sophisticated state-
ment of the fundamental romantic yearning toward the seductive
but impenetrably alien natural world

but now the mature narrator recreates for us the fated end of
such a quest with all things dead around the boy and the storm
and cold and darkness descending the geese finally come thayer
has prepared us well with his carefully plotted suspense and also
the carefully imaged paradox that in seeking ultimate being and
integrity the boy both causes death and tries to ignore its reality
earlier in the day the boy had killed a hen mallard

dropping it dead ragged where I1 could drag it out with a stick glad
it didnt float away out of reach sitting in my blind again I1 arranged
the feathers stroked them touched the velvet green head the
winter before on christmas afternoon I1 had killed a mallard banded in
alaska I1 made a ring out of the aluminum band which I1 touched
in school in church took off read ducks could fly wherever they
wanted to up above everything just in the air with nothing else
around them never touched by anything except water and air 9

now the implicit contradiction in this identification with the
ducks he kills in the attempt to capture their envied perfect exis-
tence in pure water and air by stilling them and fixing them on a
wire is brought to a climax in the disparity between his imag
ined kill of the geese 11II would bring them crashing down with
perfect head shots 101loliol10 and the actuality 1 I shot missed shot
again and the lead goose turned completely over and fell broken
winged crashing into the water 14

only wing shot the goose swims beyond reach and the boy
has to kill it with another shot then unhesitatingly strips and swimsswints
for it bringing it back to shore only to find his left glove and shirt
blown into the water the imagery is increasingly ominous as the
two beings come together the yellow of the mysterious sun is now
focused in the gooses broken wing image of the failed dream of
a perfect kill and the warmth of life is literally ebbing for both the
goose and him yellow the broken wingboneringbonewingbone stuck out through
the feathers I1 picked up the goose again and hugged it to me
felt the still warmwarin body against my numb skin 15

the boy tries to dry himself and dress and heads back toward
home into the teeth of the storm carrying the goose with his
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ungloved hand and soon as the hand turns to metal picking
up the earlier images of the cold metallic gun and the duck band
made into a ring it is clear that the ultimate unity he had sought
with the bird will cost him hand for wing and will perhaps be
death for death the boy lapsing toward literal unconsciousness
finally begins to experience not merely imagine the ultimate
sensation of merging he had always sought

I1 floated left the ground rose hovered and it was a sensation I1

had never known before I1 was becoming something beyond
myself I1 felt no limits nothing stopping nothing touching me as
if I1 were rising alone into light rising never falling back the sensa-
tion never dying 16

but we and the narrator to whom thayer has given that sober
and ironic pun about never dying know very well that rather
than the sensation never dying he is feeling precisely the sensa-
tion of dying and that will end all sensation at this moment the
lowest possible in the boys spiritual fall as he literally fell
forward into the soft snow where I1 lay on my side not caring the
snow not cold anymore 16 he sees the horn and half head of
the lightning killed cow he has stumbled over and with his dead
hand pushes back the snow to see the empty eye socket the
bone skull he realizes that it and all the dead things including
those he had killed are slowly vanishing and that he will too
the merging with nature will not mean heightened being and
awareness but the opposite 1I had no name for it only vanishing
knew only that it was not swimming not embracing trees not
soaring it was not feeling 16 and he leaves the gun and the
goose and flees for his life

the boy is saved by the sheriff sent by his parents pleas to
look for him the sheriff representative of civilized order society
who had earlier been seen by the boy merely as an intruder on his
natural world but is now an instrument of grace and a bridge back
to the human community the boy loses his fingers and nearly dies
of pneumonia he comes up periodically into consciousness
within an oxygen tent which is like being under water either to
his mother or to his father waiting alternately through the nights
by his bed he is terrified of sleep that little death and stops his
pain shots so he can use the hurt to keep himself awake he is
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taken home to find his family dressed up for a late christmas they
have saved for him and then lies in his bedroom warm with a new
oil heater looking up at the red tailed hawk

but now like keats the boy sees the bird with new under-
standing of death and of the impossibility of entering its realm
and also of the corruption he had created by trying to capture
death the yellow glass eyes looked down the bird motionless
dusty suspended from a wire out in the barn the hanging birds
were dusty too some of them splotched with pigeon droppings

19 he gets his mother to let his brother glade sleep with him
rather than on the couch and accepts the quiet sober ministra-
tions of his father before he goes on his graveyard shift

then in a powerful flash forward the narrator tells of the
devastation of later seeing his hand for the first time without
bandages of hiding it quitting gym so others would not see it
crying to god making promises awaking afraid to look he tells of
his father making him start gym again making him do chores no
matter how many things I1 broke or spilled and although he
shouted at me sometimes swore he never again hit me 20 the
father tells him you cant hide you have to live with it and of
course it is literally life he can and must now live with As the
narrator who makes that pun has since learned well such accep-
tance of limitation and responsibility is in every sense true living
the very opposite of vanishing into cold nature and the narrator
returns to the boy lying in bed on that late christmas the hawk
above him fading becoming indistinct as he moved closer to
glade touched him 20 the final image is the narrators con-
scious recognition through another double meaning of the
divine and human grace that had saved him 1I had received
the most presents

an important measure of thayersthadersThayers achievement is the extent
to which like keats he is able to embody the full romantic di-
lemma as well as to give it a christian even a particularly mormon
resolution he suggests and makes us feel not only that the central
romantic emotion of attraction to nature and away from the
conscious and civilized can be inimical to life itself as well as to
ones humanity but he does so without denying the power of that
attraction though the narrator is a new creature both fallen from
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eden and redeemed by grace beyond the temptation to return
to eden he can evoke with lyric nostalgia the still precious emo-
tions attendant on his youthful closeness to that realm

thayersthadersThayers achievement is supported I1 believe by his christian
faith as a mormon which posits and finds supporting evidence in
human experience and the achievements of human language that
there is genuine ontological connection between the mind and the
world A rational basis for this faith is the concept of a god who is
not mere allegory but a moral personal being who has created man
in his image and formed nature after the images in his divine mind
a mind to which mans mind is thus in turn related god is not a
vague ground of being but an actual user and teacher of language
himself who can aid in the process of using language to find genuine
meaning and to live by it and nature is not some contingent realm
created ex nichilonihilo by god but something with necessary and eternal
existence operating through its own laws that demand respect and
offer destruction to those who refuse that respect

thayersthadersThayers protagonist in the red tailed hawk has not
merely been true to post enlightenment skepticism about the
minds separation from the world and shared the romantic temp-
tation to merge with it while finally pulling back from the inhu-
manity and death such a temptation can lead to he has also
experienced the fortunate fall from edens naive static wholeness
has entered the moral universe of separateness and potential
growth or decline has sinned against the human community and
himself has reached the depths of awareness and accepted his
sinful alienated condition and has there found and accepted grace
sufficient to bring him back into atonement with his human self
and other humans if not fully with the blank terribly non-
human and dangerous world of nature

the red tailed hawk besides being a fine initiation story
is like keatsskeates ode to a nightingale a rich sophisticated parable
that teaches us in our bones the truth expressed precisely in emily
dickinsonsDickinsons little verse about nature from whatat mystery per-
vades a well

to pity those that know her not
Is helped by the regret
that those who know her know her less
the nearer her they get 8
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but thayer also shows how to move firmly past that dilemma and
its regret his protagonist who gets too close to nature to know
her well still finds a way through grace and the restoration of
human forms and connections to retreat and yet bring with him
into his new wholeness some of the knowledge and emotion that
can be found only in such realms realms that are perilous and
forlorn but also potent full of mysterious beauty and saving grace

though the older narrator is now a new creature both fallen
from eden and redeemed by grace beyond the temptation to
return to eden he can evoke with lyric nostalgia the still precious
emotions attendant on his youthful closeness to that realm even
at the point of recalling how close he once came to paying literally
with his life for letting himself be seduced too far toward that
ultimately blank and silent world of pure animal existence the
destructive power of natural wilderness he is able to evoke
the wilderness animals with undiminished adult lyric beauty as
well as with a sophisticated keatsian undertone of foreboding

low gabblingbabblinggabbling three great canada geese flew out of the greyness
below me shadows but then blacker coming right at me in good
range big bigger than I1 had ever thought beautiful somebody
pounding me over the heart I1 watched through a hole in the blind
wait wait whispering not too soon big wait wait the

gabblingbabblinggabbling grew louder marvelous the wings the long necks
the rhythmic birds 14

this is excellent writing fiction whether mormon west-
ern or whatever at its best

eugene england is professor of english at brigham young univeristyUnive risty
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Bbrillianceance

I1 have seen fierce stars against the black
and shifting countenance of space
have watched the edge of shadow sliced away
by moonrise on new snow and I1 have paced
a sheen of desert in the press of sun

I1 have felt the pulse of unborn thoughts
quicken in my brain have changed strains
of genius from a violin
into poems patterned in my mouth

I1 have watched the flame devour air
and burst the heart of wood to free the fire
have caught wild lightening in a wire
to ignite the wick of lamps within my walls
and send the dark suddenly away

there is another flaming not of earth
of magnitude beyond a sea of suns
it is the glory that I1 long to taste
when god at last unwraps to me his face

unnumbered burnished trumpets sound the blare
and celebrate with rich and shimmering psalms
their honey holy sweet upon my tongue
makes all of vibrant earth seem bare beside
the nurturing of angels in the blaze
and brilliance of his white delicious light

pamela hamblin



ted lyon and jorge luislusluls borges in conversation this photograph was
taken during borgessborges s 1976 visit to brigham young university courtesy
ted lyon



an interview withwithjorgejorge luis borges
conversation and commentary on

art strength and religion
ted lyon

BORGES FULFILLS DREAM VISITS UTAH local papers
praised his presence largely as a result of the following inter-
view world renowned argentine writer jorge luis borges twice
visited utah he came in 1972 and 1976 hosted by the uni-
versity of utah and brigham young university and spoke to
eager overflow audiences who applauded his candor and
thrilled at his selyselfsecseiy effacing humility students faculty and visi-
torstorsfelttorsftltfeitfelt a mystic almost spiritual rapport with borges after his
visit I1I1 asked him

how did you react to utah borges
1I was disappointed it wasnt what I1 expected

I1 worried that we had been poor hosts that he had taken offense
at some inadvertent omission on purpartourpartour parrpart

its not at all like mark twain portrayed brigham young and
his mormon church do not control everything I1 smelled cigar
smoke and I1 felt so perfectly safe on the streets the women
seemed so charming so attractive not at all like twain said but
that was his way to make humor no salt lake city seemed like
any other modern city to me people were so kind I1 dont know
quite what I1 expected but it just wasnt the same I1 suppose that
things have changed since twain visited utah A professor at BYU

ed hart even wrote a wonderful poem to me could you imagine
such a thing in mark twainskwains day no no not at all yes I1 was
disappointed but what a nice disappointment no
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jorge luis borges

jorge luis borges is likely the single most influential latin
american author of the twentieth century he was born in argen-
tina in 1899 and died in switzerland in 1986 As a child he learned
english from his british grandmother and from his fathers library
he began his writing career at the age of nine he is best known
for his 1940s collections of short stonesstories fictions and thealephthe aleph
as well as hundreds of poems and insightful essays from the 1920s
all the way through the mid 1980s american and british critics
and writers discovered him in the early 1960s and helped dis-

seminate his works and influence throughout the world borgess
concerns extend beyond the physical and social problems of
argentina and latin america to the more universal metaphysical
relationships of humanity with deity time and death

the interview

I1 ifirstfirst met borges on september 3 1968 on the secondfloorsecond floor
of the old maze like argentine national library in buenos aires
he stepped out of his spacious office and extended a somewhat
flowery greeting while chilean poet waldo rojas nervously
introduced us in spanish As soon as borges learned that I1I1 had
comecomcomefromfromefrom the united states he spoke only in english bishis own
calm and quiet blend of british english mixed with a very slight
argentine accent borges seemed to be an integral part of this
impressive high ceilinged renaissance building both classic
holdovers from earlier times he commented on the irony that
what is now the national library had once been the national
lottery an obvious indication that humanity is truly making
progress that is when lotteries become libraries we strolled
into his leather lined office and sat down borges paid little heed
to my chileanfriendchilean friend who spoke no english but with his lifeless
eyesfocusedeleseyes focused hisfacebishis face and words toward me

borges and welcome to my argentina
lyon thank you mr borges allow me to introduce myself

I1 am ted lyon I1 teach at the university of oklahoma
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borges I1 am delighted to meet you but please just call me
borges I1 prefer that you know and what is your
specialty in english literature professor lyon

lyon well um its not english literature I1 am a professor of
spanish and I1 teach latin american literature in fact
I1 often teach the stories and poetry of a certain jorge luis
borges

borges oh thats all too bad everything thats good in literature
has been written in english you know

this statement truly caught me off guard was borgess
comment about literature in the english language to be taken
seriously was he merely jesting or was he somehow testing
me should I1I1 supposedly the formal interviewer in this verbal
exchange follow up on this dogmatic assertion about writing
in english I1I1 already knew of borgess love of things british but
should I1I1 directly challenge the validity of his categorical and
blatantly incorrect statement or should I1I1 simply ignore it
I1I1 quickly opted for a courteous evasive approach but at that
moment I1I1 realized and had frequent confirmation during the
next ninety five minutes of the interview that he was a master
of the put on of playing verbal games with the interviewer
he often controlled the direction of the interview more than LI1

I1I1 quickly stammered

L well 1I uh quite enjoy the stories that you write they are
very good

B thank you but they are of very little worth im sure

L may I1 record our conversation here today

B yes yes of course but I1 wont really say anything important
you know so why would you want to record my words
perhaps recording

L As I1 said I1 have come from the university of oklahoma and
we would like to invite

B oklahoma oklahoma that is such a round word a complete
word made almost perfect by the repetition of the same
vowels 0 a o a such a poetic word I1 was in texas in 1961
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and I1 recall many people talking about oklahoma its an indian
word no what a fine word it is and what does it mean

L its a composite word from a native language that means some-
thing like the place of the people okla means people
I1 believe homa or humma means red so its something
like home of the red people

B yes yes thats lovely oklahoma then theres potomac
chicago michigan and wisconsin what pleasant sounds
english is such a good language for assimilating other lan-
guages where it came in contact with the indian languages
it was so much better prepared than spanish it reproduced
the native sounds much better the indian words in english
are beautiful no not at all like the harsh rather ugly sounds
of words like jujuy or chapultepec or mapuche in spanish
no no they are too abrupt too chopped unpleasant words
dont you think english just sounds so complete

L well I1 guess so As I1 was saying wed like to invite you to
come

B and the american poets have captured all this so well walt
whitman loved the native words

starting from fish shape paumanokPaumanok where I1 was bomborn
or rude in my home in dakotas woods
chants of the prairies
chants of the long running mississippi and down to the

mexican sea
chants of ohio indiana illinois iowa wisconsin and

minnesota
chants going out from the centre from kansas

I1 think whitman used long island as a microcosm for all

the united states no perhaps it was unconscious but it was
his starting place do you like whitman hes one of our
great poets

L yes I1 do but I1 cant recite his poetry from memory like you can

B but you must know pioneers 0 pioneers its one of his
best known poems he uses many indian words in that fine
poem nebraska I1 believe

L yeyess
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B and carl sandburg and robert frost they also loved their
land their country deeply and captured it so well in verse
have you read them

L yes I1 once heard carl sandburg read his own poetry when
I1 was a college student I1 was surprised at how big how tall
he was his hands seemed so large so masculine I1 didnt see
how he could be a poet with such big hands my misconcep-
tions I1 suppose

B but thats just the point american poetry is sturdy hearty
these are powerful men and they used powerful words no
it north american poetry praises the land and the people
who settled it I1 like robert frost very much but not the
commonplace poetry that everyone quotes about two roads
something there is that doesnt love a wall that sends the

frozen ground swell under it frozen ground swell that is
strong I1 would like to be able to write verses of such power

L yes ive seen frost on television he was a friend of john FE

kennedy and died in the same year kennedy was killed
I1 believe

B so many of your great poets come from new england that
must be where they get the toughness it was a center of
great thinkers it was the center of thought in america
maybe the weather made them hearty

L yes im sure

B and what a fine word you know I1 hadnt thought of this
the word hearty its from the word heart but it doesnt mean
soft or full of emotion it means tough healthy or strong or
something like that

I1 was raised at a time when it was fashionable to praise
the united states and its writers I1 was raised on a steady diet
of american writers especially the nineteenth century we
loved the poetry america argentine president domingo
faustino sarmiento brought eighty schoolteachersschoolteacheryschoolteachers from new
england mostly old maids I1 suppose to establish normal
schools in argentina you can still go out on the pampapampa1pampas to
this day and find a betsy brown school named for the fine
women who came here to argentina we owe a debt to the
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united states but now it is very
much in vogue to be angry the
argentine young people find so
many reasons to criticize they 72a11

want to attack their teachers cause OR

them to hate america but they 4
have not read whitman and frost

if you teach latin american
literature you must read Horahoraciociol
quiroga no well people com-
pare him to edgar allan poe but
theres no comparison quirogaquiroa
was just an imitator a copier he was a good follower but I1

dont think he had a bone of originality in him not one you
have read poes telltaletell tale heart he showed such an insight
originality not at all like quiroga and the color white was a
sign of evil for poe now how curious because we usually
think of white as pure as good but not poe white was evil
for him maybe for all the writers of that time I1 think of
melville his whale is white you know an evil thing a

destroyer not only of the body but also of the soul now why
should white symbolize evil we think of it as something
good or clean or maybe positive and I1 think poes narrative
of gordon pym is a fine novel at the end there appears a
great white monster a white thing coming out of the snow or
the mist it is terrible white is evil like the whale it is filled
with destruction

at this point I1 realized that we dadhadbad strayed a long way

from my intention to invite borges to the university of okla-
homa he seemed more interested in merely talking to someone
in english in extolling the literature of my country in sharing
his experience with north american literature I1I1 knew that he
was a teacher of various world literatures and hadjustbadhad just recently
published introduccionintroducci6nintroduction a la literaturaliteratureliteratura norteamericananorteamericana an
introduction to north american literature 1967 in collabo-
ration with esther zemborainZembo rain de torres in this introductory
book he dadhadbad examined the origins ofofnorthnorth american literature
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and devoted special chapters to poe cooper wortmanwhitmanWbirmanitman and
melville authors whose works and words he was now quoting
to me the book also contained a section on US sciencefictionscience fiction
detective and western literature and the oral poetry of the
redskinsRedskins I1 knew borges had a reputation as an avid reader of

world literatures but I1I1 was simply unpreparedorunpreparedforunpreparedunprepare dorforporyor his thorough
knowledge of my countryscountrys literature for all the poetry he had
obviously memorized he continued

B once upon a midnight dreary while I1 pondered weak and
weary

over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore
while I1 nodded nearly napping suddenly there came a

tapping
what this grim ungainly ghastly gaunt and ominous bird of

yore

L yes thats poes the raven
B rather overdone dont you think all that alliteration but the

bird is black perhaps that should symbolize goodness but
no that is also evil foreboding yes another fine english
word foreboding I1 was just readingrereadingre the poem a few days
ago and it was on my mind

L but borges how do you read now you said you were just re-
reading what is the process

B well of course I1 dont really read as I1 used to my eyes dont
work anymore but I1 am a professor of literature you know
every day I1 have students who come to study with me in the
morning they read to me I1 have taught them to read and
pronounce english and even old english and now they read
to me then I1 discuss the texts and teach them its a good
relationship we have read many things together they seem
to like it I1 am a teacher you know the students come right
here to my office just a few days ago we finished our study
of old english I1 think I1 have now read all of the poetry that
exists in old english all of it now and the students they are
very intelligent very well prepared when we were reading
this morning we bumped into the word aefentid and what
a fine word it is it was used in the ninth century its the
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word for that poetic time of day towards night something
like eventide of course can you imagine spanish didnt
have anything like it until at least the thirteenth century and
then they created such an unpleasant word crepusculocrepfisculocrepuscule no
the accent on the third syllable from the end is so striking
unpleasant for such a lovely time of day no spanish just did
not develop the poetic qualities that english already showed
so early

L the way you pronounced that word in old english reminded
me of my old scottish uncle in salt lake city his accent

B and he must be a mormon im sure

L yes he was

B and you are a mormon

L yes I1 am I1 was born in utah
B I1 know utah I1 know it very well I1 have never been there

but I1 would like to visit salt lake city sometime I1 have been
fascinated with it ever since I1 read mark twainskwainsTwains roughing
it no I1 think mark twain really liked it dont you he was
awfully cruel to mormon women I1 think but I1 think he
really liked utah would have liked to stay longer I1 have been
to utah through mark twain someday I1 would like to go
there and see twainskwains utah argentine writers also wrote
about mormon utah

borges became very excited not only did hebe have rhethethefullfulltuiltuli
attention of a north american in his office but a mormon from
mark kwainstwains utah without announcement hebe rose and
needing no direction or assistance walked briskly somefifteensome fifteen
feet to a revolving bookstand in rhethethefanthefaraurfarauf corner of his huge office
I1 followedifollowed him his handsbands searched with a memorized knowl-
edge of the feeljeelnael and location of each of two or three hundred
books in a jewfewjemnawpam seconds hebe grasped a blue covered soft
back book the book of mormon

B how interesting two boys young men came to my apart-
ment several years ago they gave me this book it is in
english I1 did not have to pay for it I1 believe
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L and have you read it

B no no not the whole thing I1 am blind you know but mark
twain talked about the book what did he say I1 dont
remember but because of mark twain I1 became fascinated
with the mormonscormonsMormons I1 read a good biography of joseph smith
no man knows my history I1 think now what a strange title
and I1 saw why the religion is so strong because joseph smith
was so strong he also came from new england I1 believe
he was hearty no and he had such hardworkinghard working compan-
ions dont you think and I1 dont know why he died I1 dont
recall but I1 cried when I1 read that the mormonscormons had to leave
their homes and cross the mississippi river yes theres
another lovely indian word in english mississippi when
they had to leave that fine town what was it called

L nauvoo

B oh yes that is also an indian word
L no no joseph smith said it was a hebrew word that meant

city beautiful or something like that
B when they left on foot and had to cross the ice of the

mississippi river tears came to my eyes it was like that slave
girl crossing the river in uncle toms cabin and all of this
because they believed in joseph smith and the book of
mormon it seems so amazing no

L yes it is amazing and im surprised to hear you use that
word amazing in your own stories you often bring in
mazes labyrinths now you use the word to describe
mormonscormons or mormonism

B well I1 suppose anyone who has sincere religious faith is
amazing no filled with mazes but what do mormonscormons
believe that would make them do so much for joseph smith
Is the faith still the same as it was in the last century do
mormonscormons still honor joseph smith

L well yes we dont worship him at all but we respect him
very much one of his unique ideas is that anyone can im-
prove or perfect himself to the point that he too can become
a god of course I1 dont mean on this earth or in this life but
in a life hereafter
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B oh I1 dont think I1 should like that
L yes it probably sounds like heresy to most people
B bernard shaw I1 believe said god is in the making and we

are the making now does that mean that god is still in the
process of making himself or that we make him up as we
exist in english I1 think it may mean both but in mormonism
there may be many gods then

L yes in a way but we only worship or honor god and jesus
christ

B you are very much like the roman catholics then my mother
is a true believer she prays every night but I1 am not I1 was
raised in a house where one grandmother was catholic and

the other methodist my mother is
catholic but my father was a very
strong willed man librepensador a

freethinkerfree thinker if you will an agnostic
and 1I like he have been very happy
I1 think all religions are a part of one
single truth no when I1 die I1 want to
die wholly my body my soul I1 hope
that after I1 die I1 will be forgotten
completely I1 certainly hope they will
never name a street or something after
me I1 want to cease being borges

no I1 dont have a religion but this doesnt mean that I1

do not believe in a meaning to the universe my individual
destiny is not important but perhaps someone or some-
thing needs me to fill some mysterious purpose then when
ive filled that service I1 will die there will be other destinies
or mysteries that will take my place I1 want to cease being
jorge luis borges im tired im tired of being someone I1 am
not a religious man I1 am merely a collective hallucination no

L that seems rather pessimistic my religious faith gives me
hope something to work for or work on for eternity

B yes but youll get very tired through all that time no
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L we do not view heaven as a place of rest perhaps this too is
heresy for many but we believe that well keep working
progressing forever perhaps until we may become gods

B then you could be creators of new worlds

L yes just like some of your characters are godlikegod like creators
the originators in tionalontlon716n uqbarulbar orbis tercius pierre menard
or the dreamer in the circular ruins for example

B yes of course there may be many gods I1 have been told by
a very good professor that the hebrew version of the bible
says that in the beginning the gods created the heavens
and the earth Is that true I1 do not know hebrew now may-
be gods refers to the holy trinity I1 do not know but maybe
there were many gods or a god that was so complex that he
had to be referred to by a plural noun A plural subject and a
singular verb I1 think the gnosticsagnostics postulate a single
absolute god at creation but from him another divine crea-
ture is formed and so on until there are 365565 divine creations
in the old testament god is very personal he talks to
people is interested in their families in their lives this
world is so strange that anything is possible my father used
to say so god is still creating worlds and people

L he may indeed be

B then if you are to be a god could you create your own
heaven and earth you could choose the vegetation the
animals the plants people maybe you could even invent a
new sex everything would be possible no

L yes I1 suppose but perhaps within some limits its a doctrine
not fully worked out in the church

B very fascinating Is this from the book of mormon from
joseph smith

L well no not really in the book of mormon but joseph smith
taught it

B and did your ancestors know joseph smith did they live in
that city on the mississippi river

L well just one of my great grandfathers from england lived
with his family in nauvoo he died there but his wife
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and children had to get out of the town cross the river and
go west

B was he scottish
L no my scottish ancestors came to the united states later in

18531855185311 believe

B and have you been to scotland its such a lovely place I1

think edinburgh is the most beautiful city in the world

L no but it scotland is a large part of our family tradition

at this point I1 realized that the interview had become
a friendly chat almost a casual conversation between two new
friends there was no structured direction as I1 hadbad unwisely
intended borges harputhadputbadhad put me at ease by asking questions of me
by showing interest in my background by his rreefreefreewheelingwheeling
thoughts and comments I1I1 would have preferred to continue
talking about mymy religious convictions but borges was in
control and perhaps feeling uncomfortable talking about gods
hebe was now linked to scotland

B so you surely know the poetry of burns robert burns he
wrote

and 0 be sure to fear the lord alway
and mind your duty duly mom and night
lest in temptations path ye gang astray
they never sought in vain that sought the lord aright

I1 guess for burns I1 gang astray but im a happy man

L I1 only know the one poem about my love is like a red red
rose in school we also studied his poem to a mouse
I1 recall the line about the best laid schemes 0 mice an men

gang aft gleyagleya theres that word gang again I1 also recall
some moralizingmoral izing lines about 0 wad some powr the giftie gie
us to see ourselsvursels as others see us

B yes yes the fine language of scotland
L I1 think bums has a poem to haggis have you ever eaten haggis

B yes and that short bite is still lasting me and will for my en-
tire life
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fair fa your honest sonsie face
great chieftain 0 the puddinbuddin race

why do you suppose they like this awful dish its not
possible to eat how can such an unlikely tasting thing go
along with the beauty of scotland so green so friendly such
wonderful buildings such delightful language

I1I1 had no answer but was amazed that borges continued quot-
ing so much poetry in english we walked back toward the massive
desk and our chairs I1I1 could tell that borges was not completely
blind hebe looked up and smiled awkwardly at the afternoon sun
coming through the high windows he looked toward me

B but come now you must have scandinavian blood in you
too you are so tall and blond

L yes my mothers family is from sweden we hail back to the
isle of gotland A cold place I1 suppose

B no no thats the home the place where beowulf lived
amazing yes thats the spot he sailed from to free the danes

pact fram hamhdm gefrasgngefrxgn higelaceshigeldcesHige laces degn
god mid geatumgieatumgettum grendlesgrindles djadj7daedada
sesiesibste wmswass mon cynnesbynnes maegenes strengeststrongeststreng est
far off in his homeland hygelacs thane

good man of the geals heard about grendel
be was the strongeststongeststongest of all living men

do you remember recall beowulf
L well yes

B the poem says they were strong valiant men men of the sea

hoeffle sise goda geatabeata leodamoda
cempancernpancampan gecoronegecorone baradarapara pede heha cenoste
the mighty man had carefully chosen

from tribes of the beatsgeats champions battlers

geatag&atagiata men from gotland remember
L yes but

I1 tried to tell borges that I1I1 badhad studied only a modern trans-
lation of this early epicpoemepic poem in a high school english class and
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here he was in argentina freely reciting lines in old english
I1 did not even understand most of the words but borges was
filled with fire the fire of finding a compatriot of beowulf his
spirited recitation drowned my timid excuses

B ofer swan rade seceans&eanscean wolde
maeme dibDiEpiepeadenpeodendieodenoden dda him waswaes manna peaffjpearfpearf
the warrior king famous ruler

across the swans riding since he needed men

do you remember that

no I1I1 didnt really remember it at all but I1I1 suddenly real-
ized what was happening borges badhad considered my lineage
from gotland and in his mental associations had linked me
mystically to beowulf I1I1 understood that he was nornotnotjustjust asking
afiifiif I1 remembered the lines of thethepoempoem he was really querying me
about beowuchimserbeowulf himself did I1I1 recall the hero the individual did
I1I1 know him certainly I1I1 must have known him since my very
distant ancestors were there may have even sailed to denmark
with him for borges one man could be all men I1I1 was not only
ted lyon sitting in an awe inspiring library office in buenos
aires I1I1 was also a knowledgeable companion to my coun-
tryman beowulf and I1I1 began to realize that for borges the
world of literature was every bit as real as the chair in which he
was sitting the desk the disappearing sunlight my blurred
nearly nonexistent face perhaps his blindness gave even more
reality to the literary world than to his physical surroundings
at this moment he was definitely back in early medieval
gotland and denmark I1I1 badhad to be there too because I1I1 was
most assuredly acquainted with beowulf

B the swan road of course the sea the water the poet also
describes the wave road and the sail road all wonderful
metaphors for the sea very powerful kenning and do you
like mordword doardhoardboard a simple beautiful metaphor for speech
yes I1 have recently begun to study old norse as I1 have
studied old english I1 suppose I1 shall read all that I1 can find
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of it in this country the volsungaVolsunga saga of iceland also talks
so poetically of the strong men the hearty ones heroes

L some of your poetry talks of your strong valiant ancestors Is

this a major concern for you are you like them
B oh no not at all I1 am a coward no no I1 admire men of

power hearty men courageous these are necessary virtues
for life our literature extols this type of life remember
frost sandburg lincoln mark twain traveled all across the
great american desert but not me no I1 am a coward

L borges thank you im sorry to change the subject its been
delightful but its getting late and I1 really want to extend an
official invitation to you from the university we would like
you to come to norman oklahoma for two or three weeks
next year to teach a class and to receive an honorary award
from the university

B that would be very nice but you know I1 am a poor man just
a librarian I1 cannot afford to travel to the united states

L we will pay your air fare of course as well as a very worthy
honorarium for your teaching we would also like to hold
a conference

B I1 recall the first time I1 went to the united states my mother
and I1 took a plane to texas and we loved the coffee they
served us on the plane we knew we were in the united
states as soon as we tasted the coffee I1 cannot stand the
slop passed off as coffee in argentina I1 shall look forward

to the coffee and the conference please excuse me I1 shall
have to call my wife to tell her this very good news

borges scooted his office chair over to a smaller desk picked
up the black telephone and dialed he spoke in spanish with
elsa his wife of just a year this was his first marriage her
second he acted almost like a giddy teenager not revealing the
reason for his joy he told her to meet him at a favorite restau-
rant near the library later that evening because he had a
surprise for her she apparently pushed him to tell her what it
was but he cautiously evaded giving any details but you
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might want to prepare for a trip be teased in english she
did not understand borges was now jovial excited buoyant
he called his male secretary who hadbad been waiting outside the
door and gave him an order he then asked my chilean
companion in spanish if he wanted tea or coffee and in
english gave me the same option

B elsa will be so surprised so excited she also loves the united
states we have just been married a short time you know my
11 childhood sweetheart you might say

L we of course will pay for her to accompany you when you
come to oklahoma

B yes she functions as my eyes but also as my heart you
might say

L its curious to me that in the stories you write perhaps even
in the poetry there are almost never any women can you tell
me why

B very simple elementary as holmes might say I1 have not
known any women or many women of course my mother
and my grandmother my mother accompanied me on many
trips but now elsa fills that role we have been married only
a short time but I1 did not write about women because I1 did
not know women but now perhaps I1 will

L A writer should only write about what he has experienced
about what he knows directly

B of course that is logical

L but then how do we explain science fiction fantasy you
certainly havent experienced all the things that happen to
your characters you havent been to all the places that
appear in your stories many consider you a writer of fantasy
you have the wonderful ability to project much beyond the
limited time and space in which you live

B what happens to my characters has happened to me they
think my thoughts or I1 think theirs also I1 have read
through reading I1 know the world one thousand and one
nights utah billy the kid and I1 am part of that very
wonderful world
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at an inopportune moment just as I1I1 was about to pursue
the topic of why borges had read about women but had not
incorporated them into his stories the secretary brought in some
dry argentine cookies lemon tea for me and coffee for borges
and rojas it was the same type of coffee that had so recently
suffered debasement we sipped together chatting in spanish
and english about argentina chile poetry food our cordial
conversation hadbad already gone on for more than an hour but I1I1
sensed no urgency on borgess part to end it nor to get to any
more pressing matters which might be awaiting him on his
nearly paper free desk

B I1 have some problems with the young writers of argentina
many are so shallow so showy you know I1 am a man of the
nineteenth century I1 was born in 1899189911899.11 do not feel comfort-
able in this century

L but borges you only lived a few months in the 1800s every-
thing youve written has been part of the twentieth century

B yes but the writers of the twentieth century have no
depth ezra pound for example I1 have tried to read him but
I1 cant when he was in london he dressed up as a cowboy
and swaggered around from bar to bar I1 believe he had a
large bullwhip and cracked it everywhere he went he made
quite an impression but its all show I1 doubt he will have any
lasting value and T S eliot always leaves me with the feeling
that at any moment hell run dry run out of things to say very
little substance I1 feel my readings come mainly from the last
century my century

L have you read H G wells

B yes yes I1 think ive read everything he wrote or at least
published

L did he influence your writing

B well I1 suppose so but I1 dont know how I1 have read ray
bradbury as well but I1 do not find him enjoyable shallow
incomplete
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L in the united states you have sometimes been compared
to vladimir nabokov I1 believe you were both born in
the same year do you think theres a direct influence or
relationship

B oh I1 shall have to confess the doctrine of infallible igno-
rance I1 have never read him

sensing that my leading questions on literary influences
were too direct and were not producing any great insights at
all even perhaps bothering borges I1I1 ceased borges was much
happier more congenial more animated when he was direct-
ing the interview and he was most expansive when he was in
medieval england scotland or most especially in gotland
I1I1 marveled was amazed at the amount ofpoetryof poetry he had stored
in his head in just a few minutes of interview he had quoted
old modern and scottish english whitman frost poe burns
and beowulf in its original or very early form I1I1 thought id
try a few lines from one of my favorite minor poets robert
service and quoted a coucouplele of memorized stanzasfromstanzas from the
spell of the yukon borges chuckled and mentioned that hebe
knew of service that the yukon bard like twain had traveled
through the west even to the same salt lake city wed
mentioned earlier and then had gone to alaska or canada
once again I1I1 was shocked was there a writer in the english
language that borges did not know

despite his casual banter which put me so much at ease I1I1
felt that borges certainly must have other things to do I1I1 tried to
excuse myself but it became increasingly difficult to escape the
magical magnetic web of borges only when I1I1 told him that I1I1
had to catch a bus for the airport in forty minutes did he seri-
ously settle on a few finaifinalftnalrinalfanal details regarding my invitation to
come to oklahoma

B yes yes november or early december next year my secre-
tary will write it down and schedule for me we can escape
the heat of buenos aires no and we would like to go back
to texas it is close no they treated me so well there too
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well perhaps they gave me the key to the city of austin you
know thank you I1 dont know why you want to invite me to
the united states I1 thank you for spending this delightful
afternoon with me thank you I1 have enjoyed it thank you
I1 will see you in the home of the people oklahoma strong
people im sure

ted lyon is professor of spanish and portuguese at brigham young university

NOTES

theithe pampa is an extensive grass covered plain in argentina it is charac-
terized by a rural lifestylelife style and its inhabitants have often been used in literature
as archetypes for the argentine spirit



the restored cultural hall in nauvoo also known as the masonic hall
the cultural hall was the scene not only of theatricals and meetings
of the masonic lodge but also of court sessions and funerals the hall
is located on main street 1991 photograph



A note on nauvoo theater
A little known letterfromietterletter tromfrom joseph smith reflects his openness

to professional drama in nauvoo and his reluctance to
interfere with the saints individual choices

noel A carmack

drama was a favorite social event in the activities of the
early mormon village though brigham young was credited with
cultivating theatrical affairs in territorial utah the inception
of such entertainments took place much earlier with joseph
smiths endorsement

like many other mississippi river towns nauvoo attracted a

number of traveling shows circus performers and acting compa-
nies of the many social entertainments the saints enjoyed in
nauvoo drama appears to have been a favorite even for the
prophet joseph smith for instance in july 1842 a group of actors
performed in the upper room of joseph smiths red brick store
A brief entry in josephs journal on july 17 records the engagement
at dusk evening a theatre in the store chamber mr chapman 1

and suite actors 1321122 the fact that joseph attended the production is

of interest because it indicates his approval of theater this is the
earliest known reference to professional actors making an appear-
ance at nauvoo regrettably the diary gives no further elaboration
in regard to chapman or his group of strollers

the inauguration of mormon theatricals came during the
spring of 1844 after the conversion of thomas A lyne a profes-
sional actor from philadelphia 3 lyne acting on an appeal by his
brother in law george J adams contributed his experience and
talent for the benefit of the financially encumbered prophet
following the april conference a playbill announcing a grand
moral entertainment in the masonic hall was distributed richard
sheridanssheridanoSheridans pizarro or the death ofrollaofkollarollakorla was to be performed on

BbyustudiesBYUYU studies34Studies 34 no 1 1994
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april 24 1844 according to the playbill this production was
intended to aid in the discharge of a debt against president
joseph smith contracted through the odious persecution of mis-
souri and vexatious law suits 1144

although heavy rains postponed the performance until
april 26 the unfavorable weather did not inhibit nauvoo citizens
from enjoying the first of several productions under lynes direc-
tion the newspapers reported that even the prophet appeared
highly gratified by the participants and expressed no small

amusement regarding their performance 5 the cast included
brigham young as the high priest heber C kimball as gomez
george A smith as the old blind man erastus snow as alonzo
and amasa lyman as las casas A young hiram clawson was
given a small part throwing down fire from the heavens 6

the positive reception of lyne and his debut production of
pizarro prompted other plays to be presented through the remain-
ing weeks in april and early may these included damon and
pythias douglass therese or the orphan of geneva and idiot
witness 7 As in the production of pizarro a number of notable
figures took part A few who made their acting debut were
jeremiah hatch john fullmer and william H folsom helen mar
kimball a young girl at nauvoo who took the role of the countess
in the orphan of geneva later recalled there was some good
acting done some so lifelikelife like that at times nearly the whole audi-
ence would be affected to tears joseph did not try to hide his feel-
ings but was seen to weep a number of times 8

perhaps it was this sentiment that resulted in carrying the
productions further on saturday may 11 joseph recorded in his
journal that he had a conversation with mr lyne on the
theatre 9 this conversation probably included a cordial plaudit
from joseph but given lynes responsive activity the prophet
may have also proposed sending the dramatic group beyond the
limits of nauvoo soon after the discussion lyne and adams orga-
nized the nauvoo dramatic association a small company of
strollers who made appearances at port stops along the
mississippi river little is known concerning these appearances
but at least one performance was reported to have taken place in
burlington iowa 10
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the productions were suspended however when libels
mounted and threatened the safety of joseph smith and his
followers in the days leading up to the prophets incarceration
and subsequent murder at carthage lyne and adams had little
time to continue promoting the theatricals answering charges of
treason for the destruction of the nauvoo expositor the prophet
and other leading men agreed to surrender on june 23 not only
were lyne and adams named as witnesses for the defense n but
lyne was also numbered among those who attended the prophet
on the road to carthage the morning of june 24 when joseph
decided that it was not necessary that such a large retinue accom-
pany him lyne and others were ordered to return to nauvoo
right or wrong I1 would not go lyne recalled his life was all

they wanted not justice knowing this would be the result 12

immediately following the murders of joseph and hyrum
lyne and adams were dispatched with the charge to call home
the apostles laboring in the east during their extended stay in
new york and boston lyne became openly critical of adams and
other local church leaders on october 26 1844 lyne was ex-
communicated for not sustaining church authorities 13 in con-
sequence he remained dissociated from the saints until he
returned in 1862 to live among them and teach the stock com-
pany in salt lake city utah

while lyne was certainly the most impressive actor to make
the prophets acquaintance another can be added to the few who
made efforts to bring theatricals to nauvoo A year previous to
lynes tenure in nauvoo an itinerant actor named lyman powell14powell14

petitioned joseph smith for permission to perform in the city
although powells written request is not extant josephs corre-
spondingsp letter as dictated to william clayton is found in the
newell K whitney collection at brigham young university 15 this
little known letter dated april 1 18431845 reveals not only josephs
amenity toward theatrical amusements but also his reluctance to
interfere with the saints individual choices the letter also serves
to document an early attempt at professional theatricals among the
mormon community unfortunately it is uncertain whether mr
powell ever made an appearance in nauvoo since such an engage-
ment went unrecorded in contemporary diaries and newspapers
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the letter to lyman powell is printed below conjectural
material and notation is enclosed in brackets original spelling
punctuation and grammar are retained

nauvoo april Isistiso 1843
sirs

your letter of the 2020th uit has been received and
duly considered in answer to which I1 have only to say
that so far as I1 am concerned I1 have not any objections
to your visiting nauvoo the citizens of this place are a
free people and suspects 1 I theatricals or anything else
not repugnant to good order and decency can act as
they think proper I1 do not wish to restrain nor interferinterfereinterfer
with their liberties it will be seen by an ordinance of the
city council passed july 5thath 184216184216 that full permission is
granted to any public shows theatricals or other public
amusements of a moral character but immoral or
indecent exhibitions are strictly prohibited as well as
drunkenessdrunkennessdrunkeness by the same ordinance the cost for license
is left discresionarydiscretionary with the mayor not however to
exceed fifty dollars and the recorders fee for writing
the same one dollar

I1 have therefore no objection to you visiting our
city several words illegible of persecution but that is
a matter which you probably understand consequently
two linesfadediineslines faded and illegible much encouragement

yours very respectfullyrespectfullyliyl joseph smith
bybywmbyamwrnarn clayton scribe p 111

copy of a letter
to lyman powell
galena p 2

noel A carmack is conservator at menillmerrillmen illlii library utah state university

NOTES

ithethe personal name of mr chapman cannot be determined from known
records it is likely however that mr chapman was one of two surviving sons of
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william chapman sr the founder of chapmanschapmansrChapmans floating theatre after william
chapmanschapmansrChapmans death ca 1839 his two sons william B and george C along with
his two daughters caroline and theresa continued their acting careers on the
showboat and in the far west see philip graham showboatsShowboats the history of an
american institution austin university of texas press 1951 9219 21 george D

ford these were the actors A story of the chapmansrchapmansChapmans and the drakes new
york library publishers 1955 115 31 helen throop pratt souvenirs of an
interesting family california historical society quarterly 7 1928 282 85
406 wayne H claeren pittsburgh and the first showboat A new angle on the
chapmanschapmansrChapmans western pennsylvania historical magazine 59 april 1976
231 39 daily alta california november 9 1857 2 and san francisco
chronicle march 15 1924 11

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1949 50 5512
hereafter cited as history of the churchchurchy willard richards to brigham young

july 19 1843 library archives historical department the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
chapmanschapmansrChapmans performances were reported to have taken place on july 15 17 and
18 evidently joseph smith was in attendance on july 15 and 17 see history of
the church 5510

3seeaseeee john S lindsay the mormonscormons and the theatre salt lake city
century printing 1905 also carma dedejongjong anderson theater in nauvoo in
a milieu of cultural arts paper presented at the nauvoo sesquicentennial
symposium brigham young university provo utah september 21 1989
lynes conversion is documented in noel A carmack the seven ages of
thomas lyne A tragedian among the mormonscormonsMormons john whitmer historical asso-
ciationciationjournaljournal 14 1994 forthcoming

stanley B kimball discovery also starring brigham young ensign 5

october 1975 51 52
warsamwarsaw signal may 15 1844 3 and st louis daily evening gazette

may 31 1844 2
6hiramshiramiram clawson theatricals in utah minute book 2 january 23 1907

57 daughters of the utah pioneers museum salt lake city and george pyper
the romance of an old playhouse salt lake city seagull press 1928 272827 28

history of the church 6350 361 62 nauvoo theatre nauvoo
neighbor 1 may 1 1844 2 and communications the prophet I11 june 15
1844 2

eienheienelenhelen mar whitney scenes and incidents in nauvoo womanscomans
exponent 11 november 15 1882 90

history of the church 6363 and journal history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints may 11 1844 microfilm copy LDS church archives

IOnauvooionauvoo expositor I11 june 7 1844 3 the listsfists of passengers and goods
shipped on the maid of iowa for may and june did not reveal any names associ-
ated with the nauvoo dramatic association suggesting that they traveled aboard
another steamboat or were ferried across and traveled by horseback

history of the church 6576 596 609
ITT A lyne A true and descriptive account of the assassination of

joseph and hiram smith the mormon prophet and patriarch at carthage
illinois june 27th 1844 new york C A calhoun 1844 6 see also mary
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audentia smith anderson ed the memoirs of president joseph smith
1832 1914 saintsheraldsaintsSaint heraldsHerald 83 february 25 1936 225

131hethe prophet 1 november 2 1844 2

although14aithough the author was unable to locate biographical information on
lyman powell it is possible that he was the same mr powell who had been in
partnership with thomas lyne at chicagosChicagos rialto theatre in 1842 see J H
mcvicker the theatre its early days in chicago chicago knight and leonard
1884 48 49 robert L sherman chicago stage its records and achievements
volume one 1834 1871 chicago by the author 1947 677767 77 447

newell K whitney collection special collections and manuscripts
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah

an ordinance in relation to public shows and exhibitions nethe wasp 1

july 16 1842 4 nauvoo city council minutes july 5 1842 LDS church
archives an almost identical ordinance had been enacted by the council on
november 27 1841 see an ordinance in relation to hawkers pedlarspedlary sic and
public shows and exhibitions times and seasons 3 december 15 184111841 637



detour
before we left our mapped route to take in
yosemite I1 dreamed that visit
in grey and white like ansel adams photography
those titanic slabs of granite id seen
in books the road simply extended
to one such pale bulk and ended
we all got out of our dark shiny car
confused with their arms entwined
the three girls looked oddly the same age and size
the boys tramped at once back to a dropoffdroboffdropoff
grey pines so far below
they looked like grass sod

perhaps it was anseis tin moon
that made me look up to the cliff top
above the car I1 was not startled
to see my youngest there in shorts
and knee socks which he never wore
and how he got suddenly to the top
I1 didnt wonder he was simply there and already
I1 knew he would fall hurling down
toward the car with a face
that held no surprise only apology
it was over in a moment but we could not
find his body no vegetation to hold him

in the heat of californiasCalifornias drought
some of us voted no to the detour
we drove into the dull greens and dying grass
of yosemite into the thin moonlight
that would touch us before we could leave
and I1 wondered which waiting bodies among us
were stained as wholly
by memories of places we have never been

dixie partridge



hagen haltemhaltern jeremiah contemplates the destruction to come
watercolor and graphite on paper 8 x 10 reversed 1980 collection
of the museum of church history and art
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DANIEL C PETERSON abrabhamabrahamabrabam divided an LDS perspective on
the middle east salt lake city aspen books 1992 374 ppap index
129512.951295

reviewed by james A toronto assistant professor of church history and
doctrine at brigham young university

the holy lands of the middle east have long held a particular
fascination for latter day saints from joseph smiths time to the
present numerous IDSLDS tourists scholars and church officials
have visited biblical sites in palestine present day israel the west
bank and the gaza strip jordan egypt and turkey several of
these mormon pilgrims have written about their experiences and
expressed their views on the relationship between the restored
gospel and contemporary events in the modern middle east since
1948 when the state of israel was created the amount of LDS writ-
ing about the middle east has increased significantly such writing
received an additional impetus in 1969 when the first BYU study
abroad program in jerusalem was established

most of the LDSIDS literature about political and religious issues
in the middle east is narrow in scope and superficial in analysis the
majority of authors since 1948 have sought to show primarily on
the basis of their interpretation of IDSLDS scriptures that israels emer-
gence as a nation and her military victories against neighboring
arab countries are the modern fulfillment of ancient prophecies
about the gathering of the jews A major leitmotif has been that the
creation of israel is a modern replay of the old testament epic god
sustaining his covenant people against their enemies in a miracu-
lous and successful bid to build a home in the promised land such
reasoning leads to the conclusion that israelis are good guys gods
people arabs and muslims are bad guys gods enemies and the
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LDS church and its doctrine provide unwavering support for the
former in their struggle against the latter 1

the paucity of careful well informed writing by mormon
authors about the modern middle east makes daniel petersons
book abraham divided a welcome addition to the corpus of LDS

literature on the subject it is an ambitious groundbreakinggroundbreaking effort
to place the arab israeli conflict in its historical political and
religious context and to provide a comprehensive and balanced
analysis from an LDS point of view because peterson brings to his
task a rare combination of academic training linguistic skills
gospel knowledge and in country experience that few previous
LDS writers have possessed the book succeeds overall in
presenting a timely provocative and convincing message

petersons main point is that latter day saints if they are to
fulfill their destiny as peacemakerspeacemakers in the region must understand
and respect all the peoples of the holylandholyk land jews christians and
muslims he develops this theme by analyzing the historical polit-
ical and religious factors that lieheile at the root of the middle east con-
flict two key arguments emerge from this analysis 1 a proper
understanding of middle eastern history and of islamic religion and
civilization in particular will help us develop the same kind of re-
spect and admiration for muslims we traditionally accord the jews
and 2 LDS doctrine does not advocate taking sides in the arab
israeli struggle but encourages a compassionate impartial approach
in our dealings with both jews and muslims

abraham divided has something to offer any reader inter-
ested in middle eastern issues and comparative religion its com-
prehensive examination of religion philosophy and politics will
enlighten the novice its in depth discussion of islamic history
and doctrine will yield insights for the informed observer and
its methodology which emphasizes comparison and contrast
will help readers LDS or non LDS who want some basic knowl-
edge of similarities and differences between judaism islam and
LDS christianity

it is crucial however to keep in mind that this volume is
an introductory survey and that its intended audience is primarily
latter day saints with little specialized knowledge of middle east-
ern studies the book assumes a basic familiarity with LDS history
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and scripture and little or no knowledge of the religious and
political history of the middle east knowing these limits will
help both those who might be frustrated by constant allusions to
and parenthetical comments about mormon doctrine and those
who might be expecting a more scholarly treatment of the
subject given the books lay readership though its approach is
the most appropriate one peterson writes in an engaging
informal style and provides a serious thoughtful analysis of
complex issues without getting mired in academic hairsplitting
and detailed documentation

the main strength of the book lies in its perceptive discus-
sion of two interrelated topics the important contributions of
islamic doctrine and civilization to world history and the relation-
ship of mormonism to religious and political issues in the contem-
porary middle east in developing these themes peterson displays
an impressive breadth of knowledge from a variety of academic
disciplines he includes frequent citations of historical and scrip-
tural sources from jewish islamic and christian traditions theo-
logical and philosophical arguments from various authors
linguistic insights gleaned from comparisons of cognates and ety-
mologiesmologies in arabic hebrew german greek and latin and allu-
sions to classical and popular literature for example dantes
divine comedy and tolkiensTolkiens lord of the rings the wealth of
information that undergirdsundergirds the analysis is presented in elegant
lucid prose liberally sprinkled with witticisms 2 all of which makes
this a pleasant stimulating book to read

an islamicistIslamicist myself I1 found petersons discussion of the early
islamic period interesting and persuasive he is especially adept in
his use of original islamic sources the quran hadith and early
biographies of muhammad to inform his analysis of muhammads
prophetic career and the development of islamic doctrines and in-
stitutions 3 the book is particularly helpful in discussing some key
points that are often slighted in introductory surveys of islamic reli-
gion the arabicnessArabicness of the quran 130 32 the salvation of righ-
teous non muslims 013939 islamic eschatology and afterlife 015913939 45
and the islamic legal system 18792187 92 with his audience in mind
peterson is always careful to avoid terminology and explanations
that are too pedantic and readers will appreciate his efforts to
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provide reasonable transliterations and pronunciation hints for
arabic words I1 enjoyed the thoughtful discussion of similarities
and differences between mormonism and islam 158 76 and the
effective use of arabic poetry in the chapter on the modernmodem middle
east to capture the pathos and passion of the arab israeli conflict

the final chapter the church in the near east offers the
most enlightened insightful analysis of mormonismsMormonisms relationship
to the contemporary middle east that can be found in LDS litera-
ture this chapter alone makes the book worth its purchase price
petersons long experience studying and living among the peoples
of the middle east has engendered a balanced compassionate per-
spectivespective that is evident in his portrayal of the challenges and oppor-
tunitiestunities facing the church in its dealings with jews and muslims
he begins with an informative discussion of a forgotten chapter in
LDS church history mormon missionary efforts in the middle
east 4 throughout this chapter and the previous one on modern
middle eastern history peterson takes pains to be evenhanded
pointing out that both the jews and the arabs have legitimate
rights of inheritance in the holy land both have been the victims
of terrible suffering over the years and both have been guilty of
atrocities hostage taking and deceitful maneuvering in their
struggle to reconcile conflicting claims petersons balanced ap-
proach is reflected in this comment

if anything should be gained from a consideration of this painfully
difficult dispute it is that there is no easy answer and that both sides
will need to give and to forgive to repent and reform before
jerusalem shines with the full glory it is destined to have we must
never lose sight of that fact we must never forget the complexity of
the issues 303

peterson eloquently and persuasively argues a point that has
usually been ignored or misrepresented by mormon authors that
LDS doctrine advocates an attitude of impartiality and compassion
on the issue of the arab israeli conflict

there is no such thing in this terribly complex matter as the lords
side neither side is without sin and neither side is without just
cause As a church we must attempt to steer a neutral course
between various factions As latter day saints we must hold
ourselves and everyone who would seek our support to the stan-
dards of justice and charity that the gospel mandates the lords
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justice and mercy extend to all peoples of the earth every human
individual of every race is his child and the object of his love our
task as individuals is to emulate that divine love 367

while the books message and methodology as a whole are
laudable a few aspects detract from the otherwise high quality of
analysis and could benefit from some fine tuning in future re-
visions first some ideas and conclusions are less convincing
because they seem hastily drawn or inadequately developed one
example is found in the discussion of arab muslim influences on
european civilization the author avers that the italian bell tower
or campanile seems to have been inspired by the islamic mina-
ret or prayer tower and that the multicolored marble that is so un-
usual and so characteristic of the churches in florence italy
may owe its inspiration to the earlier multicolored buildings of
cairo 220 while there are unquestionably some islamic influ-
ences in the art literature and architecture of italy the two
argued for here are not among them bell towers and multicolored
marble buildings were present in italy long before the advent of
islam in arabia and therefore do not reflect islamic motifs in these
two instances the pattern of cultural borrowing would more likely
have been just the opposite

at times petersons intellectual curiosity takes him beyond
the solid ground of rigorous analysis onto the shifting sands to use
a middle eastern metaphor of speculation for example he postu-
lates that the great and spacious building ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis dream seems
very like the ancient skyscraper architecture of yemen 65 that
the ravens who fed elijah in the wilderness may well be the
bedouin arabs of the region 69 that LDS teachings about
moses father in law holding the priesthood are supported by
arabic tradition which seems to know jethro under the name of

shuaybshuaibShuayb whom it views as a great prophet 69 that the quranicjuranicQuranic
figure idris is certainly to be identified with enoch 158 and
that our farewell so long derives from the arabic salaam
226 each of these assertions contains an element of plausibility

and adds spice to the reading but each is controversial and impos-
sible to substantiate I1 am not arguing against the use of knowl-
edgeableedgeable conjecture especially in an informal work like this but
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1I believe the speculative nature of these ideas requires more
detailed substantiation than is provided

I1 was puzzled to find that some topics of central importance
to the books theme are given only cursory treatment the basic
beliefs of islam the five pillars are covered in five pages

151 56 with almsgiving described in two sentences and fasting
in two paragraphs petersons discussion of the two issues in islam
that are the hardest for a western audience to understand and
respect the role of women and the concept of jihad is far too
abbreviated to effectively address the biases and distortions in most
readers minds the section on treatment of women 149 51 is

helpful but too brief to adequately explain some of the compli-
cated and controversial issues that are raised such as paradisiacal
boufisbouris distinctive gender roles and seemingly discriminatory
inheritance laws the discussion of jihad a term that has unfor-
tunatelytunately become associated in the west with the idea of violence
and holy war against non muslims deals effectively with the con-
cept of a just war in islam it fails however to point out the
broader significance offibadof jihad in islamic piety the inner struggle
to overcome human pride and to obey gods will in a volume
dedicated to sensitizing its readers to negative stereotypes about
muslims these crucial ideas deserve more attention

another area of concern has to do with stylistic and organiza-
tional features that undermine the books thematic unity and clarity
the title and cover art are attractive but ambiguous readers may
misunderstand or miss completely the connection between the two
men one old and one young each holding a baby and the title
abraham divided Is one man ishmael and the other isaac Is one
a muslim sheikh and the other a jewishajewish rabbi or does one represent
the younger abraham holding ishmael and one the older abraham
holding isaac probably the artists intended interpretation key
issues related to the theme of abraham divided how and why the
division between ishmael and isaac occurred how this family split
is interpreted variously in islam judaism and mormonism and what
the divisions implications are for interfaith dialogue are not
addressed directly and thoroughly 5

while the prologue is interesting and informative readers
would likely benefit more from a traditional introductory chapter
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that clearly sets forth the central theme provides a context and
rationale for it connects it to the books title and cover design
and outlines related questions and issues to be addressed much of
the prologue material is helpful in this regard but most of it could
be placed more profitably in the final chapter dealing with the
churchschurche role in the middle east at times I1 found it difficult to
understand the organizational logic and proportionality of chap-
ters 6 A major technical flaw that the publisher must remedy in
future editions is the index it is an exercise in frustration trying to
use it for cross referencing or looking up even the most basic
terms for example allah muhammad abraham jerusalem
orson hyde and gathering of the jews are cited once or not at
all the purpose of these comments and recommendations is to
point out that a very good book can be made even better by sharp-
ening its thematic focus and clarifying its organizational logic

my concerns about abraham divided are relatively minor
and are more than compensated for by the impressive breadth
of coverage and depth of insight the book provides for the
reader abraham divided is to be greeted with enthusiasm by
all LDS observers of the middle east as a seminal work that will
become a basic reference for all future efforts to explore issues
related to mormonism and modern middle eastern politics and
religion it lives up to its billing as a fresh voice see the
books back cover in the ongoing task of helping the LDS com-
munity better understand the sensitivities and vagaries of the
middle east problem daniel peterson succeeds admirably in his
aim to promote more awareness of and appreciation for the
grandeur of islamic civilization and for the complexity of the his-
toricaltorical political and theological issues that lie at the heart of
the arab israeli conflict we finally have a reliable volume that
can confidently be recommended to readers interested in an
LDS perspective of the middle east one that highlights the
unique teachings of the restored gospel and presents a more
broadly informed evenhanded approach than has heretofore
been available in the pro israel writings of most LDS and funda-
mentalist christian writers

in sharing a sympathetic view based on years of experience
within the middle east daniel peterson has made an invaluable
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contribution to the LDS community and to the broader discussion
of mormon muslim jewish relations the books lucid writing style
synthesis of information from a variety of academic disciplines and
wealth of perceptive ideas and interpretations together with its wit
and intelligence make it a pleasurable mustreadmust read for every member
of the church interested in studying or visiting the holy lands of
the middle east

editorial note A revised edition ofabraham divided is forthcoming

NOTES

there are some exceptions in LDS literature about the modemmodern middle
east over the years a handful of LDS authors have provided a more evenhanded
analysis of issues related to mormon doctrine and the middle east for example
james B mayfield ishmael our brother ensign 9 june 1979 24 32
howard W hunter all are alike unto god brigham young university
devotional speeches provo utah brigham young university press 1979
323632 36 spencer J palmer ed mormonscormons and muslims provo utah brigham
young university religious studies center 1983 and joseph B platt our
oasis of faith ensign 18 april 1988 39 41 see also various middle
east related articles in the encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism ed daniel H ludlow
5 vols new york macmillan 1992

onene of my favorites is petersons description of why mongol armies were
so successful in combat

medieval sources report that the mongolsmongels considered water so
sacred that they refused to soil it by bathing in it instead they
anointed themselves in horse butter now imagine after say thirty
years of horse butter anointingsanointings the typical mongol of the thirteenth
century must have been a fairly potent individual all a mongol army
had to do was to get upwind of a town the place was almost certain
to surrender 239

seesce especially pages 104 6 and the section entitled what are we to
make of muhammad on pages 117 21 for examples of insightful observations
from an LDS perspective about muhammads life and place as a prophetic figure

A more detailed rendering of this episode in church history can be found
in steven W baldridge grafting in A history of the latter day saints in the
holy land jerusalem jerusalem branch the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints 1989 but the most thorough study is rao H lindsay A history of the
missionary activities of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints in the near
east 1884 1929 masters thesis brigham young university 1958
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whethe only mention of this point is found on page 90 where from the
islamic perspective the question of which son was nearly sacrificed by abraham
and where the event took place is briefly touched upon peterson points out that
the quran never mentions the name of the son to be sacrificed and that as a
result classical muslim writers are evenly divided on the question but his
conclusion that it is wrong to think that muslims believe it was ishmael and
not isaac does not in my view adequately reflect how thinking on this
subject has evolved while this question was a point of debate in the classical
period of islamic history it has ceased to be so in recent history the nearly
universal view in the islamic world today as reflected in muslim print media
scholarly commentaries popular literature and friday sermons is that ishmael
is the subject of the quranicjuranicQuranic story the only controversy in islam these days is
whether the event took place on mt moriah in jerusalem as the bible says or
near mecca where other events of the abraham ishmael hagar saga unfolded
as most modem muslim writers hold

foror example almost half 15 of 37 pages of the first chapter after the
testaments focuses on historical developments in the period before the end of
the testamental period in the section on mathematics 207 9 a discussion
of arabic influence on the spanish language is initiated without a new heading
given the focus of its content the section entitled israel 284 would more logi-
cally be labeled israel and palestine or israel and the west bankgazaBank Gaza the
word sampler segment 220 27 is fascinating but at seven pages seems dispro-

portionately long especially when the five pillars of islam as noted before
received only five pages



BEN C ollenburger ELMER A MARTENS and GERHARD E

HASEL eds the flowering of old testament theology A reader
in twentieth century old testament theology sources for
biblical and theological study vol 1 winona lake ind
eisenbraunsEisenbrauns 1992 xii 547 ppap bibliography indexes 295029.502950

reviewed by dana M pike assistant professor of ancient scripture at brigham
young university

the howeringflowering of old testament theology is a reader designed
to delineate not only the issues but the progress and the achieve-
ments of old testament theology during the twentieth century
ix this purpose is accomplished by introducing readers to the

major scholarly views on old testament theology and to the most
influential scholars through excerpts from their writings the
flowering of old testament theology is the first volume in a series
recently initiated by eisenbraunsEisenbrauns publishers 1 the focus of this
series is to provide general students of the old testament with the
opportunity to interact with foundational works firsthand vii

the old testament is much more of a theological scrapbook
than a textbook containing no systematic discussion of doctrines and
religious practices scholars have therefore attempted to delineate the
major theological views of ancient israelites the development of
those views and the ways they were understood and applied by
communities of believers from ancient times to the present not
surprisingly the variety of religious and academic orientations among
modem scholars has produced an array of opinions not only about
the major theological components in the old testament but also

about the definition of old testament theology
As evidenced by the designation old testament theology

this field of study is mainly christian in orientation it took root
and flourished primarily in the soil of european and american
protestantism and has historically excluded from serious consider-
ation jewish traditions and the views of jewish scholars on the
contents of the hebrew bibleoldBibleOld testament 2

the three editors of this reader share about sixty years of col-
lective involvement in teaching and publishing in the area of old
testament theology As noted in the foreword the editors of this
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volume have made an attempt to orient the student to the major
issues and varieties of perspectives found in the area of old
testament theology ix they have admirably fulfilled the purpose
they set for themselves in compiling this reader the real virtue of
this volume is that one is introduced to this area of study through
samples of the work of the major scholars in the area 3 each of the
scholars whose work is sampled is the author of an introduction to
old testament theology while this compilation does not replace
those extended individual volumes it allows a student to sample
the work of these scholars and to compare them to each other and
to additional approaches

the flowering of old testament theology is divided into
three parts part 1I setting the stage begins with a chapter by
editor ollenburger that reviews the historical development of old
testament theology from the late 1700s to 1930 this chapter is
followed by two programmatic statements on what old testament
theology is and is not according to two german scholars who had
a major impact on old testament studies during this century otto
eissfeldt a historian of religion and walther eichrodt a theolo-
gian these articles originally published in german in 1926 and
1929 respectively appear here in english for the first time the
different perspectives of these two scholars serve to highlight
the variegated conceptions of the goals and substance of this area
of study and they provide a good foundation for the second part
which is the heart of the book

part II11 sampling old testament theology begins with an
editorial essay by martens that reviews the results of old testa-
ment theological study from 1930 to 1990 fourteen chapters then
survey the range of thought regarding old testament theology and
sample the most representative work of those figures who have
been particularly influential in the field these chapters average
20 25 pages in length A two page introduction at the beginning
of each of these chapters generally consists of three types of infor-
mation a theological synopsis in which each scholars work and
its impact is summarized by one of the editors information on the
career of the individual and a list of major publications by and
occasionally about each scholar these introductions are very
helpful especially for those who have heard his name but are
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not well acquainted with these men and their work yes they are
all men following these introductions each chapter contains
two selections from the publications of these scholars one con-
veys their general views on old testament theology and the other
represents the major emphasis of their work for example the
chapter selections on walther eichrodt focus on covenant because
he championed the idea that the concept of covenant more than
anything else was the undergirding feature of israelite religion
to him covenant enshrinesshrinesen israels most fundamental conviction
namely its sense of a unique relationship with god 58 these
excerpts are designed not only to introduce but to whet ones
interest in further study none are intended to provide a com-
prehensive view

the list of scholars represented reads like a whoschos who in
old testament theology among those whose writings are repre-
sented in part 11II are W eichrodt on covenant G E wright
on god the warrior G von rad on eighth century prophecy
C westermann on gods judgment and gods mercy B S childs
on canon and P D hanson on the community of faith admit-
tedly the choices represent the work of only western european
and north american males this situation is recognized by the
editors x who rightly cite liberation and feminist oriented
theologies as examples of less than mainline aspects of old
testament theology that receive no attention in part 11II their
choices do however represent the major work done in the area of
old testament theology during the majority of the twentieth
century but times are changing and so are people and the theo-
logical work they are doing thus the third part is directed toward
reviewing the recent developments in and the indicators of the
future of old testament theology

part III111lil the way forward old testament theology in the
twenty first century begins with an essay by editor hasel that
surveys current trends and future prospects in this area of study
six chapters then introduce and excerpt the theological writings
for example of W brueggemann on A shape for old testament
theology J D levenson on creation and covenant and phyllis
trible on an overture for a feminist biblical theology
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one of the enjoyable aspects of this compilation is the
opportunity to learn of the variety of backgrounds represented
by these twenty plus scholars for example J L mckenzie was a

US citizen associated with the roman catholic jesuit tradition
169 70 R E clements is english with a baptist orientation

including ministerial service 211 12 C westermann is a ger-
man lutheran with pastoral experience 276 77 and E A

martens is a canadian with an evangelical orientation and a long
association with the mennonites 298 99 also of interest is the
correlation or lack thereof between the background of these
scholars and their scholarly views for example J L mckenzie
held that the study of the theology of the old testament has
never been advanced by the christianization of the old testa-
ment 169 while T C vriezen 83 84 and others proceeded
from a diametrically opposite position ie that much of the old
testament not only can but must be viewed as culminating in
the saving ministry and sacrifice of jesus

although none of these scholars is a latter day saint and
while there are views expressed in this compilation that do not
accord with latter day saint doctrine 4 there is much of value here
for latter day saints experiencing the ways in which those who
do not enjoy the advantage of latter day revelation have wrestled
with the central themes of the old testament and their value in
our time is worthwhile in and of itself also latter day saints
should remember they are not alone in seeking to better under-
stand the scriptures and their role in developing a relationship
with the lord many people from various backgrounds including
an academic one have exercised sincere efforts to this end in addi-
tion many statements contained in this compilation will extend
the thinking of latter day saint readers consider these observa-
tions of G E wright regarding god as a warrior

A most pervasive biblical motif is the interpretation of
conflict in history as owing to the sin of man against which the
cosmic government and its suzerain god take vigorous action
since so much of history is concerned with warfare it therefore
must be expected that one major activity of the suzerain will be the
direction of war for both redemptive and judgmentaljudgmental ends that is
a major function of the suzerain will be understood to be his work
as warrior
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yet in our time no attribute of the biblical god is more
consciously and almost universally rejected than this one the reason
is that theologically we are unable to keep up with our emotional
attitudes towards war the latter are so shocked by the savage horror
of war that it is most difficult to see any positive good in this type of
conflict 110

Howehoweververdverj god the warrior is the theme that furnishes hope
in time wars and rumors of wars are a biblical reality a present
reality and we see no immediate surcease of them in the future yet
the strong active power given language in the warrior lord means
that there is a force in the universe set against the forces of evil and
perversity life then is a battleground but the divine warrior will
not be defeated

now if one thinks this type of language is too strong let him
only remember that god the warrior is simply the reverse side of
god the lover or god the redeemer the seeking love of god is only
one side of the suzerainssuzeraineSuzerains activity because to change the figure
divine love is a two edged sword 115

consider also vriezensVriezens observations

there are many voices to be heard in the various writings of the old
testament but the speakers and singers all want to proclaim one
and the same god he is the one focal point of all the old testament
writings whatever their literary character whatever their period of
origin 85

all this means complete absorption in the voices which bear wit-
ness in the old testament to the work of god and so to him in the
course of history and this is not merely a philological and historical
exercise but also a personal exercise in listening and spiritual
understanding 84

any student of the old testament who is interested in increas-
ing his or her exposure to an understanding of the major often
competing twentieth century scholarly ideas on the dominant
theological themes of the old testament will find time spent with
this compilation both interesting and rewarding given the in-
tended audience the editors could have included a glossary with
terms such as salvation history dogmatics and systematic
theology for the convenience of those who have not yet mastered
the jargon of this area of study this however is a minor com-
plaint the flowering of old testament theology is an enjoyably
different introduction to old testament theology I1 recommend it
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NOTES

all the volumes in this series are hard bound with a plasticizedplasticizer cover
this situation has been addressed recently bybyjonbajonjon levenson for example

whose comments on this problem are summarized on page 427 of floweringhowering
3a113auaau of the material quoted in these excerpts has been retypeset not merely

photocopied from the original sources this gives the book a unified well
produced look conveniently the editors have included in brackets in the text
the page numbers from the original publications previously published english
translations of material originally in non english form are the sources for the
excerpts of the work of several european scholars

4foriforor example without the revealed knowledge that the gospel of jesus
christ was known on the earth as early as the time of adam and eve many people
view the law of moses as a step upward in the relationship between god and his
people as is apparent in eichrodtsEichrodts comments on moses 73 74 in contrast
latter day saints view the law of moses as a lesser law not as the full order previ-
ously known to the patriarchs nor as the full embodiment of the possibilities
available at sinai joseph smith translation ex 341 2 dacdag 8423278423 27



JAMES R BAKER womens rights in old testament times salt
lake city signature books 1992 xii 186 ppap index paperback
179517.951795

reviewed by camille S williams instructor of philosophy at brigham young
university

in this book salt lake attorney james R baker attempts to
bridge the considerable gap between general readers who are
vaguely acquainted with old testament narratives and the spe-
cializedcialized worlds of ancient law biblical studies and womens
studies utilizing the surviving legal codes from city states in the
near east c 2200 BC to AD 200 600 and drawing on the work
of modern biblical scholars particularly raymond westbrook and
bernard jackson baker retellsrebells the stories of various biblical char-
acters in light of his reconstruction of the legal and social context
of their times

the stories of jacob leah rachel joseph david cain and
abel are recounted in view of ancient laws governing herding
and animal keeping contracts events in the lives of jacob leah
rachel and rahab the harlot of jericho are set against the laws
of metronymic marriage according to which the groom joined the
household of his father in law the stories of rebekah sarai hagar
michal bathsheba and davids daughter tamar are explained in
relation to ancient laws governing slavery marriage levirate mar-
riage for the purpose of raising up sons for a deceased brother and
punishment of sexual activity outside of marriage A discussion of
ancient inheritance laws is the backdrop for the stories of ruth
and naomi tamar and judah and the daughters of lot activities
of dinah pharaohsPharaohs daughter zipporah and an unnamed concu-
bine are treated in a concluding miscellany

believing that he has discovered a void baker attempts to
decode the puzzling social and historical context of hebrew wo-
men who though partly concealed by the patriarchal emphasis
of the bible exerted considerable influence in their commu-
nities and were often adept at working the law to their advantage
ix given the relative lack of general knowledge about the lives

of women in ancient times this study should have incorporated
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more of the growing body of scholarship on the subject especially
from women scholars baker admits that he is not a student of
feminist theory xi but he hopes that his work may be useful for
womens studies nevertheless I1 had difficulty shaking the impres-
sion that this book began as a more general work that was partially
rewritten or adapted to appeal to the womens studies market
in its retelling of these womens narratives the book is reminiscent
of edith deens all of the women of the bible and jerrie hurds
LDS volume our sisters in the bible it does not match the rigor
of judith romney wegnersvegnersWegners analysis of jewish law chattel or per-

son nor does it exhibit the hermeneutical skill of phyllis tribles
texts of terror 1

the books introduction to the codes is well written but
would have benefittedbenefitted from a fuller treatment baker asserts that
ancient legal codes are rough compilations of legal abstracts of

the kings rulings or those of his courts recorded to show posterity
that the king had fulfilled his mandate to bestow justice and equity
upon the poor the widowed the orphaned and the enslaved

1 2 which may or may not be an adequate definition he does not
explicitly compare contemporary notions of individual rights with
those ideas he considers inherent in ancient law consequently his
conclusions and asides often betray a contemporary preference for
individual natural rights rather than offering a more complete ex-
plication of ancient law and society on its own terms ancient laws
were grounded in the individuals social economic political and
marital status in ways quite foreign to many current readers addi-
tional explanation at the outset might have increased reader aware-
ness of ancient values without sacrificing interest in the stories of
individual women in the bible

bakers cursory treatment of the near eastern law codes may
merely reinforce stereotypes of ancient cultures by reducing the
complexity of those societies to a near caricature in which women
are treated with capricious harshness and subjected to the life
and death power of a father over his family 10 some ancient
laws were undoubtedly harsh however their harshness extended
to men as well as to women contrary to an impression baker
gives the laws sometimes limited a fathers ability to impose
punishment until either the judges or the king had heard the case
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and punishment was then administered in the presence of the
judges such provisions may have either tempered the actions of
an irate patriarch or increased his ire but the point not to be
missed is that punishment was frequently a public act rather than
a private right

summarizing law codes spanning thousands of years and
several cultures is problematic enough under the best of circum-
stances but this books discussion is further weakened by giving
inadequate attention to ancient beliefs for example justice could
be administered by the swearing of oaths by ordeal or by divine
judgments to the modern mind these methods may seem absurd
to the ancients cases which could not be decided by the rational
means of witnesses or documents could be decided by extrara
tionaldional means such as throwing the accused into the river thereby
bringing divinity into the legal investigation baker however
simply calls the river ordeal for a wife accused of adultery bizarre
and the harshest for women 53 moreover he does not mention
that men accused of certain crimes could also be subjected to the
same ordeal

some of the examples of ancient laws highlighted in this book
seem to have been selected for their shock value and some are
shocking however emphasizing the provisions that seem unfair to
women without explaining the legal system as a whole presents a
distorted view for example it would have been helpful to discuss
more ways in which those societies were apparently moving from
the practice of punishing whole families for the crime of one mem-
ber to fimilimitingting punishment to the perpetrator alone

bakers descriptions are sometimes conflicting or confus-
ing bilhah was a victim 56 yet an errant concubine 58
leahslaahs female initiated fornication 47 with jacob may have
been morally reprehensible but was probably no crime or tort
48 and rebekahsRebekahs efforts to secure the birthright blessing for

jacob were deceitful and fraudulent 114 though baker under-
scores the importance of women asserting themselves in the face
of opposition 177

although baker deals with interesting subjects his coverage is
uneven the omission of three of the bibles most politically power-
ful women vashti and esther who were queens and deborah who
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was a judge and military leader because they do not involve legal

issues xx is puzzling as is the lack of an overall conclusion to the
book while readers will find some useful information here they will

want to consult the primary sources additional biblical texts and
further commentaries for a fuller understanding of ancient law as

applied to the women of the bible

NOTE

1 edith deen all of the women oftbeoftleof the bible new york harper and
brothers 1955 jerrie hurd our sisters in the bible salt lake city
deseret book 1983 judith romney wegner chartelchattel or person new
york oxford university press 1988 and phyllis trible texts of terror
philadelphia fortress 1984



JAMES B ALLEN RONALD K ESPLIN and DAVID J WHITTAKER
men with a mission 1837 1841 the quorum of the twelve
apostles in the british isles salt lake city deseret book 1992
xix 460 ppap 84 illustrations 7 maps appendixes bibliography
index 240024.002400

reviewed by ronald G watt an archivist working in salt lake city

my first reaction to this book was to wonder whether I1 could
learn anything new about the mission of the quorum of the twelve
apostles to the british isles however I1 found myself captivated
by the work of james B alienallenailen ronald K esplin and david J
whittaker the authors careful interpretation of the men and the
mission is interesting and enlightening the book provides as
promised in the preface a depth and richness never before avail-
able xvi enlarging our understanding of more church history
than the books four year focus would suggest

each of the three authors of this volume brings his own
expertise to the book james alienallenailen has written a monumental
work on the early english convert william clayton david whit-
taker has centered much of his work on the history of early
mormon publications and has read widely in british history
sources ronald esplin wrote an excellent dissertation on brigham
young and has also published material concerning the women
who were left at home

the authors have several purposes to promote according to
the dedication page they want to impart their own commitment
to the missionary spirit they write for both scholars and the
general readership of the church employing scholarly tools and
expertise to mine the rich treasure trove of journals letters
and other documents which tell a momentous story in the his-
tory of mormon missionary work xv xvi

the central purpose of men with a mission though is to
show how the mission brought a spirit of unity to the nine
members of the twelve who served in the british isles there
were only eleven members of the quorum during this period and
two pleading poverty did not serve missions abroad the four
year experience transformed the group of nine dedicated mission-
aries into a quorum which could function effectively as a body
and assume its important role in the organization and history of
the church
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the book provides a detailed chronological account of the
work of the apostle missionaries in great britain the first of thir-
teen chapters introduces the men and the land in which they
served subsequent chapters deal with heber C kimballsKimballs and
orson hydes first mission to england during 1837 5838 happen-
ings in missouri illinois and england before the nine apostles
traveled various pathways to liverpool during 1839 40 mission-
ary work in the british isles from january 1840 to march
1841 and the return to america in 1841 most of these chapters
treat short periods of time in two instances the period is just
four months enabling the authors to unfold the fascinating story
of the work often day by day personal glimpses of those whose
lives were touched by the missionaries further enrich the narra-
tive we learn for example that a little over a week after kimball
and hyde arrived in england in 1837 they baptized their first
converts one of the first nine converts was elizabeth ann
walmsley a frail consumptive not expected to live who was
carried to the water by her husband elder kimball had promised
her that if she would repent and be baptized she would be
healed 35 36 she lived and emigrated to utah where she died
years later at the age of eighty two 36

three topical chapters discuss missionary life the publica-
tion program of the apostles in the british isles and the experi-
ences of the apostles wives who remained in nauvoo adding
significant detail and analysis to the chronological narrative the
chapter entitled what it meant to be missionaries explains that
in the 1830s and 1840s the elders went without purse or scrip
generally they made contacts by preaching in the streets or
speaking in rented halls at times they spoke in temperance meet-
ings the missionaries held both preaching and prayer meetings
yet the congregation did not partake of the sacrament at every
meeting or even every week

because the authors use some sources which refer to the
drinking of alcoholic beverages by the apostles they make sure
the reader knows that the word of wisdom in that day was not
understood to require total abstinence other topics are also
discussed honestly and with sensitivity gifts of the spirit the
authors explain abounded both with the apostles and among
the saints generally 93 healings speaking in tongues visions
dreams and prophecies carefully recorded in diaries and
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letters were viewed as sacred and deeply personal not to be
touted as part of the missionary message or used as evidence
for unbelieversbelieversun 92

the authors give good explanations of the political happenings
and social conditions in nineteenth century britain some of this
background is provided to offer context for the responses of the
missionaries to the country and its culture for example the mis-
sionariessionaries could recognize the poverty and riches but most could
never comprehend the social class system because nothing like it
existed in frontier america

the chapter intriguingly titled to hurl truth through the
land publications of the twelve concerns the apostles ambi-
tious program for publishing abroad the word of god including
the book of mormon the millennial star and a host of other mate-
rials abundant and detailed footnotes enlarge an informative
discussion of the work of the apostle writers in fact sometimes
the footnotes are more interesting to read than the text

the heart of the book describes the nine apostles work in
the british isles during 1840 and 1841 in terms of where each
went what each experienced and what contributions each made
I1 had heard many times about the work of wilford woodruff in
herefordshireHerefordshire and that is detailed here but I1 learned about others
whose experiences were less familiar to me george A smith
labored in staffordshire in the potteries where he experienced a
rude awakening to the difficulties of working men and women
161 orson pratt organized the first scottish branch of the

church at paisley 163 and then moved on to edinburgh whose
intellectual climate perfectly suited the apostle who would later
become a mathematician and philosopher the authors observe
that the ideas he came across there in edinburgh had important
influence on his later publications 165

orsonsoarsons enthusiastic and skillful brother parley PR pratt was
the natural choice for editor of the apostles monthly periodical
the millennial star which parley announced would be devoted
entirely to the great work of the spread of truth and would stand
aloof from the common political and commercial news of the day
252 willard richards labored in preston and manchester

balancing the pressing demands of missionary and emigration
work with his obligations to jennetta the wife he had courted and
married in england in 1838 in liverpool ireland and the isle of
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man john taylor presented to audiences ranging from six to
fifteen hundred people lectures which generated both interest
and opposition 176 elder taylor confronted every challenge
head on 179 responding in print to anti mormon newspaper
articles and pamphlets and entering into a formal debate on the
isle of man

building up the branches he had established during his
1837381837 38 mission heber C kimball encouraged and instructed
new local church leaders with characteristic emphasis on the
human element of their story the authors explain that depending
upon the saints for his livelihood was emotionally draining for
heber who cried inwardly at the poverty he saw among his
friends his heart melted when those who treated him so well on
his first mission felt hurt because now they could not even feed
him 140 41 orson hyde devitalized by both illness and disaf-
fection following his first mission to england rejoined his brethren
there as they were preparing to return to america receiving their
collective blessing in april 1841 preparatory to his missionary
work in palestine

overseeing the men and the mission was brigham young
senior apostle and president of the quorum of the twelve
apostles he was responsible for administering not only
missionary labors but also the emigration of british saints to
america and a publishing program which produced the book of
mormon complete with index a new hymnal and the millennial
star his decisive strength is evident in this narrative as is his
humor and humanity be careful not to lay my letter with the
new testmenttestamenttestment wrightingsweightingswrightings he wrote to willard richards for if you
doe som body will take it for a text after the malineumMalineum and
contend about it 158

after the twelve had obeyed the word of their prophet and
had built up the church in britain joseph smith was ready to
teach and prepare them for the mission of running the church
while he would be teaching them up until the time of his death
their responsibilities and authority expanded significantly within
weeks of their return from the british isles wrote willard richards
in his diary on august 16 1841 conference business of the
church given to the twelve 316

the authors did not leave out the apostles wives A chapter
entitled meanwhile in nauvoo takes us back to america to see
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what their wives were doing after reading it I1 wished there
had been more on the wives and their problems and sacrifices
my wish was fulfilled in part in appendix B which includes
twentyfivetwenty five important documents selected by the authors not
often is the reader able to study the sources and make his or her
own interpretation one of the most poignant documents is a let-
ter from vilate kimball to her husband heber C kimball on sep-
tember 21 1839 she writes to day I1 have not ben able to do any
thing I1 was taken early this morning with a shake and shook
about an hour and a half as hard as I1 ever saw any body in my
life and then weltered under a fever and extream pain until
almost night 356

the authors first conceived this book as being a book of
documents they made an excellent decision to write a narrative
and include some of the best examples of the sources in an
appendix the source documents in appendix B give the reader
just enough first person perspective

appendix A is an excellent article by malcolm R thorp
about the social and religious backgrounds of the people who
were converted to mormonism but it is out of place this fine
work should be in a journal where it could be appreciated for its
own sake

the book is well footnoted however the location of the cited
documents is mentioned not in the footnotes but in the bibliog-
raphy the index is generally well done providing listings under
names places titles and topics but it occasionally misses a page
for example theodore turley is listed as being on page 181 but
not on page 182 though he appears on both pages the maps and
illustrations are also excellent

this is a fine work of history and the authors and publisher
are to be commended they have made an important first rate
contribution in educating readers about the church in the 1840s



JENNIFER MOULTON HANSEN ed letters of catharine cottam
romney plural wife urbana university of illinois press 1992
xvii 317517 ppap 24 illustrations 53 maps bibliography index 299529.952995

MARIA S ELLSWORTH ed mormon odyssey the story of ida
hunt udall plural wife urbana university of illinois press 1992
xiv 296 ppap 9 illustrations 4 maps 2 appendixes bibliography
index 299529.952995

STAN LARSON ed prisoner for polygamy the memoirs and
letters of rudger clawson at the utah territorial penitentiary
1884 87 urbana university of illinois press 1993 x 256 ppap 15
illustrations 4 appendixes bibliography index 299529.952995

reviewed by kathryn M daynes instructor department of history brigham
young university

while a considerable corpus of works on plural marriage
already exists the number continues to multiply the three works
under review each detailing the life of a polygamist or plural wife
reveal the diversity of experience in plural marriage a diversity
that partly explains the continuing fascination with the subject

in general works about polygamy deal with its most dramatic
and problematic periods its controversial origins in nauvoo or its
demise at the end of the nineteenth century entailing flights from
US marshals life on the underground time in prison and secrecy
these three books concern the latter period

to be sure the period has been covered elsewhere includ-
ing B carmon hardys recent solemn coueCovecovenantnank the mormon
polygamous passagepassaged some primary documents from the period
have also been published such as the oft quoted autobiography of
annie clark tanner 2 the edited journals memoirs and letters
being reviewed are significant additions to the body of published
primary works

two of the books portray the experiences of plural wives
while the third describes prison life for a polygamist that the three
books be reviewed together is fitting not only because the subjects
of these books were contemporaries but also because their lives
intersected the two plural wives ida udall and catharine romney
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fled together from st johns arizona to hide from US marshals
and later rudger clawson took a daughter of idas husband david
udall as a plural wife

mormon odyssey tells the story of ida hunt udall who
became the second wife of david K udall in 1882 her birthday
book provides an overview of her life while her 1882 86 journal
including excerpts of her correspondence with her husband de-
tails the early years of her marriage the remainder of idas life

about a fourth of the text is supplied by maria ellsworth who is

thus not only editor but also author
unlike ida hunt udallsudalll journal catharine cottam romneysdomneysRomneys

letters dating from 1873 through 1917 cover the entire period of
her plural marriage to miles P romney although not evenly
because most of the letters are addressed to her parents and
siblings the ten years catharine lived in st george after her
marriage are treated only in brief sections provided by the editor
jennifer moulton hansen additional brief sections filifillflunlnnin in other
gaps or provide historical background

rudger clawsonsClawsons memoirs are limited to the three years he
spent in the utah penitentiary his diaries from 1898 to 1904 also
edited by stan larson have recently been published 3 clawson
revised his prison memoirs several times the editor mainly relies
on the last version typed in the 1930s although he incorporates
portions of earlier manuscripts in this published version the
descriptions of prison life the noxious odors the noise and con-
fusion the inedible food the hungry bedbugs are vivid at least
as compelling are the seventeen well chosen chaste yet passion-
ate letters from clawson to his wife lydia

A question frequently asked about polygamy is how happy
were plural families catharine romneysdomneysRomneys letters shed light on how
one plural wife found happiness or at least uncomplaining
contentment she endured many trials unremitting hard work
dire poverty and separation from her husband but she persisted
in looking for whatever was positive in her situation after writing
her parents from mexico that water was scarce that their garden
had frozen and that seven horses had been stolen she concluded

truly there are many things to discourage the people here as wellwenweliweil
as some to encourage people who have been struggling on here
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for two years and over and living on faith as it were have to
continue to so live seeing but a short distance ahead of them at a
time but still I1 have no doubt but there will be a brighter day in the
near future 125

discouragementsDiscouragements abounded but she refused to be discouraged
such optimism also pervades her accounts about her husband and
sister wives her only complaints were about separations from
them having gone into hiding to avoid US marshals in 1884 she
wrote that her absence from loved ones was a long long four
months a mild complaint indeed 99 such optimism character-
ized all her letters not only to her monogamist parents to whom
she may have wanted to show the best side of her polygamous
marriage but also to siblings and close friends

ida udall was not so consistently cheerful when her
husbands first wife ella resented idas and davids marriage ida
lamented in her journal

oh if she could only feel happy and reconciled I1 should feel that my
life was indeed a happy one why is it that in carrying out the
commandments of god his children need be so sorely tried 55

her greatest trial however stemmed not from plural marriage
itself but rather from the legal attempt to disrupt it during her
two and a half year exile while she hid from marshals her journal
was scattered with phrases like depression of spirit 133
sadly depressed 106 and thus cruelly exiled banished
146 she even got angry not at ella but at david when he can-

celed a long anticipated visit although she soon repented of her
anger yet except for this brief if notable outburst ida simply
described events if she could not write glowingly of her sister
wives their children or her husband she praised ellas willing-
ness to nurse her through a difficult illness grieved when ellas
daughter died and worried that ella worked too hard to her
husband she wrote letters full of love and devotion happiness in
plural marriage came by emphasizing whatever was good and
overlooking or at least quickly forgiving the slights the differ-
ences and the difficulties

the reader might well question however how happy idas
marriage was particularly in that portion written by the editor ida
is depicted as lonely overworked and unfairly treated undoubtedly
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ida lived a difficult life but the complaints about her problems
came from her daughter pauline not from ida the statement for
example that david udall bought an organ for ella but that ida
had to pay for her own is based solely on information from
pauline 195 273n pauline is undoubtedly reliable about idas
finances but whether she was so intimate with the facts about
ellas finances is questionable especially when ella earned money
at various endeavors to help support the family relying on paul-

ines statements the author paulines daughter also claims that
after idas disabling strokes ella was kind to ida but never took
personal care of her 222 paulines brother don however wrote
that ella graciously waited on ida and gave much time and atten-
tion to her needs 4 childrens perspectives on plural marriage are
important but they are not necessarily those of the parents or
even of other children

beyond their insights about plural marriage these books also
provide a wealth of information on everyday life housing from
wagon boxes and tents to bungalows food mostly homegrownhomegrown
and clothes good salt lake shoes are a treasure hansen 86 are
only a few of the topics addressed although neither editor puts
her subject into a national context the udall and romney families
clearly were organized to produce rather than consume even with
children working from a young age on the farm or in other family
enterprises neither family had the resources to buy many
consumer goods with their many children these plural families
continued to produce most of their own food and clothing thus
remaining outside the consumerismconsumerism enveloping turn of the
century america

these firsthand accounts may at times seem repetitious but
the frequent references to illnesses work and visits reveal much
about the quality of these womens lives even without the meth-
ods laurel thatcher ulrich used so skillfully to analyze martha
ballards diary 5 readers of these two books can discern that sick-
ness was ever present finances were ever meager and work was
never done

equally revealing about everyday life are clawsonsClawsons memoirs
describing life in prison in his introduction to the memoirs stan
larson fits the document into the genre of prison literature although
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unfortunately the publisher omitted the endnotes for that section
while larson does not compare the utah territorial prison to other
late nineteenth century prisons he puts clawsonsClawsons memoirs into the
context of other polygamists prison experiences using their jour-
nals to amplify a topic or give further examples in addition he
includes lists of all prisoners from 1884 to 1895 incarcerated for LDS

plural marriage and also of their most important firsthand accounts
of prison life a valuable contribution to those wanting to pursue
the subject

in many ways clawsonsClawsons experiences represent those of
other prisoners all endured the monotonous routine ate the
same unpalatable food wore the same striped clothing were
punished in the same sweatbox and longed for home clawsonsClawsons
experience was unique however because he was the first polyg-
amist to enter the utah penitentiary no friendly face greeted him
with sympathy instead his fellow prisoners welcomed him with
phrases like get the rope and hang him 42 his experience
was also unusual in its length most served less than a year while
he served more than three

how representative ida udall and catharine romney are is
more difficult to assess certainly many other plural wives simi-
larly pioneered new regions and the broad picture of hard work
and poverty sketched by ida and catharine was typical of life on
the frontier in terms of harmonious families these two women
were also in the majority if kimball young is right in judging that
53 percent of plural families were highly or reasonably successful 6

indeed of the combined eight wives of romney and udall only
one obtained a divorce in a much larger study 18 percent of
plural wives divorced7divorced7 and that one divorce took place before
catharine married into the family the romney and udall families
whatever their problems were apparently more compatible than
many others

ida and catherine also differed from their husbands other
wives and from all of clawsonsClawsons wives in that they came from
monogamous families idas father entered polygamy after her mar-
riage neither ida nor catharine had her parents experience for
good or illifflilliiinfinn to guide her indeed ida had an idealized view of plural
marriage based on one journey she took with a church leader and
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his wives what both catharine and ida did have when they
married was romantic love for their husbands neither was like
mary linton morgan udallsudalll third wife whose marriage was
brought about by church leaders who asked udall to marry and
take care of her after her first husbands death nor did either
suffer the stigma of being a poor sewing girl larson 4 whose
father was dead as did lydia spencer rudger clawsonsClawsons second
wife clawsonsClawsons mother broke off his engagement to lydia when
he was single but apparently had no objection to her becoming
his plural wife catharine and ida chose to become plural wives
most mormon women particularly in the 1880s participated in
plural marriage reluctantly 8 indeed some believed plural mar-
riage was suitable only for those women who would otherwise
not get married 9

to be sure neither these plural wives nor this prisoner repre-
sents the average yet their writings depict with compelling imme-
diacy the trials and joys experienced by plural families during
polygamyspolygamys slow and painful demise although these three books
differ in form each provides an important and intimate biograph-
ical study and together they enlarge our understanding of mormon
plural marriage in the 1880s and beyond
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brief notice

I11 kings to Malacmalacbimalachibi vol 4 of five chapters touch on more
studies in scripture edited by general themes for example the
kent P jackson deseret book chapter by catherine thomas
1993 blends the pattern of old testa-

ment apostasy directly into the
about a decade ago a series new testament experience in a

was initiated to point readers to thought provoking way however
the scriptures themselves this generalizations about jewish theol-

ogynew volume may be the finest in are not easily formulated
the series it contains forty four since no monolithic judaism has
chapters each usually devoted ever existed
to a single biblical book LDS jacksons explanation of biblical
readers will benefit from many of chronology is a fine treatment
the insights into the old testa-
ment

of a subject that haunts biblical
that are presented here scholars and frustrates most read-

ersespecially those drawn from latter of this ancient scripture jack-
sonsday revelations and the joseph humility in acknowledging

smith translation the ambiguity of dates prior to
the chapters are written by abrahams time is commendable

twenty one contributors jackson although his charts are difficult to
wrote seven while david rolph follow in spots
seely wrote nine unlike the while this volume does not
authors of some of the earlier offer the kind of comprehensive
volumes in this series the men and treatment of the text that one finds
women who contributed to this in a verse by verse commentary it
book are nearly all recognized is a commendable addition to ser-

iousteachers and researchers in old LDS literature on the old test-
amenttestament materials and have the very brevity of its

brought linguistic historical and chapters becomes an asset for the
geographic insights to this work lay reader
seelysneelys contribution is especially ann N madsen
substantial his historical notes
explanation of hebrew words and
doctrinal insights engage the lay
reader as well as the scholar
particularly in his explanation of
the formulas used by the authors
of the book of kings



mormon bibliography 1993
ellen M copley

introduction
the mormon bibliography for 1993 is a selective bibliography

of publications about mormonscormons and mormonism although every
attempt has been made to include all aspects of mormonism we
have purposely excluded some types of items for instance news-
paper articles and articles published in the official magazines of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints are wellwenweliweil indexed
by the church itself and are not reiterated here however the indi-
vidual poems short stories and other such works from these offi-
cial magazines have been retained and are listed in the arts and
literature section of the bibliography the arts and literature section
also includes every item of this kind which was written by a mor-
mon author the other sections and the critical essays in the arts
and literature section include only articles and books written with
a specific mormon focus and theme

As do compilers of any bibliography of course we con-
stantly fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it
out readers who know of publications that should have been
included in this mormon bibliography are asked to contact either
ellen copley or scott duvall department of special collections
and manuscripts 4040 HBLL brigham young university provo

utah 84602 6835 we will include those publications in the 1994
mormon bibliography

this bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is

broadly organized into the following sections arts and literature
bibliography biography and autobiography contemporary issues
doctrine and scripture history and inspiration within each sec-
tion the works are listed alphabetically by author

BYU studies 34 no 1 1994
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LISTUST OF abbreviations
the following abbreviations are used for mormon content period-
icals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapters

mormon content periodicals

AMCAP amcapjournalAMCAP journaltournai 19 1993 published by the
association of mormon counselors and
psychotherapists for AMCAP members issue
centers on homosexuality

BH beehive history 19 1993 published annually
by the utah state historical society

BBYMYM brighambrigbam young magazine 47 1993 pub-
lished four times a year by brigham young
university provo utah continues BYU
today includes feature articles news items
and columns

BYU studies BYU studies 33 1993 quarterly publication
at brigham young university provo utah

cameo cameo latter day women in profile 1

1993 published monthly in orem utah
volume 1 premiered in november 1993

CC chronicles of courage vol 4 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1993 published
annually

dialogue dialogue A journal of mormon thought 26
1993 published quarterly by the dialogue

foundation logan utah

digest latter day digest 2 1993 published eight
times in 1993 by the latter day foundation for
the arts orem utah premier issue was
november 1992

ensign ensign 23 1993 published monthly by the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
only poetry is included for articles consult
the yearly indexes published by the church
or the index in the december issue

exponent II11 exponent II11il 17 18 1993 published quarterly
by exponent 11II inc arlington massachusetts
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no official connection with the LDS church
issues 2 4 of volume 17 and issue 1 of volume
18 are the only 1993 issues

inscape inscape 1992 A forum for student fiction
published semiannually by the brigham young
university english department and college of
humanities provo utah only the second
1992 and the first 1993 issues were available
at time of compilation

insight insight 8 9 1993 A forum for nonfiction
writing published once each semester by the
brigham young university honors program
provo utah

insights insights an ancient window 86 91 1993
published six times a year by the foundation
for ancient research and mormon studies
FARMS provo utah

JBOMS journal of book of mormon studies 2 1993
published twice yearly by the foundation for
ancient research and mormon studies
FARMS provo utah

JMH journal of mormon history 19 1993
published semiannually by the mormon
history association

JWHAJ thethejohnjohn whitmer historical association
journal 13 1993 published annually by the
association lamoni iowa deals with
reorganized latter day saint history

MBN the mormon bibliographic newsletter 2

1993 published four times per volume by
orrin schwab books logan utah two issues
published in 1993 final issue published in
1994 as volume 2 number 4 short articles as
well as early mormon bibliographic citations

MHAN the mormon history association newsletter
nos 87879090 1993 published quarterly by the
mormon history association

nauvoojournalnauvoo journal nauvoo journal 5 1993 published biannu-
ally by the early mormon research institute
hyrum utah
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new era new era 2523 1993 official monthly publica-
tion for youth of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints only poetry and short stories
are included for articles consult the yearly
indexes published by the church or the index
in the december issue

new perspectives new perspectives 10 1993 published semian-
nually by ricks college rexburgredburgRexburg idaho the
first 1993 issue was not available at time of
publication

RV restoration voice 87 92 1993 published six
times per year by cumorah books indepen-
dence missouri no official connection with
the RLDS church most articles are reprints
from the saintsheraldsaintsSaint heraldsHerald included in this bibli-
ography are only articles of a historical nature
pertaining to the period of time before the
separation of the RLDS and LDS churches

saintsheraldsaintsSaint sHeraldherald saintsheraldsaintsSaint sHeraldherald 140 1993 the monthly family
magazine published by the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
with headquarters in the auditorium indepen-
dence missouri

sunstone sunstone 16 1993 four issues published
in 1993 by the sunstone foundation salt
lake city although volume 16 spans parts
of 1992 94 this bibliography lists only the
1993 issues

this people this people 14 1993 published quarterly by
utah alliance publishing inc salt lake city
contains feature articles and columns explor-
ing LDS issues and personalities

UHQ utah historical quarterly 61 1993 pub-
lished quarterly by the utah state historical
society salt lake city

witness the witness nos 80 83 1993 published
quarterly by the foundation for research on
ancient america independence missouri

WRI wasatch review international 2 1993 A

semiannual mormon literary journal dedicated
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to creative writing which in some way
explores the mormon culture published in
orem utah

ZA zions advocate 70 1993 published monthly
the official publication of the church of
christ with headquarters on the temple lot
independence missouri

ZR zarahemlaZarahemla record nos 65 70 1993 pub-
lished bimonthly by the zarahemlaZarahemla research
foundation independence missouri number
70 not available at time of publication

anthologies analyzed by chapter

approaches metcalfe brent lee ed new approaches to
the book of mormon explorations in crit-
ical methodology salt lake city signature
books 1993

confronting horton anne L B kent harrison and barry
L johnson eds confronting abuse an LDS
perspective on understanding and healing
emotional physical sexual psychological
and spiritual abuse salt lake city deseret
book1993book 1993

DLLS DLLS proceedings 1993 proceedings of the
deseret language and linguistics society
1993 symposium provo utah brigham
young university 1993

DS brigham young university 1992 93
devotional and fireside speeches provo
utah university publications 1993

harmony sessions gene A and craiggraig J oberg eds the
search for harmony essays on mormonism
and science salt lake city signature books
1993 several previously published essays by
david H bailey james L farmerfanner william S

bradshaw and F brent johnson gary james
bergera dennis rowley richard sherlock
richard sherlock and jeffrey E keller edward L

kimball steven H heath duane E jeffery
eldoneidoneldonjeldonaJ gardner morris S petersen keith E
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norman R grant athay richard pearson
smith william lee stokes two essays
published for the first time by L mikel vause
craig J oberg and gene A sessions

beavensheavens the heavens are open the 1992 sperry
symposium on the doctrine and covenants
and church history salt lake city deseret
book1993book 1995

is black susan easton and charles D tate jr
eds joseph smith the prophet the man
provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1993

mothering cannon elaine mothering salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

restored the restored gospel and applied
christianity student essays in honor of
president david 0 mckay provo utah
center for the study of christian values in
literature and religious studies center 1993

riches challis john K and john G scott eds riches
of eternity twelve fundamental doctrines
from the doctrine and covenants salt lake
city aspen books 1993

sharing sharing the light in the wilderness favorite
talkstalksfromfrom especiallyespeciallyfor forrorrof youth salt lake
city deseret book 1993

3 nephi 9 30 nyman monte S and charles D tateTattatejrpatejrejrjr eds
the book of mormon 3 neobinepbinephi 9 30 this Is
my gospel provo utah religious studies
center brigham young university 1993

mashedwashedmushed bell M shayne ed washed by a wave of
wind science fiction from the corridor salt
lake city signature books 1993

woywog wright randal A ubywhy say no when the
world says yes resisting temptation in an
immoral world essays on morality salt lake
city deseret book 1993

womenmomen anderson dawn hall susette fletcher green
and marie cornwall eds women and christ
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living the abundant life talks selectedfromselected fromtrom
the 1992 womens conference sponsored by
brigham young university and the relief
society salt lake city deseret book 1993

ARTS AND literature
novels childrens books short stories plays poetry critical essays
personal essays music and articles about the arts written by or
about mormonscormonsMormons

art

dant doris R and linda jones gibbs harwood and haag paint paris
BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993 754 56

friberg arnold the spirit of a picture digest 2 september 1993
24 29 reprinted from the artist october 198619861

gibbs linda jones visual narratives from the life of christ BBYUYU
studies 33 1993 468 79

haltern hagen G celestial aspects of art digest 2 march 1993
42 50 some material taken from his art integration orem
utah H and H book 1989

johnston jerry al rounds watercolor memories this people 14
spring 1993 40 45

lawrence elizabeth an international tribute to women through
sculpture digest 2 january 1993 66 71

lile karen E lord touch these stones digest 2 november
1993 85 87

nixon william art of truth digest 2 december 1993 9 19
the purpose of art digest 2 march 1993 1 11

an open letter to LDS artists and patrons of the arts digest 2
september 1993 12 13

utah state of the arts ogden utah meridian international 1993

childrens books

bagley pat hana ydethe nonocomcow wife illustrated by will terry salt lake
city deseret book 1993

where have all the nephitesnepbitesNep biteshites gone salt lake city deseret
book1993Book 1993

bagley val chadwick I1 love the temple A coloring and activity
book american fork utah covenant communications 1993

crockett maline C stories to see and share book 3 illustrated by
nina grover salt lake city deseret book 1993
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crowther jean D growing up a mormon bountiful utah horizon
1993

dean bessie lets learn of gods love rev ed bountiful utah
horizonhorizon19931993

lets learn the first principles rev ed bountiful utah
horizonhorizon19931993

erickson karlakariakarnakanna AJs best friends salt lake city bookcraft 1993
holzapfel richard neitzel and T jeffery cottle in the days of ofjosephjoseph

smith A childs story and picture book to bring church history
to life salt lake city bookcraft 1993

hughes dean lucky in love salt lake city deseret book 1993
muttysnuttys ghost new york antheneumAntheneum 1993

littke lael star of the show salt lake city deseret book 1993
mangum diane lofgren carry on caroline salt lake city bookcraft

1993
molgard bette the best baptism ever jakes story salt lake city

bookcraft 1993
the best baptism ever jennyslennystennys story salt lake city bookcraft

1993
morgan cleona D daniel meets a lion activity song and gospel

story salt lake city bookcraft 1993
voros J frederic jr nethe stones of the temple illustrated by kathleen

B peterson salt lake city deseret book 1993
yorgason margaret all about birthdays salt lake city bookcraft

1993
all about easter salt lake city bookcraft 1993

critical essays

alexander thomas G A mixed but generally open bag the
historical articles in the encyclopedia sunstone 16 november
1993 39 42

barlow philip L wanted mormon theologians no pay great
benefits the theological articles in the encyclopedia sunstone
16 november 1993 32 38

cracroft richard H attuning the authentic mormon voice stemming
the sophicsophie tide in LDS literature sunstone 16 july 1993
51 57

cutler christine lynne trailing clouds of glory wordsworth and the
latter day saint conception of man provo utah brigham young
university 1992 honors thesis

jorgensen bruce W to tell and hear stories let the stranger say
sunstone 16 july 1993 40 50
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mauss armand L marching down the mormon middle A review of
the social issues in the encyclopedia sunstone 16 november
1993431993199543199545 43 48

metcalfe brent lee apologetic and critical assumptions about book
of mormon historicity dialogue 26 fall 1993 153 84

mulder william telling it slant aiming for truth in contemporary
mormon literature dialogue 26 summer 1993 155 69

wallace stegner sunstone 16 november 1993 9 10
smith george D orthodoxy and encyclopedia the book of mormon

in the encyclopedia sunstone 16 november 1993 48 53
zimmerman david dean the mormon view of millonsmiltonsMiltons god provo

utah brigham young university 1993 honors thesis

drama

ickes bob heaven sent will tony kushnerskushnerzKushners angels in america
rescue broadway new york 26 april 12 1993 42 48

madison cathy tony kushner angels on broadway columbia
spring 1993 40 41 story line of the play angels in america

includes a vallum addicted woman and her closeted homosexual
mormon husband

wahlquist becca nor working title yet inscapeInscape no 1 1993 59 86

novels

bates martine the dragons tapestry vol I11 of marmawellMarmawell trilogy
red deer alberta red deer college press 1992

the prism moon vol 2 of marmawellMarmawell trilogy red deer
alberta red deer college press 1993

bowen annette paxman get a life jeneferjenniferjennfer parker salt lake city
deseret book 1993

brown marilyn shadows of angelsofangels A novel american fork utah
covenant communications 1993

cantwell lee G cross currents A novel salt lake city deseret book
1993

card orson scott the call of earth vol 2 of homecoming new
york TOR 1993

monkey sonatas vol 3 of maps in a mirror new york tom
doherty associates 1993

davis gary lori I1I1 love you but american fork utah covenant
communications 1993 revised and enlarged from a story titled
what now mcbride

eliason lynn R patriarchs of kingdom come A novel huntington
W va university editions 1993
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gubler betty R valentines in the snow A novel of eternal family
ties bountiful utah horizon 1993

hansen jennie L run away home A novel american fork utah
covenant communications 1993

hedley leslie beaton twelve sisters A novel salt lake city deseret
book1993book 1993

heimerdinger chris daniel and nephi A tale of eternal friendship
in a land ripeningforripening forror destruction american fork utah
covenant communications 1993

hilton joni around the ward in 80 days A novel american fork
utah covenant communications 1993

jensen cecilia joseph in palmyra provo utah keepsake 1993
liebenthal jean 2 feathers and rings A novel salt lake city

bookcraft 1993
lund gerald N thy gold to refine A historical novel vol 4 of the

work and the glory salt lake city bookcraft 1993
marcum robert sting of the scorpion A novel salt lake city

bookcraft 1993
mccloud susan evans A face in the shadows salt lake city

bookcraft 1993
mcrae john fire in the snow salt lake city deseret book 1993
paget becky romancing the nephitesNephites A novel american fork utah

covenant communications 1993
perry anne belgrave square new york fawcett crest 1993

A sudden fearful death new york fawcett columbine 1993
poulson clair samuel moronis young warrior american fork utah

covenant communications 1993
spencer darrell our secrets out columbia university of missouri

press 1993 the glue that binds Us mentions the mormonscormonsMormons
turner lisa ray pray away pounds A novel greensboro NC

hatrack river 1993
weyland jack nicole salt lake city deseret book 1993
wolverton dave path of the hero new york bantam books 1993
yorgason blaine to soar with the eagle salt lake city deseret book

1993
yorgason brenton and richard myers simeons touch salt lake city

bookcraft 1993

personal essays

abuse of authority in the ecclesiastical interview exponent II11 17 no
2 1993 6 7

anderson jared in word power and much assurance witness 81
summer 1993 8
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anderson lavina fielding circles A personal meditation what does
it mean to possess and be possessed by a holy place this people
14 spring 1993 28 29

freedom of conscience A personal statement dialogue 26
winter 19951993 196 202

anderson tory C where have all the questions gone WRI 2
december 1993 1 13

antrei albert to whom this may concern landmarks of a liberal
education manti utah the universal impression 1993
references to mormon history and mormonscormonsMormons

arrington leonard J great basin kingdom revisited dialogue 26
summer 1993 173 83

atkinson jenny my favorite interview exponent II11H 17 no 2 1993 4
badger wanda west the silk undershirt this people 14 fall 1993

72 73
bailey elinor peace the doll connection exponent 1117II11 17 no 3

1993 13
barkdull larry cameo an anchor to latter day women cameo 1

november 1993 4 7
bay andy the utah landscape A personal reflection on land and

family WRIWRYwei 2 december 1993 15 31
bay curtis serving two masters in restored 41 47
beecher maureen ursenbach circles beyond the circle this people

14 summer 1993 16 17
bell eloise when nice aint so nice exponent II11 17 no 3 1993

12 13 reprinted with her permission also published in
network BBYUYU today and only when I1 laugh

benfell V stanley 111IIIlii watching dialogue 26 fall 1993 143 50
black susan easton my neighbor cameo 1 november 1993 20 21
bradford mary L comfort in the knowing exponent 1118II11 18 no 1

1993 17

tradition tradition exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 141514 15
brooks joanna pardon the blues here inscape 1992 63 66
brotherson sean E A testimony by grace in restored 117 121255
bruno frank alan he Is a prophet of god A personal encounter with

ezra taft benson sunstone 16 december 1993 54 57
campbell mamimarni asplund night in restored 95 104
cannon ann edwards christmas doll this people 14 holiday

1993 65 66
goodbye donatelloDonateUo this people 14 fall 1993 60 63
snits this people 14 spring 1993 66 69

card orson scott A storyteller in zion essays and speeches salt lake
city bookcraft 1993
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carrollcangan oil lavon B my grandmothers cabinet BH 19 1993 30 32
clark carol L forgiving one another in women 175 78
cracroft richard H celebrating mormon values wallace stegner

1909 1993 and the latter day saints WRI 2 december 1993
103 9

on the vicissitudes of serving in the bishopric WRI 2 june
1993 76 80

craig alison wonder and wondering digest 2 august 1993
30 33 also in inscape 1992 71 76

crouch brian amen brother marlin digest 2 march 1993 68 70
curtis julie K fear of falling in restored 23 30
dushkudushkujudyjudy safety first exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 18

this Is my church too exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 10

england eugene monte cristo WRI 2 june 1993 83 102
on spectral evidence dialogue 26 spring 1993 13552135 52

fogg B J sign of hope digest 2 november 1993 17 19
foreigner among the saints of god exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 3

frampton debbie script please in restored 65 70
gibbons ted L the footsteps of the father the shadow of the son

creation as an act of love digest 2 december 1993 24 28
haight angela B how I1 got converted to relief society exponent II11

17 no 3 1993 6 7
harris john S risk and terror dialogue 26 winter 1993 153 58
helps louise A downright blessed fib cameo 1 november 1993

78 79
hinckley gordon B As one who loves the prophet ins 1 13
holladay valerievaleric companionship inscape 1992 79 95

mormon literature that was then this Is now what Is
next WRIWR 2 june 1993 1 7

holt helene spiritual odyssey digest 2 january 1993 59 62
isaksen henry L for the love of amy A message to husbands

everywhere new perspectives 10 november 1993 18
jensen maurine C replay of a barefoot boy this people 14 spring

1993371993 37 38
keddington dorothy M journeys of understanding cameo 1

november 1993 55 66
larsen lance andandjacquijacqui larsen falcon BYM 47 november 1993

42 44
lea jennifer coming to peace exponent 1117II11 17 no 4 1993 8
liebenthalbenthalUe jean Z cherry stones this people 14 summer 1993 65 66
lively robert L jr A non mormon religion professors impressions

of mormon missionaries BYU studies 33 1993 151 59
maxson helen F from emerson to alma A personal odyssey

dialogue 26 winter 1993 143 51
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mayhew deborah in his fathers image exponent jils1118II11 18 no 1

1993111993 11

mckendry kristen you wont go to hell for using a cake mix
exponent II11 17 no 4 1993 9

miles henry landon the trial of john home miles WRI 2 june
1993 23 47

miller jason H As christ loved the church in restored 31 39
mitchellmitchenMitchencheU todd visualization the eye of faith in restored 49 63
montel don whatsoever passethbasseth through the paths of the sea

witness 82 fall 1993 10 12
mouritsen maren M theres a horse in the house in women 29 34
newell L jackson liberal spirituality A personal odyssey dialogue

26 spring 1993 79 92
nishimoto ken redemption inscapeInscape no 1 1993 1 3
palmer sally broadbent monopolyMonopolyelyOiye miss patterson and the seesaw

principle in restored 1 11
patrick midge the choice of forgiveness A personal account in

women 119 24
peck elbert eugene hiking to kolobdolob sunstone 16 december 1993

101110 11

lamentations in the fall sunstone 16 november 1993 8
metaphors of my faith sunstone 16 july 1993 10

pederson cherie taylor flight iristhisibis people 14 spring 1993 16 17
plummer louise very easy very vogue in women 125 28
pratt steven P dances with music in restored 71 83
robison joleen ashman out in left field A true story exponent II11

17 no 4 1993 18 reprinted from dialogue 25 spring 1992
santiago tessa meyer another winters tale BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993

161 68
sheldon carrel good girl good woman exponent II11 17 no 2

1993 9
shim judy yoshiko alternatives to the standard LDS mission

exponent II11 17 no 4 1993 13
shipps jan knowledge and understanding sunstone 16 november

1993111993 11 12
smith marcus smart sisters digest 2 september 1993 32 37
stevenson betty coming up on the rough side of the mountain in

women 201 8
stomettastonettaStometta marcia flanders desperately seeking woman exponent II11

17 no 4 1993 9
takita stephanie spong travel for the timorous exponent II11il 17 no

4 1993 12

taylor andrew D fifty pound sandbagssandbarsSandbags insight 8 winter 1993
151 5 also published in restored 85 93
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taylor risa the interview exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 4
taylor samuel W the ordeal of lowry nelson and the mis spoken

word dialogue 26 fall 1993 91 99
thayne emma lou let me count the whysghys if talk could bring a mon-

umental shaking of hands for israelis and arabs why not to the
people in salt lake valley network 16 november 1993 8 9

the rose jar A response to the mother line by naomi ruth
lowinsky exponent II11LF 18 no I11 G9931993995 16

ten acres and hovering exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 15
you tell me your dreams and ill tell you mine bridging the

gap exponent II11 17 no 4 1993 10 11

thurston dawn who said christmas Is for children christmas Is for
mothers exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 17

treat mary lee no more doubt ZR 69 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1993
14

turner lisa ray requiem for a typical mormon woman exponent II11

18 no 1 1993 15
ulrich laurel thatcher improve the shining moments exponent II11

18 no 1 1993161993 16 17
vause mikel the prophet WRI 2 december 1993 9510195 101
walker joseph getting off the lecture circuit pioneer 40

novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 25
wangsgaard jalene merkley and every tongue confess in restored

13 21
warnerwamerdarner rick my most memorable christmas digest 2 december

1993 21 22 As told to emma lou wamerwarner thayne
willes fayone B the challenge of growth exponent 1118itisII11 18 no 1

1993131993 13 14
wrightwrightjudyjudy H the interview exponent II11 17 no 4 1993 8
yamada laura worthington A calling to fill in restored 105 115

poetry

aliff michelle the race new era 23 june 1993 51
ana christopher brian digest 2 august 1993 46 47

A misunderstanding digest 2 june 1993 29
anderson kimberlyKimbernyberiybenny shoes new era 23 august 1993 23
bahr mary lynn gathering digest 2 august 1993 61 also in

inscapeInscape no 1 1993 5

prenuptial counseling inscapeInscape no 1 1993 4
seeing egypt digest 2 september 1993 29 also in inscape

1992211992 21
baker virginia ellen arizona geometric sunstone 16 december

1993111993 11
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the desert temple sunstone 16 july 1993 27
dissonance sunstone 16 july 1993 39
mist on garmisch slopes sunstone 16 december 1993 16

under the dogwood tree sunstone 16 november 1993 12

ball raelene baptism new era 23 april 1993 51

barrett julie E dancing through pickles exponent 1117II11 17 no 2
1993 13

bean kendall ross reverent love A song and parable digest 2
march 1993 78

bedore laura autumn antiques cameo 1 november 1993 49
crab apple windows cameo I11 november 1993 66
winter weeds cameo 1 december 1993 26

bell M shayne after two weeks of delays above novo brasil
azimovaazimovs science fiction 17 april 1993 157

bentley C wade lonetree BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993 781
out of the rain BYU studies 33 1993 594
the razing BBYUbyhYU studies 33 1993 244

bernhiselBemhisel donna commentary dialogue 26 winter 1993 xv xvi
bickmore lisa orme to the mothers who bear no names exponent

1117II11 17 no 2 1993 13

bitters shawn I11 I will not faith thee digest 2 june 1993 35
bowles rita lancashire saint dies dialogue 26 fall 1993 152
brooks joanna during august we play married inscapeInscape no 1

199371993 7
new moon november inscapeInscape no 1 1993 6

brown sean brendan if you want to cry touch me sunstone 16
december 1993 66

looking at her I1 could sunstone 16 march 1993 57
portable shrine sunstone 16 march 1993 19
quiet courteous performer sunstone 16 november 1993 42
repose sunstone 16 december 1993 21
silence sunstone 16 july 1993 50

bushman carlton marilyn lydia reading in a garden A painting by
mary cassatt exponent 1118II11 18 no 101 1993993995 9

butler deb west bloomfield township 1979 exponent 1117II11 17 no 2

1993 13
campbell les filling moments digest 2 january 1993 71
campbellcampbeliCampbenbeU mamimarni asplund for my father 1934 1990 dialogue 26

fall 1993 70 71
sariah inscapeInscape no 1 1993 44 45

cannon david neal meditation in the celestial room inscapeInscape no 1

19933219931995 32 33
cannon helen B bottling baryshnikov for julia exponent 1117II11 17 no 2

1993 13
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card timnahtimsah nephite christmas new era 23 august 1993 25
carpenter jillyndillyn decoration day dialogue 26 summer 1993 xii
carr courtney revealed messages inscapeInscape no 1 1993 20
cattani donna haight household of faith dialogue 26 summer

1993 201 2
chamberlain lesly replenishing ensign 23 september 1993 57
cheney donna R the quilt exponent II11 17 no 3 1993 11

christensen elaine 1I have learned 5 things dialogue 26 winter
19931993141141 42

clarkdarkoark gina overhearing eyebrow conversation inscapeInscape no 1

199319931010 11
clarkdarkoark harlow soderborg dove descending wri2wridWRI 2 june 1993

74 75
cluff elizabeth my mothers kitchen exponent II11 18 no 101 1993993 9

old woman in the mirror exponent II11 18 no 1 1993 9
collings michael R because I1 would not stop for death the

magazine of speculative poetry 1993
the7 be boneyardBoneyard of old ezra snow and other poems thousand

oaks calif Buckbuckthornthom chapbooksChapbooks 1993
exiles on a lefthandleft hand world midnight zoo 3 4 1993 59
father child digest 2 november 1993 28
molestation scream 4 april 1993 23 25
ordination vigor no 2 april 1993 4
orion disappeared last night poet magazine 4

springsummerSpring Summer 1993 34
portrait of the artist on the verge of middle age expressionist

1993 24
primavera thousand oaks calif Buckbuckthornthom chapbooksChapbooks 1993
remembering the flight of wingless birds poet 4

springsummerSpring Summer 1993 34
sacramental song digest 2 october 1993 77
sonnet to fourteen who died on an unnamed winter world

midnight zoo 3 4 1993 59
spatiotemporalspatio temporal spectacles space and time no 81 spring

1993281993 28 29
this Is the season digest 2 december 1993 40 first

appeared in poet magazine summer 1992
the warren poems thousand oaks calif Buckbuckthornthom

chapbooksChapbooks 1993
warrenwaffen travels with his father dialogue 26 summer 1993

116
craig J scott auto da fe la marca hispanicshispanicaHispanica 4 1993 17
dutson christine M an armful of love exponent II11 17 no 4

199319931313
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the exchange exponent 1117II11 17 no 4 1993 13
florence giles Hhjrajr jr feelings WRWRI 2 december 1993 93

girl at thirteen WRI 2 december 1993 75
standing in white WRI 2 december 1993 91 92

fogg B J dad in the kitchen digest 2 september 1993 61 also in
inscape 1992 19

what el salvador meant to a three year old dialogue 26
spring 1993 153

fuhriman ingrid of sacrifice a shrine sunstone 16 december
1993 59

gardner donna hilton stones ensign 23 september 1993 57
gentry E brian art can be naked inscape 1992 77
gonzalez carloscarioscarnos enrique Hdhabitohibitobito la marca hispanicshispanicaHispanica 4 1993 16

percepciones la marca hispanicshispanicaHispanica 4 1993 14 15
gorton stephen R blossomingBlossoming digest 2 march 1993 27

two gardens digest 2 march 1993 5533
green heather pilgrimage new era 23 august 1993 26

spring of teal new era 23 august 1993 27
hall randall L A man of battles braids his daughters hair BYU

studies 33 1993 812
madorismidorisMidoris eyes BYU studies 33 1993 329
nauvoo an exodus of flesh and blood digest 2 january

1993 54
pale phylacteriedphylacteries of faith digest 2 august 1993 29
prisoners fare digest 2 august 1993 74
resurrection digest 2 january 1993 30
A sunlit type and shadow digest 2 march 1993 11

hallen cynthia L christmas fair cameo 1 december 1993 33
melodious sonnet digest 2 september 1993 66

hamblin pamela porter magi dialogue 26 winter 1993 50
storm rider BYU studies 33 1993 337

harris john sterling the window BYU studies 33 1993 109
hassett michael unknown pain inscape 1992 51
hatch warren in passing to her fathers dialogue 26 fall 1993

30 32
hawes sue on flying out of washington airport exponent 1117II11 17

no 3 1993 10
hawkins lisa bolin companion for the journey BYU studies 33

1993 311
snowy night dialogue 26 spring 1993 77
visiting teaching a spiritual sunstone 16 march 1993 29

heath heather facer breeze ofofgalileegalilee new era 23 august 1993 22
heiner alleneanenealieneailene W patchwork ensign 23 september 1993 57
hemming jill if you were a plum inscape 1992 61
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hickman trenton L an afternoon in maracaykaracayMaracay venezuelan portrait
inscapeInscape no 1 1993 55

hicks michael stone A symposium BYU studies 33 1993 466 67
hoagland maria beuchat problems of supremacy inscapeInscape no 1

1993 31
hogge robert M facing mirrors BYU studies 33 1993 689

genesis BYU studies 33 1993 541
holt helene A fathers lament digest 2 january 1993 62 world

poetry contest november 15 199019901

home lewis double exposure dialogue 26 summer 1993 170 7711

hunter donnell MTC new era 23 may 1993 67
hutchison kara the dawning of a testimony new era 23 august

1993 24
jarvis kaylene frosted memories new era 23 january 1993 51
jenkins don W aspensashensAspens dialogue 26 winter 1993 92
jensen lucile why the nativity new era 2233 december 1993 5511

jole douglas M the mound at bryn celli dduaddu sunstone 16
december 1993 53 reprinted from leading edge no 2021
fallwinterFall Winter 1990 77177

kartchner ellen lines for morning wridwri2wrtWRI 2 june 1993 20
ode to basil wridwri2WRI 2 june 1993 2211

kimball kathryn saint theresa and the lepressbepressLepress dialogue 26 spring
19931701993 170

knowlton david clark bring me a guitar sunstone 16 march 1993
46

the night is soft sunstone 16 november 1993 48
susurrosuburroSusurro del sausal sunstone 16 december 1993 9
where is there a singing bird sunstone 16 march 1993 13

kohler lisa H cadence exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 10
koldewyn derk michael becoming a writer dialogue 26 spring

1993 65
exercising the priesthood dialogue 26 spring 1993 ii

resurrection dialogue 26 fall 1993 100
lacoe addie vessel exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 13
larsen lance sacrament prayer dialogue 26 summer 1993 137
larson clinton F the gathering an idyl exponent II11il 17 no 2

1993 12

lower campus BYU studies 33 1993 169 71
lefevre amyjamyamyeJ sky fire new era 23 august 1993 24
lewis elizabeth freshening exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 11

mind magic exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 11

lileuleuiellie karen E and the world does not comprehend digest 2
january 1993 23

gods canvas digest 2 january 1993 34
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liljenquist ruth alien gnat digest 2 december 1993 28
liu timothy no unclean thing sunstone 16 november 1993 21

paradise sunstone 16 july 1993 31
tenderness in a dark age sunstone 16 november 1993 61

losee mary ann blue wri2wridWRI 2 december 1993 49
poem for the artist WRIWR 2 december 1993 33
submissions wri2wridWRI 2 december 1993 32
west on a greyhound bus WRI 2 december 1993 59 60

ludema leilani reminiscing new era 23 august 1993 27
lundberglundbergjoyjoy saunders to my son digest 2 january 1993 65
mayhew deborah on a deaf woman hearing for the first time

exponent II11 18 no 1 G1993993 10
sound waves A fantasy exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 10

the wild girl exponent II11 18 no I11 G9931993995 10
meyer casualenecassaleneCasualene jack he says inscapeInscape no 101 1993993 12 13

A root out of dry ground digest 2 december 1993 19
wedding bands cameo 1 december 1993 53

meyer heidi christmas eve digest 2 december 1993 30
miles H L the man without sin dialogue 26 fall 1993 185 86
moloney karen marguerite day dreams dialogue 26 fall 1993

223 24
moon harold K same and changing seasons BYU studies 33 1993

53
moorehead russell sole makers dialogue 26 fall 1993 214 15

also in wri2wridWR 2 june 1993 103 5

moorehead russell S magic words inscapeInscape no 1 1993 57
morrise martha P jacob firstbornFirstborn in the wilderness ensign 23

september 1993 56
moulton laura autumn hands inscape 1992 79
nielsen shannon J sunrise new era 23 august 1993 22

when im reading new era 23 august 1993 20 21
noble michael J bean counting dialogue 26 winter 1993 224 25
olsen marie F A roomful of me exponent II11 17 no 3 1993 10
orcutt monicam6nicamanica ningunaninguna la marca hispanicshispanicaHispanica 4 1993 12 13
partridge dixie lee breadcrumbsBreadcrumbs dialogue 26 spring 1993 5 6

leave of absence dialogue 26 fall 1993 141 42
night myths dialogue 26 spring 1993 93 94
notes for a son 19 living abroad dialogue 26 spring 1993

78
patterson dorothy karen walls new era 23 november 1993 5511
paxman david our fecundity dialogue 26 fall 1993 88 89
peck steve reflections of stellar ecology BYU studies 33 1993 742
powley william not all giving Is charity inscape 1992 67

ring seller inscape 1992 49
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powley william walking home from school BYU studies 33 1993
753

rapson harriet on gardening exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 12
richardson peter gregarious hair inscapeInscape no 1 1993 21
robbins christopher duck hunting WRI 2 june 1993 81
sharp loretta M kobkolikohkoil musicians in the taiwan folk arts museum

WRI 2 june 1993 48 50
sillitoe linda crazyforcrazy for living salt lake city signature books 1993
smith laurie D old family pictures new era 23 september 1993

51
smith marcus L birthday thoughts digest 2 october 1993 78
Stahstaheliehiefi linda campbell missionary work new era 23 february

1993 51
stewart marguerite the earth Is an ear digest 2 december 1993 39
stewart pilar ode to a storm inscape 1992 68 69
stoddard jeanne the witness new perspectives 10 november

1993 34
stotts kimberly chink holes new era 23 august 1993 25

little brother new era 23 august 1993 25
swaner scott H before we sleep inscapeInscape no 1 1993 42 43
swenson paul mama and daddy standin by dialogue 26 fall

199357581993571993 575857 58
tanner anita for emma ensign 23 september 1993 56
taylor henry buildings and grounds WRI 2 december 1993

71 74 reprinted from an afternoon of billiards baton rouge
lousiana state university press 197511975

riding a one eyed horse WRI 2 december 1993 61

thomas colleen A studious mormon named joan sunstone 16
november 1993 58

thompson charlaine W puzzle pieces digest 2 september 1993 46
thomtonthornton ruth B magic miracles and the unseen hand exponent II11

18 no 1 1993 9
of time and eternity exponent 1118lilsllisII11 18 no 1 1993 9

tice richard bethlehembeth lehem dialogue 26 spring 1993 119 20
van wagenen belle dejong secondhandsecond hand culture exponent 1117II11 17

no 2 1993 12

wakefield jo in this image new era 23 july 1993 51
wamickwarnick anneliese sestina for the coming fall dialogue 26 spring

19931831993 183185 84
weber kathleen another country to cat casteel sunstone 16

march 1993 34
welker holly A body that expands dialogue 26 summer 1993 184

brando dialogue 26 summer 1993 118
elipseclipseElipse sunstone 16 july 1993 17
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parachute sunstone 16 december 1993 38
postcard dialogue 26 summer 1993 225
saying write Us sunstone 16 july 1993 69
your task now sunstone 16 december 1993 57

wells samuel A the mountain of the lords house digest 2
november 1993 46

westenhaver mary jo journal new era 2233 march 1993 51

white philip god with Us dialogue 26 summer 1993 186
litany dialogue 26 summer 1993 221 22
tubing on a canal BYU studies 33 1993 79

whiting linda red new era 23 october 1993 51
wilcox val C convention phenomenon cameo I11 november 1993

79
the kitchen kiss digest 2 march 1993 50
on the road again cameo I11 november 1993 2211
organize yourself digest 2 october 1993 67
rumpled still skin digest 2 september 1993 54

zenos hearing mercy BYU studies 33 1993 172 73
ziebarth sean T when I1 have thumbs inscape 1992 50

short stories

adams john L treasure in black inscape 1992 53 59
alienallenailen penny A blessing and a name exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 14

burning bright exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 14
duty exponent II11H 17 no 3 1993 18
lace exponent II11 17 no 3 1993 18
meat on the hoof exponent II11il 17 no 3 1993 18
the men babs went out with exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 14

mission rules sunstone 16 december 1993 29
anderson glenn L shannonsshannonaShannons flight in washed 221 52
baker virginia ellen songs of solomon in washed 166 75
barkdull larry johnson go preach digest 2 march 1993 51 53
barkdull larry and marvin payne the prodigal digest 2 june 1993

67 78
bell M shayne the kings kiss Asimoasimovsalimovsvs science fiction 17 march

1993 30 42
the shining dream road out tomorrow speculative fiction

I11 july 1993 38 45 also in washed 68 84
bergeson kavin A story which zanny keeps interrupting about the

potters inscapeInscape no 1 1993 15 19
bezzant pat finale in washed 262 76
black dianne M ten letters to jenny wri2wridWRI 2 june 1993 9 19
boyer elizabeth H A foreigner comes to reddyvillereddyvffleReddyville in washed

202 16
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bradshaw anne santas helper new era 23 december 1993 40 43
bradshaw jodi last rites inscapeInscape no 1 1993 35 39
brooks joanna when coyotes take the bandstand the small houses

lean inscape 1992 7 18
browne edna the box digest 2 november 1993 67 74
card orson scott pageant wagon in washed 293 372 reprinted

from the folk 0of the fringe 110 90 west bloomfield michmien
phantasia 1989

cobabe douglas L the undateun date new era 23 may 1993 62 66
crowe C everett the mourning after dialogue 26 summer 1993

203 7
cummings james space people in washed 53 67
dahlgren lisa anglesangies gray new era 23 february 1993 44 46
dalton woodbury kathleen cinders of the great war in ZL ron

hubbard presents writers of the future 261 82 vol 9 los
angeles bridge publications 1993

signs and wonders in washed 158 65
davis charles E make the wind stop new era 23 march 1993

36 39
derose john richard the monitor in ZL ron hubbard presents

writers of the future 1201203939 vol 9 los angeles bridge
publications 1993

doering david snooze in washed 217 20
dunford nanette larsen dragon boats of fragrant harbor new era

23 september 1993 38 42
fillerup michael gifts of the spirit dialogue 26 fall 1993 199 213

things of this world sunstone 16 december 1993 45 53
fogg BBJJ outside the tabernacle in washed 42 52

fox russell arben encounter with cecile inscapeInscape no 1 1993
23 29

gasparac sandra greatest gift cameo 1 december 1993 34 35
gifford melva scrap pile in washed 145 57
gowans fred mountain men and grizzly bears digest 2 november

1993 21 27 excerpted from his mountain man and grizzly
orem utah mountain grizzly 1992

hafen tom where no tourists are WRI 2 december 1993 51 58
harmon charlene C pueblo de sionslonsign in washed 176 201
hawkins lisa bolinbohn muddy rising waters sunstone 16 november

1993541993 54 58
helps louise VAwhitelite christmas cameo I11 december 1993 75 79
hoagland maria beuchat diagnosis and treatment inscapeInscape no 1

1993471993 47 54
hoffman diana lofgran other time in washed 85 98
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home lewis B what do ducks do in winter and other western
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parents with wayward children salt lake city bookcraft 1993
condie C david legal support for victims asking for help from the

system in confronting 228 36
cook gene R raising up a family to the lord salt lake city deseret

book1993Book 1993
raising up a family to the lord A book excerpt this people

14 holiday 1993 20 21 23 25
Comgomgobcornwallwallwailwaii marie come into the fold of god in women 17988179 88
crowther jean D what do I1I1 do now mom growing up guidance

for young teenageteen age girls rev ed bountiful utah horizon 1993
dant doris R modem reports of prophetic succession A study of the

interpretation of discourse biases in DLLS 98 104
davis gode girls in gangs network 16 april 1993 12 15
dawson kathryn E come come ye single saints exponent 1118II11 18

no 101 1993993 12 14

derr C brooklyn working as partners in women 247 58
disciplinary actions generate more heat sunstone 16 december

1993 67 68
dissident mormonscormons are excommunicated christian century 110

march 17 1993 287 88
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dushku judith rasmussen responding to abused LDS women
roadblocks to recovery in confronting 285 93

elder packer names gayslesbiansGays Lesbians feminists and so called scholars
three main dangers sunstone 16 november 1993 747574 75

england eugene books on becoming a human family this people
14 spring 1993 71 72 74 love unconditionally those who are
different

books that challenge Us this people 14 fall 1993 63 65
esplin patricia B what to do if your child has been abused in

confronting 34 50
faust robert P and C Y roby the sex offender and legal

remedies in confronting 237 46
feinauer leslie L marital rape A violation of trust and love in

confronting 139 46
finlayson reed L sibling abuse am I1 my brothers keeper in

confronting 117 26
fisher scott by virtue of authority A bishops perspective

exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 5 7
forty mormonscormons arrested at nevada test site during first mormon

peace gathering sunstone 16 november 1993 76 77
fu xuanningXuanning A cross analysis of the world divorce rate encyclicencycliaEncyclia

69 1992 125 44
gardiner edward spiritual abuse in confronting 169 79
gifford lee communication in marriage some thoughts new

perspectives 10 november 1993 9 12
goodfellow vaunda L spending eternity in the laundry room

exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 7
gordon suzanne challenging the mormon church feminism

cautiously tries to find its place in a conservative faith
exponent 1117II11 17 no 4 1993 5 7 reprinted from boston globe

grammer joseph W awake and arise A study on the principle of
free agency our constitutional relationship to agency the
thread upon which our sacred constitution hangs and our
personal responsibility murray utah northwest 1993

gruschin tonia someonesSomeones watching new legislation forces stalkersstaltersStalkers
out of the shadows network 16 july 1993 14 16 woman
stalked by a returned missionary

hallen cynthia birth as empowerment digest 2 september 1993
48 49

hammer stephen jay professional myths about latter day therapy
dialogue 26 winter 1993 183 95

hanni geraldine gold adult survivors A path to healing in
confronting 261 70
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hansen larryjamesharryjameslarry james abuse covenants and divorce in confronting
540340 46

harris kyle D A radio station for the world digest 2 september
1993191993 19 22

harrison B kent how can I1 help concepts and cautions for
ecclesiastical leaders and others in confronting 215 27

hawkins alanjaladjalan J david C dollahite and clifford J rhoades turning
the hearts of the fathers to the children nurturing the next
generation BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993 273 91

hicks chris how to pick a family flick salt lake city deseret book
1993

hold on to hope suggestionssuggestionsfor rorforrof LDS codependentsdependentsCo springvilleSpringville utah
cedar fort 1993 compiled by hidden treasures

horton anne L safeguarding our homes what every LDS family
ought to know about abuse in confronting 11 22

A word about false reporting in confronting 51 52
A word about survival and spiritual recovery in confronting

307 9
horton anne L and byron J marquez healing covert abuse

defining verbal psychological and emotional abuse in
confronting 157 68

houston gail turley creating out of chaos exponent II11H 18 no 1

1993 3

hudnall gregory A counseling the at risk adolescent and the
dysfunctionalDysfunctional family in confronting 247 60

jenkins carricamcarrl P LDS women have diverse views about television
Bbym47YM 47 may 1993 15 16

religiously speaking congress does not mirror the american
people BYMbym4747 may 1993 12 13

toward the light of hope understanding the healing process
for victims of abuse BYMbym4747 may 1993 32 39

jensen larry C janet jensen and terrie wiederhold religiosity
denomination and mental health among young men and
women psychological reports 72 1993 1157 58

jensen marlin K loving with the spirit and the understanding in DS
91 99

johnson barry L and suzanne L maughan abuse of parents and the
elderly in confronting 147 56

johnson kenneth E the word of wisdom food plan A medical review
of the mormon doctrine springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1993

the joseph smith memorial building A photo essay this people 14
fall 1993 34 38

kader omar M free expression the LDS church and brigham young
university dialogue 26 fall 1993 33 55
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keele reba L Is religious community an oxymoron sunstone 16

november 1993 13 21

kellner mark A prophets grandson quits church in public protest
christianity today 5737 november 22 1993 46

kimball edward L staying together despite not praying together
families dealing with inactivity in women 167 74

kirkham kate L diversity in zion in women 209 22
kocherhans rex croft males are victims too in confronting

201 12
kosmin barry A and seymour P lachman one nation under god

religion in contemporary american society new york
harmony books 1993 mormon references

kotkin joel interview do it a little bit differently sunstone 16

november 1993 59 61

laake deborah secret ceremonies cosmopolitan 214 april 1993
210 11 232 42 formerfortner mormon explains temple marriage

secret ceremonies A mormon womanscomans intimate diary of
marriage and beyond new york william morrow 1993

larson stan intellectuals in mormon history an update dialogue
26 fall 1993 187 89

LDS church disciplines ultraconservativeultra conservative survivalists sunstone 16
march 1993 67 68

lee rex E some thoughts about butterflies replenishment
environmentalism and ownership indsandsin DS 15 20

lehrer evelyn L and carmel U chiswick religion as a determinant
of marital stability demography 30 august 1993 385 404
study includes mormonscormonsMormons

louder dean R canadian mormonscormons in their north american context
A portrait social compass 40 1993 271 90

lund gerald N some clippings from a writers notebook digest 2
january 1993 24 30 A portion discusses dilemmas latter day
saints face regarding their writing

lundberg joy saunders modesty its always in style in why 38 51
magner denise K president of brigham young U rejects professors

plea to stay chronicle of higher education 40 december 8
1993 a26

malan jayne B dating and the summer of the lambs in utywhyutt
145 60

marshall vikki D the sin of fornication in why 68 82
martindale bequiaequi todd durrant myra durrant karin hahn brian

jensen and melissa proffitt gender variation in the rejection of
absurd requests in DLLS 148 50 responses of BYU students

martymarry martin E and R scott appleby eds fundamentalistsfundamentalisms and
society reclaiming the sciences the family and education
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vol 2 of the fundamentalism project chicago ill111111.iiiililiilil university of
chicago press 1993 numerous mormon references

matheson david the transition from homosexuality the role of
evergreen international AMCAP 19 1993 105 12

mattis noemi P and elouise M bell ritual abuse in confronting
180 200

miller stuart two CBS affiliates pull down fences variety 335055050
february 1 1993 21 24 cancellation of a television show by

KSL and KIRO
mitchell tom A mighty summer overview of the 1993 FRAA

internship program witness 83 winter 1993 4 5

mooney carolyn J conservative brigham young U contends with
small but growing movement for change chronicle of higher
education 39 june 30199330 1993 a13 a15

mr clintonscliftonsClintons travesty national review 45 june 21 1993 87
mentions mormon missionaries

murdock dorthea C and S brent scharman A program for treatment
of sexual abuse essentials for responsible change in
confronting 294 304

newbold gail andersen gospel knowledge on CD this people 14
fall 1993 26 32

newell L jackson scapegoats and scarecrowsscarecrowyScarecrows in our town when
the interests of church and community collide sunstone 16
december 1993 22 28

nibley paul how mormonscormons see themselves in film sunstone 16
july 1993 14 17

nielsen warren R the role of the gospel in individual and family
recovery in confronting 327 39

oaks dallin H ive been a victim of double decker deceit
sunstone 16 december 1993 68 69

obrien T J you are not alone A plea for understanding the
homosexual condition dialogue 26 fall 1993 119 40

olson terry the morality of emotions you can help feeling what
you feel and you dont have to be angry this people 14 failfalifallfan
1993 151615 16 18 21 23 25

oswald delmont ed critical issues forum political correctness
encyclicencycliaEncy clia 69 1992 255125 51 panel discussion on political correct-
ness and its effects on utah institutions of higher learning

packer rand H how many kisses in whywaw0Y 15 27
parry cindy activities that build young women vol 2 bountiful

utah horizon 1993
the path to wholeness A survivors story and recovery in

confronting 362 73
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paxman susan L children of god in a violent world confronting the
existence of abuse in confronting 3 10

in search of a place of safety exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 2

they are sixteen going on exponent 1117II11 17 no 3 1993 2

where shall we turn for peace exponent 1118lilsliisII11 18 no 1 1993 2
peck elbert eugene A response to paul toscanos A plea to the

leadership of the church choose love not power dialogue 26
spring 1993 109 18

peterson levi S hiking to timpanogasTimpanogas how charity affection and sex
are killing the wilderness sunstone 16 november 1993 22 30

peterson richard resisting temptation in an immoral world in
ubywhy 161 71

pinegar ed and patricia pinegar avoiding temptation in why 1 14
poll richard D dialogue toward forgiveness A supporting view a

response to the LDS intellectual community and church
leadership A contemporary chronology dialogue 26 spring
1993671993 67 75

preston cheryl B women and the law A matter of perspective in
women 223 36

price alvin H abuse or discipline the threshold of violence in
confronting 23 33

rambo lewis R understanding religious conversion new haven
yale university press 1993 references to mormonscormonsMormons

richards P scott the treatment of homosexuality some historical
contemporary and personal perspectives AMCAP 19 1993
29 45

richards paul C does paying tithing make you a voting shareholder
BYUs worldwide board of trustees dialogue 26 fall 1993
59 69

robison joleen ashman A night of prayer exponent 1117II11 17 no 4
1993 1

roby C Y adolescent sexual offenders victims perpetrators or
both in confronting 109 16

rohr elisabeth in the church ethnopsychoanalytic research in
ecuador group analysis 26 september 1993 295 306

roundy lynn M incest sexual abuse in the family in confronting
95 108

rutledge jane coping with intimacy A problem for single adult
cormonsmormonsMormons ann arbor mich UMI 1993 phd diss university
of denver

seamons rhonda achievement and religiosity as perceived by futyfiftypuhy

five mormon women with doctoral degrees provo utah brig-
ham young university department of educational leadership
1993
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sharkey betsy and noreen oleary advertisingsAdvertisings next boom towns
adweek eastern edition 34 october 18 1993 37 43

shipps jan dangerous history laurel ulrich and her mormon
sisters the christian century 110 october 20 1993 1012 15
editorial about feminist author laurel ulrich highlights academic

freedom at brigham young university
sipes ann B cognitive dissonance among traditional women how

mormon women resolve conflict ann arbor mich UMI 1993
phd diss fielding institute

six intellectuals disciplined for apostasy sunstone 16 november
199319936565 73

slattery martha L and richard A kerber A comprehensive
evaluation of family history and breast cancer risk the utah
population database JAMA 270 october 6 1993 1563 68
study population consists of current or past members of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints
smith wesley D whats a thinking person to do new perspectives

10 november 1993 23
sorensen michele R chainbreakersChainbreakers A true story of healing from

abuse salt lake city deseret book 1993
squires carolyn M favorite recipes of tabernacle choir members

with historical facts anecdotes and photos 2dad ed vernal utah
favorite recipes 1993

stander valerievaleric and larrylarryjensenjensen the relationship of value
orientation to moral cognition gender and cultural differences
in the united states and china explored journal ofcrossof cross
cultural psychology 24 march 1993 42 52 study uses
mormon subjects

stimpson catharine R the farr case the next chapter in the history
of academic freedom change 25 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1993
70 71

teach the child behold your little ones salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1993 booklet

tempest lynne truth and consequences network 16 october
1993 3 LDS church and women

thompson barbara spouse abuse confronting the problem and
seeking safety in confronting 127 38

top brent L and bruce A chadwick the power of the word
religion family friends and delinquent behavior of LDS youth
BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993 293 331051010

toronto ellen unequal power and the sexual domination of
women exponent 1117II11 17 no 2 1993 8 20

toscano paulpauljJ dealing with spiritual abuse the role of the mormon
alliance sunstone 16 july 1993 32 39
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toscano paul J A plea to the leadership of the church choose love
not power dialogue 26 spring 1993 95 106

tuttle carol the path to wholeness A personal approach to
spiritual healing and empowermentempowermentfor forrorrof individuals recovering
from sexual and spiritual abuse american fork utah covenant
communications 1993

ulrich wendy L when forgiveness flounders for victims of serious
sin in confronting 347 61

universities in a glass house the economist 327 june 26 1993
27 28 brigham young university and academic freedom

utah politics latter day losers the economist 326 january 30
1993 28 29

utah study panel recommends delaying church state action church
and state 46 february 1993 15 16

voices from BYU exponent 1118lilsII11 18 no 1 1993 6 8
weatherbe steve the practice of polygamy A mormon colony stirs a

BC controversy macmeansmacleansMacleans 106 august 16 1993 16 18
bountiful colony part of the arizona based united effort order a

fundamentalist group
weissmann hartmut interview A newsletter of our own sunstone

16 december 1993 60 betrachtungen reflections a new
mormon newsletter for european saints

west brian and ellen fagg bloody sunday salt lake city magazine
4 novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 78 84 86 129 kastanis family

what survivors of abuse want others to know A guide to their
pain in confronting 63 81

wilcox brad conquering an unworthy habit in why 83 96
wilkens veras jan 5000 dance students BYUs remarkable

department dance teacher now 15 february 1993 46 54
williams marleen K correlates of beck depression inventory scores

in mormon and protestant women religious orientation
traditional family attitudes and perfectionism provo utah
department of psychology brigham young university 1993
phd diss

williams paul T karen M vranizan melissa A austin and ronald M

krauss associations of age adiposity alcohol intake menstrual
status and estrogen therapy with high density lipoproteinUpoprotein
subclasses arteriosclerosis and thrombosis 13 november
1993 1654 61 subjects taken from mormon kindreds

woodward kenneth L andandjeanneandreannejeanne gordon the latter day secret
sharer A pray and tell book mocks mormon rituals secret
ceremonies by laake newsweek 121 june 28 1993 59

wright james G and chris jorgensen change comes to salt lake
city A building boom Is forcing this staid mormon capital to
consider some new strategies planning 59 june 1993 10 15
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wright john B cultural geography and land trusts in colorado and
utah geographical review 83 july 1993 269 79

wright randal A modem media and morality in whyy 126 44
profanity our words will condemn Us in sharing 183 93
whyy good people see bad movies digest 2 november 1993

34 42 adapted from ubywhy good people see bad movies the
impact of R rated movies npap national family institute 199311993

young lawrence journeying into the desert the faith based witness
against nuclear weapons sunstone 16 march 1993 11 13

DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE

works of a doctrinal nature as well as works published about
aspects of the mormon scriptures

adams william J jr nephis jerusalem and labans sword JBOMS 2
fall 1993 194 95

alienallenailen C kay the ways and power of love american fork utah
covenant communications 1993

allredauredanredaliredailred garth L unlocking the powers of faith american fork utah
covenant communications 1993

anderson A gary being valiant by following the lords anointed in
heavens 34 47

anderson kenneth W the twelve A light unto this people in 3
nephienephi9nephineobi9 3014930 149 58

anderson lynn matthews delighting in plainness issues surrounding
a simple modem english book of mormon sunstone 16 march
1993 20 29

ashment edward H A record in the language of my father
evidence of ancient egyptian and hebrew in the book of
mormon in approaches 329 93

ashton marvinmarvinjJ know he Is there in DS 39 45
aukschun linda the ordinances and performances that pertain to

salvation in riches 131 53
austin jennifer comparing the rhetorical style of nephis writings

with near eastern literature in DLLS 46 49
bachman danel W the eternity of the marriage relationship in

riches 195 221
ball russell H an hypothesis concerning the three days of darkness

among the nephitesNephites jbomsj50msaboms 2 spring 1993 107 23
ballard M russell anchor to the soul in DS 1 9

our search for happiness an invitation to understand the
church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
deseret book 1993
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ballard M russell suicide some things we know and some we do
not salt lake city deseret book 1993

barkdull larry praying for your enemies cameo 1 december
199341993 4 6

bean kendall ross thoughts on reverent love digest 2 march
19937519931995 75 77

beardall C douglas and jewel N Beamdall all about angels 2 vols
provo utah LDS book publications 1993

bennion francine R and martha N beck adult spiritual
development in women 145 66

benson alvin K geological upheaval and darkness in 3 nephi 8 10
in 3 nephi 9 30 59 72

joseph smith on modem science ins 151 67
berrett richard H the future conditions of man after the

resurrection and the judgment in riches 173 93
black susan easton the importance of the individual in the lords

revelations in heavens 48 58
blanch mae repentance the gift of love in 3 nephi 993030 73 87
boone david F zions camp A study in obedience then and now

in heavens59heavens 59 82
brinley douglas E strengthening marriage and family relationships

the lords way in heavens 83 99
brough R clayton comp teachings of the prophets statements of

LDSIDS leaders on contemporary issues bountiful utah horizon
1993

brown S kent moses and jesus the old adorns the new in 3
nephi 9 308930 89 100

burgess allan K new insights into the old testament salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

burton D jeff ForTbortfortbosefor bosethose who wonder managing religious
questions and doubts 2dad ed rev bountiful utah IVE 1993

bush lester E jr health and medicine among the latter day saints
science sense and scripture new york crossroad 1993

bushman richard L joseph smith in the current age ins 33 48
revelation the kingdom of god zion

bytheway john why are there so many churches in sharing 27 40
camioncannongannon elaine we believe in being virtuous in whywb 114 25
card orson scott the book of mormon artifact or artifice in deep

thoughtsoughtsTb proceedings of life the universe and everything
february 6 9 1993 171 206 edited by mamy K parkin and
steve setzer provo utah TLE press 1993 also in digest 2
october 1993 4 29

carmack john K tolerance principles practices obstacles limits
salt lake city bookcraft 1993
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carver james A the destiny of the earth in riches 155 71
cazier kem T the eternal nature of the family in riches 223 35
chadwick jeffrey R sariah in the elephantine papyri JBOMS 2 fall

19931961993 196 200
challis john K the reality of satan in riches 31 50
charles melodie moench the book of job and gods hand in all

things in women 75 83
book of mormon christology in approaches 81 114

christensen kevin nigh unto death NDE research and the book of
mormon JBOMS 2 spring 1993 1 20

christianson jack R unto the least of these new insights into the
blessings of service salt lake city bookcraft 1993

withstanding sexual pressure in ubywhy 97 113
clarkdarkoark jennifer the lord will redeem his people adoptive covenant

and redemption in the hebrew bible and the book of mormon
provo utah brigham young university 1993 honors thesis

clark robert E notes on korihor and language JBOMS 2 spring
19931981993 198 200

the type at the border an inquiry into book of mormon
typology JBOMS 2 fall 1993 63 77

cloward robert A the saviors missionary training sermon in 3

nephi in 3 nephi 9 30 119 36
compton todd M the spirituality of the outcast in the book of

mormon JBOMS 2 spring 1993 139 60
condie spencer J in perfect balance salt lake city bookcraft 1993
covey stephen R spiritual roots of human relations 2dad ed salt

lake city deseret book 1993
cowan richard 0 the church shall bear my name and be built upon

my gospel in 3 nephi 9 30 225 35
1 TI will go before your face evidence of divine guidance

during the twentieth century in heavens 100 11

cracroft richard H well sing and well shout A mantic celebration
of the holy spirit in DS 123 33

crossan john dominic jesus the peasant dialogue 26 spring 1993
155 68

crowell angela M hebrew poetry update ZR 68 julyaugustJuly August 1993
1 4

newanew findings from scrolls scholars gathered to share
research ZR 66 marchaprilMarch April 1993 1 3

curtis delbert W christ in north america christ visited the nepbitesnephitesNephiresbiteshitesbires
in the land of promise in north america tigard oreg
resource communications 1993

derr jill mulvay and maureen ursenbach beecher an inheritance in
zion in women 93 104
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draper richard D the mortal ministry of the savior as understood by
the book of mormon prophets JBOMS 2 spring 1993 80 92

dunford C kent A testamenttestamentforforror our times salt lake city
bookcraft 1993 book of mormon messages on modem religious
decline war and political turmoil israel and the gentiles judg-
ment and the afterlife and more

dyer william G catching the vision working together to create a
millennial ward salt lake city bookcraft 1993

eggingtonedgingtonEggington william our weakness in writing oral and literate
culture in the book of mormon provo utah FARMSPARMSfarms 1992

ehlers carol jeanne and vicki J robinson serenity in the storm
woman and the crowning event of calling and election vol 3

of daughters of god series salt lake city hawkes 1993
esplin ronald K exalt not yourselves the revelations and thomas

marsh an object lesson for our day in heavens 112 29
ITFARMSARMS led expedition examines likely candidate for lehisgehis old

world bountiful insights 90 september 1993 1 3 4

faulconer james E the lord thy god hath chosen thee digest 2
october 1993 31 34

firmage edwin jr historical criticism and the book of mormon A
personal encounter sunstone 16 july 1993 58 64

flake kathleen supping with the lord A liturgical theology of the
LDS sacrament sunstone 16 july 1993 18 27

garrett H dean missionary work A view from the doctrine and
covenants in heavens 130 40

gatrost michael the book of mormon testifies of christ witness 81
summer 1993 9 11

gibbons ted what manner of men digest 2 june 1993 60 66
reprinted from misery annjoyandjoyand joy orem utah keepsake 1991

gibson arvin S echoesfromechoes from eternity new near dealbdeathdeatb experiences
examined bountiful utah horizon 1993

gillum gary P ed and comp excerpts from cfallofallof allaliail things idisthisibis
people 14 summer 1993 61 62

of all things classic quotationsfromquotations from hugh nibley 2dad ed
rev and expanded salt lake city deseret book 1993

godfrey kenneth W the nature of the godhead in riches 1 16
goodman A harold priesthood sanctifyingSanctify ing the saints springvilleSpringville

utah cedar fort 1993
gorton H clay if there be faults digest 2 march 1993 30 38

language of the lord new discoveries of chiasma in the
doctrine and covenants bountiful utah horizon 1993

there shall be time no longer digest 2 august 1993 48 61
grammer joseph W awake and arise A study on the principle of

free agency our constitutional relationship to agency the
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thread upon which our sacred constitution hangs and our
personal responsibility murray utah northwest 1993

griffith michael T refuting the critics evidences of the book of
mormonscormonsMormons authenticity bountiful utah horizon 1993

hadfield M gary neuropathology and the scriptures BYU studies
33 1993 313 28

hafen bruce C the authentic theology in heavens 1 16
hales robert D gifts of the spirit indsandsin DS 135 46
hamblin laura the power of negative thinking or the function of

doubt in learning exponent II11il 17 no 3 1993 3
hamblin william J basic methodological problems with the anti

mormon approach to the geography and archaeology of the
book of mormon provo utah FARMS 1993 also injbomsmjboms 2
spring 1993 161 97

vikings iron and the book of mormon insights 86 january
199321993 2

hansen gerald jr gathering to the temple teachings of the second
day in 3 neobinepbi 9 30 211 23

helps louise fear not digest 2 december 1993 67
hinckley gordon B dedicatory prayer ins xxxvii xxxix joseph

smith memorial building december 10 1991 brigham young
university

trust and accountability in DS 21 27
holbrook brett L the sword of laban as a symbol of divine

authority insights 88 may 1993 2 also injbomsmjboms 2 spring
1993391995391993 39 72

holzapfel jeni broberg and richard neitzel holzapfel sisters at the
well women and the life and teachings ofofjesusjesus salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

holzapfel richard neitzel eternity sketchdsketchy in a vision the poetic
version of doctrine and covenants 76 in heavens 141 62

one by one the fifth gospels model of service in 3 nephi
9 30 183 93

huggins ronald V joseph smiths inspired translation of romans 7
dialogue 26 winter 1993 159 82

hunt wallace E jr moses brazen serpent As it relates to serpent
worship in mesoamericaMesoamerica bomsJBOMS50ms 2 fall 1993 121 31

hunter howard W an anchor to the souls of men in DS 67 73
the real christmas salt lake city bookcraft 1993 booklet

hurd jerrie making the scriptures our own exponent 1117II11 17 no 3

1993 8 9
hutchinson anthony A the word of god Is enough the book of

mormon as nineteenth century scripture in approaches 1 19
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jackson kent P prophecies of the last days in the doctrine and
covenants and the pearl of great price in heavens 163165 81

jensen jay E have I1 received an answer from the spirit digest 2

september 1993 5 11 reprinted from ensign 19 april 1989
20 25125

johnson clarkdarkoark V my disciples shall stand in holy places jesus christ
initiirilri the twenty first century in heavens 182 93

kent stephen A deviant scripturalism and ritual satanic abuse part
two possible masonic mormon magick and pagan influences
religion 2523 october 1993 355 67

kraut ogden the church and the gospel salt lake city pioneer 1993
the white horse prophecy salt lake city pioneer 1993

kunich john C multiply exceedingly book of mormon population
sizes in approaches 231 67

lambert neal E the symbolic unity of christs ministry in 3 nephi
in 3 nephi 993030 195 209

lane jennifer clarkdarkoark the lord will redeem his people adoptive
covenant and redemption in the old testament and book of
mormon JBOMS 2 fall 1993 39 62

larson stan the historicity of the mattheanmatthaeanMatthean sermon on the mount in
3 nephi in approaches 115 63

lebaron E dale official declaration 2 revelation on the priesthood
in heavens 194 207

lee janet G crossing the street of life in DS 11 14

lewis ronald E america its blessings and cursingscurlingsCursings RVjrv9292
novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 4 8

lundahl craig R and harold A widdison social positions in the city
of light journal of near death studies 11 summer 1993
231 38

luthy melvin J parallelism and number patterns in the kalevalaKalevala
contrasted with hebrew patterns in DLLS 142 47 discusses
hebrew of old testament

mackay thomas W mormon as editor A study in colophonscolophony
headers and source indicators JBOMS 2 fall 1993 90 109

madsen carol cornwall the elect lady revelation the historical
and doctrinal context of doctrine and covenants 25 in
heavens208heavens 208 21

mangum garth L the economics of the book of mormon joseph
smith as translator or commentator JBOMS 2 fall 1993 78 89

matheny deanne G does the shoe fit A critique of the limited
tehuantepec geography in approaches 269 328

mather george A and larrylarryagarryaA nichols dictionary of cults sects
religions and the occult grand rapids mich zondervan 1993
numerous mormon references
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matthews robert J jesus the savior in 3 nephi in 3 nephi 9 30
25 39

the origin of man in riches 17 29
the restoration of all things what the doctrine and

covenants says in heavens 222 42
mcconkie bruce R the probationary test of mortality digest 2

january 1993 22 23 excerpt
the probationary test of mortality digest 2 september 1993

68 79 full text of a talk given at the university of utah institute
of religion january 10 1982

mcconkie joseph fielding the doctrine of a covenant people in 3
nephienepbinephi9 9 3015930 159 81

symbol of our faith A monument whose meanings are carved
into its very walls idisthisibis people 14 spring 1993 31 34

mcculloch J huston and P kyle mccarter the bat creek
inscription didjudeanDid judean refugees escape to tennessee provo
utah FARMS 1993 reprinted from biblical archaeology
review julyaugustJuly August 1993 46 55 82 83183851

mckeever bill and eric johnson comps dictionary of the mormon
language from aaronic priesthood to zion el cajon calif
mormonismMomionism research ministry 1993

mcmurrin sterling M some distinguishing characteristics of mormon
philosophy sunstone 16 march 1993 35 46

metcalfe brent lee the priority of mosiah A prelude to book of
mormon exegesis in approaches 395 444

midgley louis the radical reformation of the reorganization of the
restoration recent changes in the RLDS understanding of the
book of mormon JBOMS 2 fall 1993 132 63

miller jeanette W the tree of life a personification of christ
JBOMS 2 spring 1993 93 106

millet robert L the book of mormon historicity and faith JBOMS
2 fall 1993 1 13

the revelations of the restoration window to the past open
door to the future in heavens 17 33

this Is my gospel in 3 nephi 9 30130 1 24
millet robert L and joseph fielding mcconkie our destiny the call

and election of the house of1sraelof israel salt lake city bookcraft 1993
molen steven the identity of jacobs opponent wrestling with

ambiguity in genesis 3222 32 dialogue 26 summer 1993
187 200

molgard max H inviting the spirit into our lives salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

morrise mark J simile curses in the ancient near east old testament
and book of mormon JBOMS 2 spring 1993 124 38
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morrison alexander B visions ofofzionzion salt lake city deseret book 1993
nelson russell M integrity of heart indsandsin DS 75 82

lessons from mother eve A mothers day message salt lake
city deseret book 19931995 booklet reprinted from ensign 17
november 1987 86 89

nibley hugh W A house of glory provo utah FARMS 1993
promised lands provo utah FARMS 19951993 reprinted from

darkclark memorandum spring 1993 2 13115115

role models digest 2 august 1993 3 12 from a speech
presented by the author upon receiving the exemplary manhood
award from brigham young university in 1992

teachings of the book of mormon 4 vols provo utah
FARMS 1993 transcripts of lectures presented to honors
book of mormon classes at brigham young university 1988 90

nyman monte S the designations jesus gives himself in 3 nephi in
3 neobinepbinephi 9 30 41 58

oaks dallin H another testament of jesus christ in DS 111 22
oberg CraigraigralcraigjcraigcraigegJJ and gene A sessions science and mormonism A

review essay in harmony 283 89
olsen steven L joseph smiths concept of the city ofofzionzion ifijsin JS

203 11

otten leaun G protection against deception in heavens 243 56
pace glenn L spiritual revival salt lake city deseret book 1993
packard sandra bradford searching the scriptures in women 67 74
packer boyd K dedication remarks ins xxvii joseph smith mem-

orial building december 10 1991 brigham young university
parry donald W pray always learning to pray As jesus prayed in 3

nephi 9 30 137 48
perkins jerry god tailors revelation to the individual in heavens

257 77
perkins keith W trials and tribulations in our spiritual growth insights

from doctrine and covenants 121 and 122 in heavens 27889278 89
perry L tom making memories in DS 29 37
peters john durham reflections on mormon materialism sunstone

16 march 1993 47 52
peterson daniel C and donald L enders can the 1834 affidavits

attacking the smith family be trusted insights 90 september
1993 2

proctor maurine oenUenjensenuensenauensensen and scot facer proctor where did nephi
build the ship this people 14 fall 1993 40 53

proctor scot facer and maurine jensen proctor lightfromlight fromtrom the dust
A photographic exploration into the ancient world of the book
of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1993

proffit robert blind men and seers wisdom paradigms in job and
oedipus insight 9 fall 1993 20 26
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rasmussen elliseuiseulsenis T A latter day saint commentary on the old
testament salt lake city deseret book 1993

read lenet hadley joseph smiths receipt of the plates and the
israelite feast of trumpets JBOMS 2 fall 1993 110 20

richardson matt feelings whoawiloa whoa whoa feelings in sharing
135 43 feeling the spirit

ricks stephen D translation of the book of mormon interpreting the
evidence JBOMS 2 fall 1993 201 6

riddle chauncey cazier language transactions in covenant and
contract in DLLS 184 88

rolph daniel N prophets kings and swords the sword of laban
and its possible pre laban origin JBOMS 2 spring 1993 737973 79

romney joseph B fulfillment of the law of moses new perspectives
10 november 1993 28 32

rona daniel the real bethlehem digest 2 december 1993 31 38
roper matthew comments on the book of mormon witnesses A re-

sponse to jerald and sandra tanner JBOMS 2 fall 1993 164 93
rust richard dilworth taste and feast images of eating and drinking

in the book of mormonmonnon BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993 743 52
scott glenn A belize was this the land ofofjershonjershonbershonjershon witness 81

summer 1993 12 14

scott john G the purpose of mortality in riches 51 72
scott richard G acquiring spiritual knowledge indsandsin DS 147 56
shipps jan TsIs mormonism christian reflections on a complicated

question BYU studies 33 1993 43865438 65
shirts kathryn H joseph smith and the prophetic voice in women

57 66
skousen royal hebraisms in the original text of the book of

mormon in DLLS 189 92
smith aaron john the baptist and jesus christ A type and shadow of the

bible and the book of mormon witness 83 winter 1993 8 10
smith joseph the gift of the holy ghost editorial by joseph smith

june 15 1842 ZAz4 70 november 1993 195 99
scriptural teachings of the prophetjosepbprophet joseph smith selected and

arranged by joseph fielding smith scriptural annotations and intro-
duction by richard C galbraith salt lake city deseret book 1993

smith lyle L dinner plates and the book of mormon witness 82
fall 1993 4 7

metals in the mayamayaareaarea witness 81 summer 1993 4 5

peoples ofmesoamericaofmesoamericaMesoamerica witness 83 winter 1993 11 14
smith sherrie kline the la mojarra stela can it be the coriantumr

stone witness 80 spring 1993 4 8
solomon dorothy paradise found an interview with embraced by the

light author betty jean eadie network 16 april 1993 24 25
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sorenson john L comments on nephite chronology JBOMS 2 fall
1993207 11

spackman randall P introduction to book of mormon chronology
the principal prophecies calendars and dates provo utah
FARMS 1993

sperry kip from kirtland to computers the growth of family
history record keeping in heavens 290 301

tholson craig L the coming of the holy one of israel vol 4 of
doctrines of the restoration aurora colo by the author 1993

thomas brett P the weak things of the world in heavens 302 16
thomas M catherine the brother ofjaredofjaredfared at the veil provo utah

FARMS 1993
the restoration of the doctrines of marriage and atonement

in women 85 91
the workings of the holy spirit in riches 109 30

thomas mark D A rhetorical approach to the book of mormon redis-
covering nephite sacramental language in approaches 53 80

thomasson gordon C mosiah the complex symbolism and symbolic
complex of kingship in the book of mormon JBOMS 2 spring
1993211993 21 38

thompson james L aliens and UFOsUTOs messengers or deceivers
bountiful utah horizon 1993

melinetimelinetimalineTi of gods dealings with his prophets and the accompanying
records lethbridge paramount printers 1993 Timeline and
text bookmark

top brent L the blessings of repentance and the rewards for
righteousness in obywhyouy 172 200

top brent L larry E dahl and walter D bowen follow the living
prophets timely reasonsforreasons forrorrof obeying prophetic counsel in the
last days salt lake city bookcraft 1993

top brent L and wendy C top beyond deaths door
understanding near death experiences in light of the restored
gospel salt lake city bookcraft 1993

treat mary lee wycliffe translators prepare the way for the
fulfillment ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis covenant ZR 67 maejunemayjuneMayjune 1993 2 3

treat raymond C book of mormon warfare more than meets the
eye ZR 65 januaryfebruaryJanuary February 1993 1 4

gods definition of righteousness ZR 67 MaymayhmemayjunemaejuneJune 1993 1 4
the hidden principle come unto christ ZR 65 january

february 1993 2 3
more on righteousness ZR 69 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1993 2 3

the significance of the dead sea scrolls ZR 66 marchaprilMarch April
1993 4

trimble brenda panti maya medicine trail witness 81 summer
1993 6 7
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underwood grant the millennarianMillennarian world of early mormonism
urbana ill111111.iiiililii university of illinois press 1993

vause L mikel eternal progression the higher destiny in
harmony 277 82

vogel dan anuantiandantl universalist rhetoric in the book of mormon in
approaches 21 52

volluz corbin T lehisgehis dream of the tree of life springboard to
prophecy JBOMS 2 fall 1993 14 38

welch john W B H roberts affirms book of mormon antiquity in
newly released manuscript insights 91 november 1993 2

connections between the visions ofoflehilehilehl and nephi insights
89 july 1993 2

welch john W and trevor packer the newly found manuscript of
doctrine and covenants section 65 BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993
331 36

wheatley margaret J honoring our god given gifts in women
35 45

whiting gary R the commandment to be perfect in 3 nephi 9 30
101 18

wightman philip C the need for repentance in riches 95 107
wilcox brad why does it snow only under the streetlampStreet lamp digest 2

june 1993 30 35
williams clyde J the three nephitesNephites and the doctrine of

translation in 3 nephi 9 30 237 5511

wilson timothy B mormonscormonsMormons story an adaptation based on the
book of mormon mapleton utah by the author 1993

wirth diane E john S robertson and brian stubbs did book of
mormon names persist in ancient america insights 87 march
1993 2

woodford robert J the necessity for obedience in riches 73 93
wright david P in plain terms that we may understand joseph

smiths transformation of hebrews in alma 12 13 in
approaches 165 229

wright randalrandalaA the consequences of sexual sin in why 52 67

HISTORY

works published about the history of mormonscormonsMormons mormonism and
the mormon church

abbott delila M and beverlybeverlyjJ white women legislators of utah
1896 1993 salt lake city npap 1993 several mormon legislators

adams kellene ricks A pioneer christmas pioneer 40
novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 4 7
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aegerter fred pat comarell and david haws the egyptian theater
brought an exotic look to downtown ogden BH 19 1993
27 29 extracted from the egyptian theater A history 1988

alienallenailen james B the story of the truth the way the2 be life BYU

studies 33 1993 690 741
alley stephen L buchanansbuchanannBuchanans blunder As john lowe butler saw it

pioneer 40 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1993 29 30
me fix um remedies among the pioneers pioneer 40

MaymayhmemayjunemaejuneJune 1993 2211

sequel to the gunfight pioneer 40 marchaprilMarch April 1993 25
anderson lavina fielding prayer under a pepper tree sixteen

accounts of a spiritual manifestation BYU studies 33 1993
55 78

anderson richard lloyd the religious dimensions of emmas letters
to tojosephjoseph inasinjsin JS 117 25

anderson warren R owning western history A guide to collecting
rare documents historical letters and valuable autographs
from the old west missoula mont mountain press 1993
facsimiles of two documents pertaining to mormonism

angus mark salt lake city under footfookbookbool seifselfser guided tours of historic
neighborhoods salt lake city signature 1993

arrington leonard J mule cars in pioneer utah pioneer 40
novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 18 19

bachman danel W joseph smith a true martyr injsin5insinas 317 32
backman milton V jr joseph smith and the restitution of all

things injsinas 89 99
baker doran and kay baker inception and growth of engineering at

utahs institutions of higher education encyclicencycliaEncy clia 69 1992
187 216 john A widtsoeWidtsoe richard R lyman joseph F menillmerrillmen illiiilii

and others
barney sarah walker nursing and health care among mormon

women an analysis of the relief society magazine 191419301914 1930
provo utah college of nursing brigham young university 1993
masters thesis

barrus ruth uconacon musical heritage snake river echoes 22
october 1993 29 30

bartholomew rebecca and leonard J arrington rescue of the 1856
handcart comcompaniesanies rev ed provo utah brigham young
university charles redd center 1993

bartschi D P the gunfight at first south and west temple pioneer
40 januaryfebruaryJanuary February 1993 20 21

bashore melvin L the salt lake seagulls professional football team
UHQ 61 winter 1993 4 2211
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bates irene M patriarchal blessings and the routinization of
charisma dialogue 26 fall 1993 1291 29

bean cheryl harmon LDS baptisms in erie county pennsylvania
18311851 1833 nauvoojournalnauvoo journal 5 fall 1993 3 7

beckham raymond E of starts stops and successes an overview of
fundraisingfund raising at BYU BYM 47 may 1993 44 49

bennion sherilyn C sisters under the skin utahs mormon and non
mormon women and their publications BYU studies 33 1993
111 29

bergera gary james A sad and expensive experience ernest L

wilkinsonsWilkinsons 1964 bid for the US senate UHQ 61 fall 1993
304 24

A strange phenomena ernest L wilkinson the LDS church
and utah politics dialogue 26 summer 1993 8911589 115

bishop M guy and richard neitzel holzapfel the st peters of the
new world the salt lake temple tourism and a new image for
utah UHQ 61 spring 1993 136 49

bitton davis glimpses the temple over time what does the salt
lake temple mean to the latter day saints this people 14
spring 1993 24 25

black susan easton thetoe mormon temple square the story behind
the scenery las vegas nev KC publications 1993

blevins winfred dictionary of the american west 5000 terms and
expressions from goingagoingA and A coming to zuni new york
facts on file 1993 includes mormon references

bradley martha sonntag kidnappedfromkidnapped from that landlund the
government raids on the short creek polygamists vol 9 of
publications in mormon studies salt lake city university of utah
press 1993

sandy city the first 100 years sandy utah sandy city 1993
mentions mormon church

A brief history of harrisburg utah pioneer 40 julyaugustJuly August 1993 17
brown sherry lewis the first christmas in the valley pioneer 40

novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 13 15
buchanan frederick S masons and mormonscormonsMormons released time politics

in salt lake city 19301950 56jmh56 JMH 19 spring 1993 67 114
cannon brian Q john C calhoun jr meets the prophet joseph

smith shortly before the departure for carthage BYU studies 33
19937721993 772 80

cannon donald Q joseph smith and the university of nauvoo injsinas
285 300

christiansen larry D the struggle for power in the mormon
battalion dialogue 26 winter 1993 51 69

christmas with the pioneers digest 2 december 1993 44 46
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cornwall marie camela courtright and laga van beek how
common the principle women as plural wives in 1860
dialogue 26 summer 199313953199313919931995 13953139 53

cottam naomi M pioneer autograph albums and scrapbooks CC 4
1993 133 80 contents clippings from scrapbooks historical

notes and interview with amelia folsom young
cowan richard 0 memorials to the prophet the former and the

new joseph smith buildings injsin5insinas xlixiiali 11 brigham young
university

dalton grant R women of the mormon battalion pioneer 40
mayjunemaejuneMay June 1993 22 23

davis harold S the losepajosepa origin of joseph F smiths laie prophecy
BYU studies 33 1993 81 108

davis inez smith in the days of old nauvoo rv88jrv88 marchaprilMarch April
1993 28 31 reprinted from vision january 1932193211952

durham michael S this Is the place retracing the pioneer trail in
mormon utah american heritage 44 april 1993 65 82

1839 mormon redress petitions nauvoo journal 5 spring 1993
15 17

embry jessie L the good war RLDS and LDS americans responses
to world war 11II JWHAJ 13 1993 51 64

enders donald L the joseph smith sr family farmers of the
genesee insinalna 213 25

esplin fred the ordervilledervilleOr molasses raid this people 14 holiday
1993521993 52 57

fielding robert kent the unsolicited chronicler an account of the
gunnison massacre its causes and consequences utah
territory 184718591847 1859 a narrative history brookline mass
paradigm 1993

the first 100 years of the alumni association an alumni
retrospective BYM 47 february 1993 495149 51

foster craig L victorian pornographic imagery in anti mormon
literature JMH 19 spring 1993 115 32

foster lawrence the psychology of religious genius joseph smith
and the origins of new religious movements dialogue 26
winter 1993 1 22

friedman lawrence M crime and punishment in american history
new york basicbooksBasicBooks 1993 mormon church briefly mentioned

friedman ralph the other side of oregon caldwell idaho caxton
printers 1993 mentions the mormon battalion

gale robert L A cultural encyclopedia of the 1850s in america
westport conn greenwood 1993 entry for latter day saints

gallagher carole american ground zero the secret nuclear war
lunenburg vt stinehour 1993 brief mention of mormonscormonsMormons
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gardner helen B and quenton T bowler the peoples progressive
telephone company 1912 17 the dream and the reality UHQ
61 winter 1993 79 94

godfrey kenneth W remembering the deaths of joseph and hyrum
smith injsinas 301 15

gorrell michael J lets do it west vailervalleyvalrevalley citescitys official early history
west valley city utah west valley city civic committee 1993

grandstaff mark R having more learning than sense william E

mlellinmcellinMLellin and the book of commandments revisited dialogue 26
winter 1993 23 48

grant helen R comp locality histories CC 4 1993 377 416
griggs C wilfred and others evidences of a christian population in

the egyptian fayumfadum and genetic and textile studies of the
akhmim noble mummies BYUbyustudiesstudies 33 1993 215 43

gunzenhauser paul garden grove a place to see MHANmhan8888 spring
1993 3

gunzenhauser paul and karla gunzenhauser garden grove iowa by
the authors 1993

hallberg carl sunday school evangelism religious education and
social values in wyoming 1868 1918 wyoming annals 65
spring 1993 22 35 briefly mentions mormonism

hamblin william J the final step sunstone 16 july 1993 111211 12
historical criticism methodology

hansen vaughn E whence came theythet israel britain and the
restoration Springspringvillespringviueville utah cedar fort 1993

harris katherine long vistas women and families on colorado
homesteads niwothiwot colo university press of colorado 1993
mormon references

hinckley gordon B dedication remarks injsinas xxix xxxvi joseph
smith memorial building 10 december 1991 brigham young
university

holzapfel richard neitzel A time of dedication how history records
the unique events of the temples dedication this people 14

spring 1993 25 26
holzapfel richard neitzel and T jenneryjeneryjeffery cottle A window to the past

A photographic panorama of early church history and the
doctrine and covenants salt lake city bookcraft 1993

howard richard P the power of place saintsheraldsaintsSaint heraldsHerald 140 february
1993 7 10

reflections on writing the church through the years vol-
ume I1 distinguished author lectures 5 1992 1993 11 24

what sort of priesthood for women at nauvoonauvooywh413jbfjwflajl4j 13

1995181993181993 18 30
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hughes richard T two restoration traditions mormonscormons and
churches of christ in the nineteenth century JMH 19 spring
1993341993 34 51

hulsejames W C C goodwin and the taming of the tribune UHQ
61 spring 1993 164 81

hume barbara R strange bedfellowsBedfellows a history of science fiction in
the corridor in washed xii xxiixvii

hyde myrtle stevens comp ganesvillekanesvilleKanesville advertisements ogden utah
by the author 1993

hyde ronald G the BYU alumni association 100 years young
BYM 47 february 1993 44 48

jackson richard H sacred space and city planning the mormon
example architecture and comporturearcbitecturecomporturelarchitecture and
behavior 9 1993 251 59

jett stephen C before columbus the question of early transoceanic
interinfluencesintelInter influences BYU studies 33 1993 24571245 71

keilty maureen best hikes with children in utah seattle wash the
mountaineers 1993 photos by dan peha includes mormon
history

knack martha C interethnicInterethnic competition at kaibab during the early
twentieth century etbnohistoryethnobistory 40 spring 1993 212 45

larson suzanne an ideograph analysis of the mormon women and
non mormon womens public argument on polygamy and
suffrage 1870 1886 ann arbor mich UMI 1992 phd diss
university of oregon

lee rex E dedication remarks ins xvii xx joseph smith mem-
orial building 10 december 1991 brigham young university

loveless cheri the house of the lord what memories linger in its
hallways and mingle with its reverent warmth this people 14
spring 1993 20 23

madsen brigham D B H roberts studies of the book of mormon
dialogue 26 fall 1993 77778686

madsen carol cornwall faith and community women ofofnauvoonauvoo in
JS 227 40

the power of combination emmeline B wells and the
national and international councils of women BBYUYU studies 3333
1993 646 73

sisters at the bar utah women in law UHQ 61 summer
19932081993 208 32

malouf beatrice B comp A century ago 1892 CC 4 1993 1 40
mangum garth L and bruce D blumell the cormonsmormonsMormons war on

poverty A history ofldsoflasofLDS welfareWedareyare 1830 1990 vol 8 of
publications in mormon studies salt lake city university of utah
press 1993
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matthews robert J joseph smith translator ins 77 87
mcbride dennis the mormon atlantis the pioneer town of st

thomas was an idyllic place until it was covered by lake
mead nevada 53 novemberdecemberNovember December 1993 82 92

merrill byron R joseph smith and the lamanitesLamanites djsnjsinjsinas 187 202
millet robert L dedication remarks injsinfsings xxiaxi xxvixavi josephuosephdoseph smith

memorial building 10 december 1991 brigham young university
mississippi saints and the mormon battalion sick detachments

pioneer 40 julyaugustJuly August 1993 24
new collection adds information to colonia juarez research MBNMEN 2

september 1993 1 3

parsons A comp the apostasy and restoration RVrv8989 mayjunemaejuneMay June
1993 22 23 reprinted from parsons text book 127 32
independence mo ensign 1902

perciaccante marianne backlash against formalism early mormon
ismsiams appeal in jefferson county JMH 19 fall 1993 35 63

peterson john alton mormonscormonsMormons indians and gentiles and utahs
black hawk war ann arbor mich UMI 1993 phd diss
arizona state university

peterson paul H understanding joseph A review of published
documentary sources injsinfsings 101 16

poll richard D thomas L kane and the utah war UHQ 61 spring
19931121993 112 35

porter larry C the book of mormon historical setting for its
translation and publication injsin5insinas 49 64

price pamela church schools are essential since the days ofofnauvoonauvoo
sunday schools have played an important role in the church
vision 13 june 1993 26262929

prince gregory A having authority the origins and development of
priesthood during the ministry of ofjosepbjoseph smith john whitmer
historical association monograph series independence mo
independence press 1993

quinn D michael I thou vs Ilitit conversions the mormon baseball
baptism era sunstone 16 december 1993 30 44

raymond remembered settlers sugar and stampedes raymond
alberta history book committee town of raymond 1993
includes history of the mormonscormons in that area

roche vaughn A faithful resistance this7 bis people 14 holiday 1993
12 18

rosenberg donald J the deseret alphabet pioneer 40 julyaugustJuly August
1993251993 25 26

ryser sterling R effects of the military on the utah pioneers pioneer
40 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1993 27 29
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sack sallyann amdur recent acquisitions of the LDS mormon
family history library avotaynu the international review of
jewish genealogy 9 spring 19951993 11 12

salway teoneiternei responding to history jewish and latter day saint
timely and timeless reactions insight 9 fall 1993 13 19

sandberg karl telling the tales and telling the truth writing the
history ofofwidtsoewidtsoeWidtsoe dialogue 26 winter 1993 93 105

saunders richard A contemporary view of the nauvoo legion the
general return for the second cohort 1843 nauvoojournalnauvoo tournaijournal 5

fall 1993 51 52
schirer david L murray utah families in transition 1890 1920

UHQ 61 fall 1993 339 56
schulthess dave rise and shout 100 years of BYU sports beaibyaiBYM 47

august 1993 44 46 56 57
scott patricia lyn the primary association in rigby 1886 1900

snake river echoes 22 october 1993 26 28
simmerman steven R the mormon health traditions an evolving

view of modem medicine journal of religion and health 32
fall 1993 189 96

skousen royal the book of mormon critical text project asatsinjsajsinas 65 75
smith thayne jo mrs red rock chapter place monument in

johnson canyon cemetery pioneer 40 marchaprilMarch April 1993 17
somers ray history of logonlogan 2 vols logan utah somers historic

press 1993
spillman W B pat will contention ever cease A personal

reflection distinguished author lectures 5 1992 93 27 49
thompson roger M the mormon church new york hippocrene

books 1993 part of the hippocrene great religions of the
world series

traub aguirre margaret latter day mecca salt lake city magazine 4
mayjunemaejuneMay June 1993 78 86 salt lake temple

ulrich laurel thatcher the significance of trivia JMH 19 spring
19935219931995 52 66

vlahos clare D A history of early RLDSRIDSeldskids spirituality 1860 1885 ann
arbor mich UMI 1992 phd diss university of kansas

vogel dan and scott C dunn the tongue of angels glossolalia
among mormonismsMormoni sms founders JMH 19 fall 1993 1 34

wade alton L an institution of prophetic destiny laie hawaii
brigham young university hawaii campus 1993 devotional
address

walker ronald W A banner Is unfurled mormonismsMormonisms ensign peak
dialogue 26 winter 1993 71 91

seeking the remnant the native american during the joseph
smith period JMHMH 19 spring 1993 1 33
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welch john W jesse smiths 1814 protest BYU studies 33 1993
131 44

wharton tom and gayen wharton discover america utah compass
american guides 1993 photographs by tom till includes
mormon history

whitney journals seven original mormon trail letters donated MBNMEN
2 june 1993 1 7 typescriptsTypescripts of letters donated to utah state
university

wright david P the continuing journey sunstone 16 july 1993
12 14 historical criticism

youngreen buddy the sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion 1860
digest 2 january 1993 35 54

inspiration
inspirational stories about mormonscormons or mormonism

anderson scott L covenant relationships that count in sharing 1 9
ashton emma rae mckay mother lifes finest blessing in

mothering 112 14
barkdull larry feeding on feedback digest 2 june 1993 78
barker shane R surviving as a teenager in a grownupsgrown ups world salt

lake city bookcraft 1993
belnap mary ellen bennett mother the spirit of our home in

mothering 125 29
bennett evalyn D on goals in mothering 129 32
berg art E whatever it takes in sharing 10 16

the best gift I1 ever received this people 14 holiday 1993 35 38
black dean the truth alone wears well digest 2 march 1993 19 2211

black susan easton the envelope digest 2 june 1993 272927 29
brown cheryl out of small things Proceproceedededeth that which Is great

dacd&c 6433 indsandsin DS 10101loliol1 9
calhoun margie stonesstories of insight and inspiration stories of faith

that will inspire the speaker teacher and reader 2dad ed salt
lake city bountiful press 1993

when faith writes the story trueTrue faith promoting storiesforstories torfor
the speaker teacher and reader 2dad ed salt lake city bountiful
1993

cannon elaine mothering salt lake city bookcraft 1993
darger anne carroll P motherhood profession of choice in

mothering 91 93
darger arlene B memories of my mother marie jones barlow in

mothering 117 22
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davidson karen lynn the abundant life Is the teachable life in
women 17 27

durrantdunantdun ant george D and the winner Is father salt lake city
bookcraft 19951993 pamphlet

ellisonenlsonenison mark faith in the lord and the you the lord sees in
sharing 49 60

faulconer james E self image self love and salvation digest 2 june
1993719951993 7 26

gibbons ted brigham young and the robin soup digest 2 march
1993 60 67 from a transcript of the address given august 19
1977 at brigham young university

an interrupted prayer digest 2 january 1993 31 34 from
the booklet amen an interrupted prayer orem utah
keepsake nd

goates claudia T beth harmonhannon tidwell potts my mother my
heroine in mothering 115 17

grassligrasoliGrassli michaelene P ulbarwhatwhar I1I1 have learnedfromlearned from children salt lake
city deseret book 1993

grassligrasoliGrassli michaelene P dottie packer and jane anne woodhead all I1I1
really need Is my mom salt lake city bookcraft 1993 pamphlet

hales janette C lessons that have helped me in DS 83 90
hall stephen jason all for the love of a friend in sharing 61 67
hansen suzanne L real love the most awesome adventure in

sharing 68 75
harris victor hamburgers fries pies and a soft drink or dare to do

right in sharing 76 85
henderson carrie B the wonder filled institution of motherhood in

mothering 85 88
hinze sarah comp lefelifelene before life springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1993
jack elaine L get a life in DS 47 55
jacobs curtis stand as a witness in sharing 86 93
jensen kathleen bushnell must we always run faster than we have

strength in women 47 55
johnson lucile sunny side up breakthrough Idelweideasforideasasforforpor womenwomenfromfrom

one of the most loved speakers in the church compiled and
edited by arlene bascom american fork utah covenant
communications 1993

jones barbara barrington 1 I just want to be happy in sharing 94 10101lolloi1
kimball camilla eyring family christmas traditions digest 2

december 1993 4 7
lee rex E and janet G lee selective attitudes and the happy life

in DS 57 66
litchfieldUtchnieldfield alienallenailen fantasylandFantasyland or realitylandRealityland nice places to visit but

where do you want to live in sharing 102 14
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lloyd grant and mary lou lloyd faith blossoms at cherry hill
bountiful utah horizon 1993

loveless cheri A years supply on an impossible budget this people
14 spring 1993 61 64

martin sandy bittersweet journey this people 14 holiday 1993
26 32

mason barbara lapray waiting patiently in mothering 94 97
miles blanche remembering mother in mothering 122 25
nelson gary R reach out lift each other soar high in sharing

115 24
okazaki chieko N cats cradle salt lake city bookcraft 1993

christmas presence salt lake city deseret book 1993 booklet
lighten up salt lake city deseret book 1993
lighten up in women 1 8

pahnke vickey beauty and the beast what youre looking for Is
what youll find in sharing 125 34

pearson carol lynn 1 I dont want to be a mormon anymore
sunstone 16 march 1993 53 57

peterson brookie A letter to the mother and the father of a special
child in mothering 106log10611logli11

peterson virginia 1I mother my teacher of life lessons in
mothering 102 6

poole kit the waiting place digest 2 january 1993 55 58
ritchie james W 1 I the lord am bound digest 2 october 1993

65 67 reprinted from ordained to win provo utah rydalch
1990

robison joleen ashman out in left field a true story digest 2

september 1993 141714 17 reprinted from dialogue 25 summer
19921171992 117 120

smith kathryn S lovest thou me feed my lambs in sharing
144 54

thayer donluconlu dewitt the price we pay through competition in
women 129 44

thomas A david if im wearing the whole armor of god why do I1

keep getting beat up in sharing 155 64
thomas paula be of good cheer you know what ammon knew

in sharing 165 72
walters lola B wronged by another toisthisibis people 14 summer 1993

36 39
wilcox brad dates without pits in sharing 173 82
wilcox michael and ted gibbons porter the polar bear goes to

hawaii digest 2 march 1993 28 29 taken from a forth-
coming book

winder barbara W with the help of the lord in mothering 88 91
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wright randal A A lesson at the gas pump digest 2 january 1993
63 65

zirker sherri and ronald zirker families in focus cameo 1

december 1993 52 53
recipe for a happy family cameo 1 november 1993

36 37

ellen M copley is special collections and manuscripts administrative assistant
harold B lee library brigham young university
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